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Abstract
Previous literature identifies that students’ real-time feedback is important in the learning
process. There are numerous studies that have collected students’ feedback in real time.
However, they include several limitations of which the most important is analysing the
feedback. In this thesis, we address these limitations by proposing a system that will
automatically analyse students’ feedback in real time and present the analysis results to the
lecturer. To create such a system, we propose the use of sentiment analysis.
The extensive literature highlights the importance of this research in the sentiment
analysis field, as there is no research exploring sentiment analysis for students’ real-time
feedback and research in the educational domain has been focused mainly on e-learning. The
literature shows that emotions are also important in learning and could be detected using
sentiment analysis. Consequently, this research is also important as there is little research in
detecting emotion from students’ feedback.
Polarity detection is explored and two experiments were done to identify the best com-
bination of preprocessing, features and machine learning techniques to create an optimal
model for polarity detection of students’ feedback. As a result, we found that the optimal
model was to use a lower level of preprocessing, unigrams for features and Complement
Naive Bayes for the classifier.
Emotion detection in students’ feedback is also explored. Two experiments were done
to find the optimal model to detect emotions related to learning from students’ feedback.
The results showed that models which detect a single emotion have a better performance
than multiple emotion models. Three emotions (i.e. Amused, Bored, and Excited) were
more easily detected than others. The optimal model to detect emotion included a low level
preprocessing, unigrams as features and Complement Naive Bayes as the classifier.
Sarcasm detection in students’ feedback is explored. Our results showed that the lower
level of preprocessing led to the best performance. Moreover, by adding other features, such
as polarity and emotions, to the unigrams, sarcasm detection increased. Lastly, the best
classifier to detect sarcasm was Complement Naive Bayes.
iv
Visualisation of the sentiment analysis models results is also investigated. Six visualisa-
tions were created and evaluated by lecturers. The findings indicated that there lecturers had
no strong preference for a specific visualisation.
The system evaluation was performed in real-life settings. As a result, we found that
the lecturers were highly satisfied with the system, while the students had a neutral towards
negative view of it.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Students’ feedback can highlight different issues that students may have with the lecture.
One example of this is when the student does not understand part of the lecture or a specific
example. Another example is when the lecturers’ teaching pace is too fast or too slow.
Feedback is usually collected at the end of the unit, but it is more beneficial taken in real
time.
Collecting feedback in real time has numerous benefits for the lecturers and their students,
such as improvement in teaching [135] and understanding students’ learning behaviour [24].
Moreover, students’ feedback improves communication between the lecturer and the stu-
dents [24], allowing the lecturer to have an overall summary of the students’ opinion.
One way of collecting feedback in real time is using Student Response Systems (SRS).
Clickers, mobile phones and social media are types of SRS that have been used to collect
feedback in real time. Despite their usefulness in collecting real-time feedback, SRS systems
can not be used to their full advantage without support for the analysis for the collected
data. For example, in a study using Twitter to collect feedback, the lecturer had to read
through all the students’ tweets sequentially from the beginning to understand them, causing
time loss [121]. Furthermore, other research showed concern that using this tool will put
such an additional workload onto their lecturers as they would require additional training to
effectively use the tweets as feedback [177].
To address this problem we propose the creation of a system that will automatically
analyse students’ feedback in real time and present the analysis results to the lecturer. The
system will visualise the students’ feedback in a meaningful way giving the lecturer the most
important information from the feedback. The lecturers can use this information to change
their style of teaching or assessment. Time will also be taken into consideration to find
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effects of students’ attention at different times within a lecture or across longer periods of
time, such as terms or exam periods. Eventually, the system may lead to useful information
that can be used to monitor students’ progress such as changing classroom materials, for
example removing or adding examples. In order to create such a system, we propose the use
of sentiment analysis.
Sentiment analysis is an application of natural language processing, computational
linguistics and text analytics that identifies and retrieves information from text. Sentiment
analysis can be applied to general data, although it is more effective when applied to specific
domains [160] because word meanings and sentiment may differ across domains. Some
words bear a clear positive or negative sentiment, such as the words ’good’ or ’bad’, while
the sentiment of some other words depends on the domain [186]. An example for this is the
word ‘early’ which may reflect negative subjectivity in education as in the instance “The
lecture is too early!”. Then again, when describing a parcel service such as “The parcel
arrived early”, this is most likely a positive sentiment.
Sentiment analysis is commonly used to identify the polarity of a given text, i.e. determin-
ing whether the expressed opinion is positive, negative or neutral [1]. However, it can also be
used to detect emotions. Emotions play an important role in the learning process and thus
their detection is important [50, 51, 68]. For example, positive emotions can increase students’
interest in learning, increase engagement in the classroom and motivate students [51]. Happy
students are also generally more motivated to accomplish their goals [118]. Troussas [174]
found that students learn more efficiently and perform more successfully when they feel
secure, happy and excited about the subject matter. They also stated that emotions have the
ability to energize students’ thinking and their emotional states can interfere with learning.
For instance, emotions such as anger, anxiety and sadness can have a negative impact on
students and distract their learning [174].
Sentiment analysis research has grown considerably in the last decade, mainly due to
the availability of rich text resources such as social networking sites, blogs and micro-blogs
and product reviews [1, 12, 27, 57, 63, 64, 92, 126, 136, 181]. Sentiment analysis in the
educational domain has mainly been focused on e-learning [123, 168], with little research
done on classroom feedback [118]. Although e-learning and classroom education may seem
similar, they differ in the types of interactions between the students and the lecturers and in
the fact that the lecturer should respond to the students’ feedback in real time.
Feedback from students in the classroom settings is different from distant learners due to
the different situations and issues students may have. E-learning students can have issues
such as lack of interaction, while classroom feedback can be about lecture (i.e. in real time);
for example, the lecturers voice being too low. When training a model, words need to be
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related to the purpose of the application and in our case, the model needs to be trained using
classroom feedback. To the best of our knowledge, sentiment analysis and emotion detection
has not been applied for analysing students’ classroom feedback before.
1.2 Research Importance and Questions
Applying sentiment analysis to students’ real-time feedback holds many possibilities. Com-
munication between the lecturer and the student may improve and the students’ feedback
may be addressed promptly. The students’ feedback can be observed over time and patterns
may then be identified, allowing for the lecturer to make appropriate changes.
The research is important in the sentiment analysis field, as the extensive literature
review did not reveal any research exploring sentiment analysis for students’ real-time
feedback. In addition, research in the educational domain has been focused mainly on
e-learning [83, 107, 123, 156, 168, 174].
This research is also important as there is little research in predicting emotions related
to learning from students’ feedback. Students’ emotions detection is important as previous
research has highlighted that positive emotions affect positively on students’ learning, e.g.
increased motivation and engagement in the classroom [51, 118].
According to the literature, the visualisation of the analysis results is also important for
lecturers to make sense of it [52]. Also, it may direct researchers in the field of education
into visualising sentiment analysis in a meaningful way.
The system integration and evaluation is important to the field of technology enhanced
learning and it could direct researchers into ways feedback can be used to enhance learning.
In this research, we aim to answer the following questions:
• What are the best models to detect polarity from students’ real-time classroom feed-
back?
• What are the best models to detect emotion from students’ real-time classroom feed-
back?
• What are the best methods to detect students’ sarcasm from real-time classroom
feedback?
• How to present the analysis results to lecturers to facilitate decision making in real
time?
• Is the system useful for the lecturers and students?
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1.3 Thesis structure
This thesis contains research related to creating a system to analyse students’ classroom
feedback. This research explores sentiment analysis in the educational domain in particular
students’ classroom feedback. Chapter 4 covers polarity detection and chapter 5 emotion
detection. Chapter 6 discusses detecting sarcasm in students’ feedback. The visualisation of
the detection models is presented in chapter 7, followed by the system implementation in
chapter 8. A brief overview of each chapter is given in the following.
Chapter 2 discusses previous research in students’ feedback and in the sentiment analysis
area. It presents previous methods of collecting students’ feedback and their limitations.
Moreover, a discussion of sentiment analysis, which is the method we used to detect polarity
and emotion from feedback is presented. Sentiment analysis in different domains and in
particularly the education domain is reviewed. Gaps in the literature are identified which
show the importance of this research.
Chapter 3 presents the methodological considerations of this research. A detailed discus-
sion of the methodology and steps used for this research are presented. The relation between
data mining and knowledge discovery are discussed. Previous research methodologies in data
mining are reviewed. This chapter demonstrates how the chosen data mining methodology is
applied to construct sentiment analysis models. This chapter also presents the methodology
for the visualisation section of this research. The methodology of the system evaluation is
also presented.
Chapter 4 covers the research related to the polarity detection. The chapter is initiated
with a review of previous literature related to polarity detection. The following content is
divided into two sub-studies. The first study is the experiment with two particular features,
i.e. n-grams and Part of Speech (POS) tagging. In this study different levels of preprocessing
with the most common features and machine learning techniques, i.e. Naive Bayes (NB),
Complement Naive Bayes (CNB), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Maximum Entropy
(ME) used to detect polarity are explored. The purpose of this study is to identify the best
combination of preprocessing, features and machine learning techniques to detect polarity.
The second experiment is looking to refine the findings of the first experiment by exploring
other features; more specifically, lexicons, Tweet-related, general text-related features and
domain-based features. The implications of using these features in real-life settings are
discussed. In this study, other machine learning techniques, i.e. Multinomial Naive Bayes
(MNB), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and Random Forest (RF) are explored. By
taking in consideration the two experimental studies and the practical implication, the most
suitable polarity model is chosen.
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Chapter 5 covers the research related to emotion detection. The chapter discusses
previous literature related to emotion prediction. The emotions that are related to learning
are identified. This chapter consists of two studies, which are the experiments with n-grams
and other features. In the first study different n-gram combinations are explored along with
different models which detect multiple emotions or single emotions. The purpose of this
study is the identify whether a particular combination of preprocessing, features and machine
learning techniques (i.e. NB, MNB, CNB, SVM, ME, SMO and RF) is especially suited
to detect students’ emotions. The second experiment is looking to improve the findings of
the first experiment by exploring other features, including lexicons, Tweet-related, general
text-related features and domain-based features. Finally by observing the results of the two
experimental studies, the most appropriate emotion models are chosen.
Chapter 6 discusses the research related to sarcasm in sentiment analysis. This chapter
explains the approach we use for labelling sarcasm in students’ feedback. Different models
are explored with a particular combination of preprocessing, features and machine learning
techniques, i.e. NB, MNB, CNB, SVM, ME, SMO and RF. The results and their implications
are discussed.
Chapter 7 covers the research related to visualisations. Previous visualisation research
related to sentiment analysis and the educational domain are reviewed. In this chapter,
different visualisations of the polarity and emotion detection models are presented. The
visualisations are evaluated by lecturers. Finally, the results of this evaluation are discussed.
Chapter 8 covers the system architecture and system evaluation. The use of the system in
real lectures is illustrated with a detailed scenario. The system evaluation section presents
the users’ perception of the system. The system was deployed in several real-life lectures. To
assess the usability and accessibility of the system, the opinions of the students and lecturers
were collected and analysed.
Chapter 9 provides a summary of the research findings and concludes the thesis. Implica-
tions and future research directions are also discussed.
1.4 Research Contribution
The first contribution is to explore polarity detection in students’ classroom feedback. This
contribution is presented in chapter 4. The main contribution to this chapter was identifying
the best model to detect polarity for students’ real-time classroom feedback. This includes
detecting the best preprocessing level, features and machine learning techniques. This
contribution is split into several contributions. The first contributions is to identify the
best preprocessing level. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first systematic
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experimentation with different levels of preprocessing aiming to identify what level is the
most appropriate for our data, i.e. students’ feedback, in combination with particular machine
learning techniques. Another contribution is to identify the features that lead to the best
performance. The last contribution is to identify the best machine learning algorithm to
detect polarity.
The second contribution is to explore emotion detection in students’ feedback. This
contribution is presented in chapter 5. The main contribution of this chapter was to identify
the best model to detect emotion students’ real-time classroom feedback. This contribution
is split into several contributions. The first contributions is to identify the best preprocessing
level, which is explored in the first experiment. Another contribution is to identify the
features that lead to the best performance, which are explored across experiments 1 and 2 of
the chapter. The last contribution is to identify the best machine learning algorithm to detect
emotion.
The third contribution is to explore sarcasm detection in students’ feedback. This is
presented in chapter 6. Similar to the first and second contributions, the best sarcasm model
includes identifying the best preprocessing level, features and machine learning technique.
The fourth contribution is in the data visualisation field. When the data is presented
incorrectly, it may lead to confusion and the loss of important information [52]. The
contribution for the visualisation section is to create a representation of the feedback that
will be useful and meaningful to the lecturer. This is presented in chapter 7. Different
visualisations are created and evaluated by lecturers from different disciplines and countries.
The best visualisations are identified and discussed.
The integration of the system and the evaluation of it in real settings contributes to the
field of Technology Enhanced Learning. This contribution is presented in chapter 8. The
system is evaluated in real-life settings to investigate its usefulness and usability to the
lecturers and to find if students and lecturers could adapt to this system.
Chapter 2
Previous work
This chapter presents the previous literature related to students’ feedback and sentiment
analysis. The importance of students’ feedback and methods of collecting feedback in real
time are discussed in section 2.1. Sentiment analysis is a method to analyse students feedback
is reviewed in section 2.2 - including previous literature related to its application in different
domains. Finally, a discussion of sentiment analysis in education is presented in section 2.3.
2.1 Students’ feedback
Students’ feedback assists improvements in teaching [135]. It highlights different issues that
the students may have with the lecture [38]. One example of this is when a student does not
understand part of the lecture or a specific example. Students’ feedback can shed light on
what students do and do not comprehend and what they like and dislike about the lecture -
for instance, when the lecturer’s teaching pace is too fast or too slow. Additionally, students’
feedback can help the lecturers understand students’ learning behaviour [24].
Feedback is generally collected at the end of a semester or course [23, 34]. Students
are asked to highlight different issues that may have occurred in the course [11]. However,
students’ feedback is more beneficial when taken in real time, as it allows lecturers to address
issues in a timely manner [141].
The traditional way to obtain students’ feedback in real time (i.e. classroom) is to ask
students questions; for instance, if they understood a section of a lecture. However, this
method does not suit everyone, such as shy students with low self-confidence [157]. Another
common method to collect students’ feedback in real time is using Student Response Systems
(SRSs).
Student Response Systems (SRSs) is a term used to describe devices that collect real time
data from participants (i.e. students). Other names for SRSs include Audience Response
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Systems (ARS), Personal Response Systems (PRS) or Classroom/Student Response Systems
(CRS/SRSs).
SRSs were first introduced at Stanford University in the 1966 [117]. These devices were
originally wired and in the 1980s were named Personal Response Systems. In the 1990s, the
devices became wireless and given the name Audience Response Systems [117]. Audience
Response Systems have been used in many areas including TV programmes. However, when
the devices are used in education, they are usually named Classroom/Student Response
Systems (CRS/SRSs).
The main purpose of a Student Response Systems is to collect feedback. In addition,
some of the SRSs allow students to respond to lecturers’ questions. An important advantage
of SRSs is that the student remains anonymous, therefore it can address the issue of lack
of self-confidence in students to ask questions or provide feedback in-front of their fellow
student colleagues. SRSs can also help in improving the student-lecturer relationship [46].
Mula and Kavanagh [117] and Mantoro et al. [104] found that students liked the use of SRSs,
due to the increase interaction and engagement in the lecture. Additionally, the use of SRSs
increases students’ attendance and has a positive impact on students’ performance [104, 117].
SRSs include handheld devices such as clickers and mobile phones that have been used
previously to collect students real-time feedback. A brief overview of these is given below.
Clickers
Clickers are a well-known types of Student Response System and have been used extensively
over the years [104, 117, 134]. Clickers are simple handheld devices which generally contain
a few buttons.
In Poulis et al. [134] clickers were very simple containing only one button that was
labelled ‘yes’, which could be used to respond to the lecturers’ enquiries. The lecturer asked
the students questions and then they responded by interacting with the clickers - for instance,
if the lecturer wanted to know if the students understood a certain point, so that s/he can
decide whether to move to the next topic. Mula and Kavanagh [117] also used clickers which
were comprised of 12 buttons, allowing a wider variety of questions to be posed.
One the many advantages of clickers is that they allow students to focus longer on the
material and learn it through participation, rather than focusing on taking notes throughout
the entire lecture [125]. A further advantage is student engagement [46]. Denker [46] claimed
that participation was higher using clickers compared with using “raising hands” method.
On the other hand, clickers cost institutions money and students may lose or break
them, or forget to bring them to class [40]. Moreover, clickers can also distract students in
class [46].
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Mobile Phones
Mobile phones are a type of SRSs device that are popular with students. A study by
Scornavacca et al. [146] found that 98% of students own a mobile phone. Students usually
have their mobiles with them in class making them an expedient device to ask them to use
them for feedback. So and Wah [154] found in their study that more than 50% of participants
agreed that mobile phones improves learning.
Despite their popularity, the use of mobile phones in the classroom also has some negative
outcomes. For instance, mobiles that ring during class are obviously distracting and it can be
tempting for students to use them for other activities such as sending messages to their friends
[10, 146]. Another disadvantage is that students may flood the system with inappropriate
messages [10].
There are two different approaches to use mobile phones as SRSs: Short Message Service
(SMS) and clicker applications (only with smartphones). The following is a brief explanation
of both.
• Short Message Service (SMS): Leong et al. [94] collected students’ feedback through
SMS. In their research, they created a model that collected feedback from students via
SMS messages. The aim of their research was to improve the delivery of the lesson by
finding out students’ opinions.
They found that taking feedback via SMS had many flaws, such as the limitation of
the message space to a certain number of characters. Moreover, the text contained
spelling mistakes, however, this was addressed using “The Corrected Model”. The
Corrected Model converted words that were misspelled into similar words such as slp
to sleep. The authors claimed to use sentiment analysis to analyse the SMS messages.
However, they did not include any details describing the sentiment analysis process or
evaluation, therefore this was not discussed further in the sentiment analysis section of
this chapter.
Despite the advantages of Leong et al. [94] study, the cost of the SMS texting service
was not taken into consideration. Kinsella [86] suggested that lowering the cost barrier
may help to increase feedback during lectures.
• Clicker Application: Instead of using a proprietary handheld device, the clicker was
presented as an application on students’ mobile phones. The clicker application
addresses the problem of the clickers’ high costs. However, similar to the clicker
devices themselves, the interaction is limited to a number of options.
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One example of the clicker applications is Teevan et al. [162]. In their study “the
Crowd Feedback” system, they aimed to collect students’ feedback. Students could
choose to either ‘Like’ (a green thumbs up button) or ‘Dislike’ (a red thumbs down
button), when the lecturer asked them specific questions. The lecturer’s phone would
vibrate if something interesting was found from analysing that feedback.
The system did not only provide feedback for the lecturer but for the students as well.
The system also revealed that the students gave feedback all throughout the lecture.
The study acknowledges that feedback would be more beneficial if it were richer,
extending beyond just simply providing ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ answers.
Another example of the use of Clicker Applications is in Mantoro [104], which
consisted of an application via a web-based system. The students could use either
their own mobiles or PCs to answer the lecturer’s questions. They claimed that their
application has an advantage over clickers as it addresses the high cost of clickers.
Their research only proposes the application and an experiment to test its effectiveness
in real-life settings was not included.
One problem with installing applications on mobile phones is compatibility with the
operating platform of the mobile phone due to the wide variety of systems such as
Android, IOS and Windows.
Social Media
Social media is one of the most used communication media in the modern era. Statistics
reveal that 93.5% of 18 year olds and 95.4% of 19 year olds in the USA were found to use
social networking on a regular basis [121]. The same survey revealed 52.1% of academics
had used Twitter in 2010. In addition, over 470 universities worldwide use social networks
such as Facebook and Twitter to communicate with their students [121].
The use of Twitter in education has the advantage that students are familiar with the
tool and training would not be needed [121]. Other benefits of using Twitter as means of
providing feedback is that it is free and is accessible from students’ own mobiles on the
university wireless network.
Twitter has been found to have a positive impact on students and to increase their
motivation [48, 70]. When students use something they are familiar with and enjoy, they will
participate more in providing feedback on the lecture in real time [48].
Retelny et al. [139] used Twitter in the context of lectures and students found these
lectures engaging and interactive. Their study found that using Twitter encouraged student
participation and that students felt Twitter helped them grasp learning concepts. Dhir et
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al. [48] highlighted some advantages of Twitter that include: students bonding with the
lecturer, an improved student-lecturer relationship, students improving their writing skills,
students solving problems in a timely manner and more privacy for students asking questions.
Twitter is capped to only 140 characters; this can be both an advantage and disadvantage.
It is an advantage because students tend to write only the important details and keep the tweet
short. However, cutting sentences short may mean the true meaning of the sentence is not
communicated.
Twitter has some disadvantages such as it being a potential distraction for the students
or the lecturer due to multitasking [48, 59]. The use of Twitter also raises concerns such
as privacy, time-wasting and even addiction [70]. Because Twitter is an all-purpose tool,
students can use it for other purposes such as messaging their fellow students. One way for
limiting this is to set times for students to tweet their feedback.
In Novak and Cowling [121], Twitter was used as a tool to collect feedback in the
classroom. Despite having many advantages such as class interaction and engagement, there
were some difficulties. For example, the lecturer had to read through all the students’ tweets
sequentially from the beginning to understand them, causing time loss. Furthermore, some of
the campuses involved in Novak and Cowling [121] study claimed that using Twitter would
put such an additional workload on their lecturers that they would require additional training
to effectively use the tweets to provide feedback.
There are not many methods used to automatically analyse text data. One of the most
well-known fields examining text analysis is Natural language processing. Natural language
processing consists of various methods to analyse text, such as pattern and trend finding
using word frequencies or information retrieval and extraction. One popular method is
sentiment analysis, which is a simple method classifying text to polarity (positive, negative
or neutral). This method is considered the most suitable method due to its similarity to the
clicker application, employing ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ buttons and making it possible to extract
useful information from the text. Sentiment Analysis is further explained in the following
section.
2.2 Sentiment analysis
Sentiment analysis is an application of natural language processing, computational linguistics
and text analytics that identifies and retrieves sentiment polarity from text by studying the
opinion [115]. One task in sentiment analysis is classifying the polarity of a given text, i.e.
determining whether the expressed opinion is positive, negative or neutral [1].
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Sentiment Analysis can also be used to extract more specific emotions. These can be
general, such as joy, anger, sadness, disgust, fear and surprise [132] or specific to the domain,
for instance learning emotions such as frustration, boredom and confusion [50].
2.2.1 General vs domain-specific sentiment analysis
Some studies have applied sentiment analysis in general without specifying the domain [1,
12, 63, 64, 92, 126, 136, 181]. However, previous research has shown that sentiment analysis
is more effective when applied to specific domains [63, 177]. Some word meanings and their
sentiments may be the same across different domains, as in the case of the words ‘good’
and ‘bad’, however the sentiment of some words may vary depending on the domain [186].
For example, the word ‘revision’ may reflect negative polarity in the educational domain;
for instance: “Big exam tomorrow, so much revision to do”. On the other hand, in the
law domain, the word ‘revision’ may reflect positive polarity; for example: “The law is
currently undergoing revision to close a rather strange loophole”. Many applications are
domain-specific, as outlined in the following subsection.
2.2.2 Sentiment analysis applications
Sentiment analysis can be applied for different purposes such as political campaigns and
riots, however, it is most often applied on reviews. The reviews can be from different
domains including movies [9, 131, 185], advertisements [76], products [27], cars [57], smart
phones [27], tourism [32] and e-learning [123, 168]. We focus on outlining previous work
related to sentiment analysis on Twitter data.
Sentiment analysis on movie reviews
Asur et al. [9] applied sentiment analysis on Twitter to discover feedback on movies in
advance of their release. This study predicted box-office revenues of forthcoming movies
and found a strong correlation between the amount of attention a given topic has in Twitter
(i.e. forthcoming movie) and its ranking in the future.
Pang and Lee [131] also performed sentiment analysis on movie reviews using machine
learning techniques. They found that using machine learning techniques to classify data
outperforms human classification.
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Sentiment analysis on advertisement reviews and sports
Hill et al. [76] explored real-time advertisements at a baseball game. They found that the
number of tweets made by the audience about advertisements was correlated with the ultimate
success of their underlying products.
Zhao et al. [190] performed sentiment analysis on Twitter to find peoples’ opinions to
major events in live broadcast sports games in real time. Their research indicated that Twitter
might also be a good tool to extract opinions about TV programs.
Sentiment analysis on products including cars and smart phones
Chamlertwat [27] collected tweets related to smart phones, finding that sentiment analysis on
Twitter could detect customers’ opinions towards the product features such as apps, screen
and camera. This could allow consumers to gather information regarding products without
disturbing other consumers by asking them directly for reviews.
Gamon et al. [57] applied sentiment analysis on car reviews, revealing that sentiment
analysis with an appropriate visualisation provides a powerful tool for exploring customer
feedback. This research points out the importance of visualisation in understanding sentiment
analysis results.
Sentiment analysis on tourism
Claster et al. [32] found that sentiment analysis could be used to extract users’ opinions about
tourism and local attractions to better advise the officials of that country.
Kasper and Vela [82] applied sentiment analysis to hotel reviews. Their research allowed
consumers to have a summarized opinion of the hotel before booking including the positive
and negative aspects of the hotel. Additionally, it enables hotel managers to follow and detect
issues to improve their ratings.
2.3 Sentiment Analysis in Education
In the educational domain, most research has been on sentiment analysis in e-learning [83,
107, 123, 156, 168, 174], with only one study carried out on classroom feedback [118].
These studies are reviewed in this section.
Ortigosa et al. [123] detected polarity (i.e. positive, negative and neutral) from Facebook
in the context of e-learning. The researchers also detected emotions that were categorised into
two classes: positive and negative. The positive class consisted of positive emotions, positive
sentiment and ‘optimistic’ emotion. The negative class included negative emotions, ‘anger’,
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‘sadness’, ‘death’ and ‘swearwords’. Their research examined Spanish data collecting 1000
instances of positive, 1000 instances of negative and 1000 instances of neutral from Facebook
text messages and statuses. For preprocessing (preparing the data), they converted text
into lower case, identified repeated letters (through regular expressions) and emoticons and
assigned a score to them for polarity strength and then used tokenization. Two methods were
used to detect sentiment; a lexicon-approach and a combined-approach (i.e. lexicon-based
and machine learning-based). For the lexicon-approach, they tokenized the data and matched
it to a lexicon (a dictionary of items and their polarity score) summing the scores to detect
polarities. As for the combined-approach, word vectors were used as well as matches from the
lexicon for features (inputs of the classifier) and Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm
(J48), Naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) were used as machine learning
techniques (classifiers). Their results indicated that using a combined-approach led to a better
performance than using a lexicon-approach alone. Results were evaluated using accuracy
and SVM led to the highest accuracy at 83%. Ortigosa et al. [123] pointed out that detecting
polarity could be used in adaptive e-learning systems to support personalized learning. They
also pointed out that this can help lecturers in e-learning courses, where face-to-face contact
is less frequent.
Similarly, Martin et al. [107] applied sentiment analysis to writings in Facebook walls in
the context of e-learning to detect polarity and classified each sentence as positive, neutral
or negative. Their research also used data in Spanish language. Three thousand instances
of positive, neutral and negative instances were collected. Emotions were detected that
were categorised similar to Ortigosa et al. [123] study (i.e. Positive: positive emotions,
positive sentiment, optimistic and Negative: negative emotions, anger, sadness, death and
swearwords). Tokenization was used and text was converted to lower case to preprocess
the data. Several features were used which included: lexicon-based features, negation, POS
(Part-Of-Speech)-tagging (i.e. noun, adjective, interjection or verb), emoticons and spelling
check. To detect sentiment they used only a lexicon-based method that included summing
the words found in the lexicon polarity scores. Accuracy was used to evaluate their models
and consequently the predicted accuracies of the positive, negative and neutral classes were
96%, 80% and 83% respectively.
Troussas et al. [174] also explored students’ polarity through Facebook in the context of a
language learning application. They used a machine learning approach to detect the polarity
(i.e. positive and negative classes), which included Naive Bayes, Rocchio and Perceptron
classifiers. The data was divided as 50% training and 50% testing and unigrams (single
words) were used as features. Their models were evaluated by precision, recall and F-score
that are standard Data mining evaluation techniques explained more in chapter 3. As a result,
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the study found that using Naive Bayes and Rocchio classifiers performed the best giving
F-scores of 72% and 74% respectively. Although their research was focused on polarity,
they also reported on the importance of detecting students’ emotions and its impact on their
learning and actions. Troussas et al. [174] argues that students who are working to cope with
emotions may not have sufficient resources available to engage in learning. Moreover, the
authors argue that emotions such as anger, anxiety and sadness have a negative influence
on students’ learning and can distract students. On the other hand, students that are happy
usually perform better [174]. However, students who are overly excited or enthusiastic may
work carelessly or quickly instead of working methodically or carefully [174]. Detecting
these emotions can help lecturers take action by focusing attention on certain students.
Kechaou et al. [83] outlined the importance of detecting polarity from e-learners’ feedback
from e-learning courses, with most of the communication between lecturers and students
being through text form such as emails and forums. The research focused on analysing
sentiments for the purpose of developing and improving of e-learning systems. Data was
classified into positive and negative classes. Two thousand instances of positive and negative
data from e-learning blogs and text reviews from Moodle forums were collected. A machine
learning approach was employed that included Hidden Model Markov (HMM) and Support
Vector Machine classifiers. The data was split into 80% training and 20% testing. To select
the most relevant features, they used Information Gain, Chi Square and Mutual Information
tests. The sentiment analysis models were evaluated by precision, recall and F-score and a
F-score rate of 80% was achieved.
Song et al. [156] also explored sentiment analysis on e-learning systems to find students’
opinions about courses, lecturers and e-learning systems. This research could benefit both
lecturers and e-learning software developers. They detected polarity (i.e. positive and
negative) from the sentiments. This study was conducted on the Chinese language data, with
a Chinese corpus consisting of 7,324 sentences from 446 review articles gathered from the
learning domain. Negation and POS-tagging (i.e. degree adverbs) were used as features.
Similar to Kechaou et al. [83], a machine learning approach was utilised, including only
the SVM classifier. The models were evaluated using precision, recall and F-score and they
achieved a F-score result of approximately 90%.
Tian et al. [168] detected e-learners’ emotions (i.e. Love, Joy, Anger, Frustration) from
their texts in a chat system. They highlighted the benefits of detecting emotions through
text, which is a less expensive method compared to intelligent tutoring systems that require
expensive equipment and technologies. The authors collected 1,455 sentences and labelled
their instances using ChineseParser, a software they developed. POS-tags were used as
features and C4.5 decision tree as a classifier. Weka was used to perform the experiments
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and the models were evaluated using precision, recall and F-score. Tian et al. [168] found
that the ‘anger’ emotion could be detected more easily than others and resulted in the highest
F-score at 95%.
There was only one classroom-related study conducted by Munezero et al. [118] that
detected students’ emotions from their learning diaries. The lecturer uploaded the students’
diaries into the system on three occasions over different periods. Eight emotions were
detected: joy, sadness, fear, anger, anticipation, surprise, disgust and trust. Their research
was implemented using a lexicon-based approach. Moreover, a general lexicon (i.e. NRC
word-emotion association lexicon) was used. For each of the emotions, the polarity scores of
the words found in the lexicon were averaged and the sentence was labelled according to the
majority score. They visualised the sentiment analysis results using word cloud, radar, bar
and line charts. The visualised data was further presented over periods of time (i.e. monthly).
One limitation to Munezero et al. [118] study was that it did not include any evaluation of
the sentiment analysis models or the visualisations.
2.4 Gaps in Previous Research
Sentiment analysis models perform better when trained for the domain in which they are
used [63, 160, 177]. Therefore, they need to be trained with data that is related to the purpose
of the application. After reviewing previous works related to the educational domain, some
limitations were found. Some of the studies such as Troussas et al. [174] and Kechaou et
al. [83] used percentage splitting to evaluate their models. Cross validation is recommended
in the data mining models instead of percentage partitioning as it is a non-biased approach
which selects data randomly into folds and tests the models across all the data.
In addition, many of these works such as Martin et al. [107] and Munezero et al. [118]
use a lexicon-based approach that is less accurate than using machine learning [123]. In
comparison to Munezero et al. [118] research which was the only one that was classroom
based, the research presented in this thesis focuses on real-time feedback during the lecture
by allowing students to give their own feedback via Twitter using their mobiles, tablets or
laptops. This could be a more efficient method than lecturers uploading the feedback, which
could cause time-loss.
Munezero et al. [118] used a general lexicon (i.e. not domain specific) which could
lead to inaccurate classification of words given the different word meanings across domains.
Moreover, their study was not evaluated using common data mining and sentiment analysis
evaluation metrics (i.e. accuracy, precision, recall and F-score), and they did not include any
details of evaluation or testing the performance of the models. Munezero et al. [118] did
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visualise the results for sentiment analysis, however, they did not provide any information or
study to evaluate the visualisation usefulness or usability.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no model fit for analysing students’ classroom
feedback. In addition, there is a need to study the best method to visualise sentiment analysis
results to the lecturer. Both of these aspects are addressed in this thesis.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the advantages of students’ real-time feedback and previous collection
methods have been reviewed. Previous research suggests that analysing feedback in real time
is both stressful and time-consuming and that sentiment analysis can be used to address this.
The reviewed literature related to sentiment analysis includes the application of sentiment
analysis in general or to specific applications. The disadvantages of applying sentiment
analysis in general were presented in section 2.2.1. Additionally, a detailed description of
sentiment analysis in the educational domain was included in section 2.3.
Most of the research on sentiment analysis in the educational area has been focused
on the e-learning area. However, there are differences between e-learning and classroom-
based sentiment analysis given the words used differently in each area. Only one study was
related to classroom-based sentiment analysis where the authors applied sentiment analysis
to students’ diaries. Limitations from previous sentiment analysis research in the educational
domain were reviewed and the gaps addressed by the research thesis were outlined.
The literature reveals that there is no model or research on sentiment analysis for students’
real-time classroom feedback that uses machine learning techniques. There is also need to
explore and create visualisations to present the results to lectures in a way that can be useful
to them.

Chapter 3
Research methodology
This chapter presents a detailed description of the research methodology for this thesis. In
section 3.3, the details of the methodological steps for this research are presented. Before
presenting details of the methodology, the problem statement, research aims and objectives
are highlighted in the sections 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1 Problem Statement
The previous literature suggests that analysing feedback manually is both time-consuming and
stressful. In this thesis, this issue is addressed by proposing a system that can automatically
analyse students’ feedback and present it to the lecturer in real time. To create the system,
sentiment analysis is used to analyse the feedback. The previous literature does not reveal any
sentiment analysis models suitable for analysing students’ feedback. Therefore, this research
explores different attributes of sentiment analysis models to identify new models. There is
also lack of research in visualising this kind of data, therefore, in this research different ways
to present the data in a meaningful way are examined.
3.2 Aims and Objectives
This PhD thesis focuses on creation of a system that analysis students’ feedback and presents
it to the lecturer in real time. The system consists of identifying sentiment analysis models
that give optimal results, and creating visualisations that are both meaningful and useful for
the lecturer. To meet the above mentioned aims, the following objectives were defined:
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1. Identify the best suited models to predict polarity and emotions, which includes
identifying the best combination of preprocessing techniques, features and machine
learning techniques.
2. Investigate different ways of representing the results and create visualisations that
facilitate the understanding of the sentiment analysis models results.
3. Evaluate the system in real lectures.
3.3 Research methodology
This section presents a detailed description of the methodology for each of the three objectives
outlined above.
3.3.1 Sentiment analysis models methodology
There are different approaches to create sentiment analysis models: lexicon based-approach,
machine learning approach and hybrid approach.
Lexicon based-approach is a simple approach where the words in a new sentence are
searched for in a lexicon. The lexicon contains words with their polarity label or a number
reflecting how much the word expresses each polarity/emotion. The polarity/emotion label
can be assigned to the sentence according to the majority score. For example, if the majority
of the words were positive or the positive total was higher than the negative total, the sentence
will be labelled as positive. This approach is not that accurate and can be misleading due to
its dependency on the lexicon. If the words were not found in the lexicon, the sentence will
remain unlabelled.
The machine learning approach is a more efficient method to detect polarity/emotion.
This approach uses machine learning techniques which are classifiers to predict the polar-
ity/emotion. This approach is more accurate than the lexical-based approach [123].
The hybrid-approach or combined-approach uses the lexicon-based and machine learning
approaches together. This is usually implemented by including the values/results found from
the lexicon as inputs (i.e. features) to the machine learning classifier. For this research, the
machine learning and hybrid-approaches are utilised. Machine learning is a method of Data
Mining (DM).
Data Mining aims to explore and analyse datasets to extract patterns and knowledge and
find relations between attributes [53]. DM is also known as knowledge extraction, informa-
tion discovery, information harvesting, data archaeology and data pattern processing [93].
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Knowledge Discovery (KD) is a process of finding new knowledge about an application
domain. DM is one of knowledge discovery’s steps which applies a certain discovery task in
an application domain.
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDDM) is the process of applying KD to
any data source. KDDM includes the entire knowledge extraction process, which includes
developing efficient algorithms to analyse the data, interpreting and visualising the results,
and modelling the interaction between human and machine [93].
We can apply KDDM models steps to construct sentiment analysis models. There are
many existing KDDM models such as Fayyad et al. [53], Cabena et al. [22], Anand and
Buchner [5], CRISP-DM [152], Cios et al. [31], and the Generic model [93]. The steps of
these models are found in Table 3.1. The common steps through the five models are: Domain
Understanding, Data Preparation, DM and evaluation of the Data Knowledge. Fayyad’s nine-
step model is different from the other models as it performs activities related to the choice of
the DM step late in the process. All other models perform this step before preprocessing the
data. This approach is better as when the data is correctly prepared for the DM step, there
is no need to repeat any other process steps [93]. One of the benefits of Fayyad’s model is
that in case prepared data is not suitable for the tool of choice, it includes looping back to
the second, third or fourth steps [93]. This is also beneficial for data that requires extensive
preprocessing.
Cabena’s, Cios and the CRISP-DM model are very similar, however Cabena’s omits the
Data Understanding step, which is a necessary step according to Kurgan and Musilek [93].
Cabena’s model is suitable for applications where data is virtually ready for mining before
the project starts.
Anand and Buchner’s model is very detailed and includes steps of the early phases of the
KDDM process. However, it does not include necessary activities for putting the discovered
knowledge to work.
The generic model was introduced by Kurgan and Musilek [93]. It differed from all
the other models as they all involved complex and time-consuming data preparation tasks.
The processes in other models include iterations and loops between most of the steps. The
generic model consists of six steps and is similar to Cios et al. [31] and CRISP-DM models.
It was built based on older models and its six steps can fit all other models with a minor
modification that it combines several original steps into a major step. Thus, the reason for
choosing it in this research. As shown from Figure 3.1, when utilising the generic model
process to the identification of sentiment analysis models, the following steps are applied:
1. Understanding the educational domain and the system (application) as a whole: this
step is important and determines the other steps
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Table 3.1 KDDM models
Fayyad et
al. [53]
1. Developing and Understanding of the Application Domain
2. Creating a Target Data Set
3. Data Cleaning and Preprocessing
4. Data Reduction and Projection
5. Choosing the DM Task
6. Choosing the DM Algorithm
7. DM
8. Interpreting Mined Patterns
9. Consolidating Discovered Knowledge
Cabena et
al. [22]
1. Data Preparation
2. DM
3. Domain Knowledge Elicitation
4. Assimilation of Knowledge
Anand and
Buchner [5]
1. Human Resource Identification
2. Problem Specification Data Prospecting
3. Domain Knowledge Elicitation
4. Methodology Identification
5. Data Preprocessing
6. Pattern Discovery
7. Knowledge Post-processing
CRISP-
DM [152]
1. Human Resource Identification
2. Problem Specification
3. Data Prospecting
4. Domain Knowledge Elicitation
5. Methodology Identification
6. Data Preprocessing
7. Pattern Discovery
8. Knowledge Post-processing
Cios et
al. [31]
1. Understanding the Problem Domain
2. Understanding the Data
3. Preparation of the Data
4. DM
5. Evaluation of the Discovered Knowledge
6. Using the Discovered Knowledge
Generic
model [93]
1. Application Domain Understanding
2. Data Understanding
3. Data Preparation and Identification of DM Technology
4. DM
5. Evaluation
6. Knowledge Consolidation and Deployment
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Fig. 3.1 Generic model for sentiment analysis
2. Understanding the students feedback: this step allows us to examine the data and plan
for preprocessing
3. Data preprocessing, feature selection, and determining the machine learning techniques:
this step is to explore which of preprocessing, feature selection, and determining the
best performing machine learning techniques for the application (i.e. leading to the
highest accuracy)
4. Sentiment analysis step (DM step): this step includes testing sentiment analysis models
on the data
5. Evaluation: evaluating the models using the data mining evaluation metrics, which are
accuracy, precision, recall and F-score
6. Knowledge Consolidation and Deployment: this step allows us to extract knowledge
from the proposed system such as labelling the students’ feedback.
In other words to construct sentiment analysis models using a machine learning approach,
the domain and data need to be understood then four main steps are applied: preprocessing
the data, selecting the features, applying the machine learning techniques and evaluating the
results. These steps involved in model development are illustrated in Figure 3.2. An overview
of previous sentiment analysis research related to these steps is given in the following
subsections.
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Fig. 3.2 Model development
Preprocessing
Preprocessing is the process of cleaning the data from unwanted elements. It increases
the accuracy of the results by reducing errors in the data [3]. Not using preprocessing,
such as spelling corrections, may lead the system to ignore important words. On the other
hand, overusing preprocessing techniques may sometimes cause loss of important data. One
example illustrating this is removing punctuation in “what does this example mean???”; the
question mark (and its repetition) may indicate confusion.
There are many general preprocessing techniques, of which the most common are:
tokenization, covert text to lower or upper case, remove punctuation, remove numbers,
remove repeated letters, remove stop words, stemming and negation [27, 32, 115, 126, 136].
Some of these preprocessing techniques are found in previous sentiment analysis research,
e.g. Mouthami et al. [115], Pak and Paroubek [126, 127], Chamlertwat et al. [27], Claster et
al. [32] and Prasad [136].
Preprocessing data from social media is different due to the special symbols existing in
social media data such as emoticons, hashtags and chat language. Social media is a popular
tool to collect peoples’ opinions as it provides the users a simple interface, enabling and
encouraging them to express their sentiments. Twitter is one of the largest and most popular
social media platforms for capturing opinions [127]. Analysing Twitter data is different from
analysing basic text.
Some of the most common preprocessing techniques that are used for Twitter data are
removing hashtags [92], removing URLs [92, 126, 136, 190], removing retweets [190], iden-
tifying emoticons [1, 92, 136, 190], removing user mentions in tweets [126, 190], removing
Twitter special characters [92] and handling slang/chat language [1]. These techniques are
described in more details in chapters 4 and 5.
Features
Features give a more accurate analysis of the sentiments and detailed summarisation of the
results [186]. The most common features are n-grams [1, 63, 180] and POS (part-of-speech)
tagging [131, 181].
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Other features that are less common can include: lexicon-based features, Twitter-related
features (i.e. number of hashtags and emoticons) and punctuation-related features (i.e. num-
ber of punctuations and particularly question and exclamation marks). More details about
these features are presented in the experiments in the chapters 4 and 5.
Machine Learning Techniques
The most popular machine learning techniques for sentiment analysis are Naive Bayes
(NB) [17, 57, 63, 111, 129, 160], Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) [63, 170], Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [17, 44, 63, 111] and Maximum Entropy (ME) [63, 111].
Evaluation
The most common evaluation metrics used in sentiment analysis are accuracy, precision,
recall and F-score, as outlined below. All the definitions relate to the following concepts,
explained below by taking as an example a classification into two classes, i.e. positive and
negative.
1. True positives (TP) or true positive rate represents the number of correctly classified
instances for the positive class divided by the total number of instances, i.e. the
instances classified as positive that are in reality positive;
2. False positives (FP) represent the number of incorrectly classified instances for the
positive class divided by the total number of instances, i.e. the instances classified as
positive that are in reality negative;
3. True negatives (TN) represent the number of correctly classified instances for the
negative class divided by the total number of instances, i.e. the instances classified as
negative that are in reality negative;
4. False negatives (FN) represent the number of incorrectly classified instances for the
negative class divided by the total number of instances, i.e. the instances classified as
negative that are in reality positive;
The accuracy metric indicates how many instances were correctly classified across all
classes: Accuracy = T P+T NT P+T N+FP+FN . Precision represents the fraction of retrieved instances
that are relevant, e.g. how many of the instances classified as positive are actually positive:
Precision = T PT P+FP . Recall is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved, e.g. how
many of the instances that are actually positive were classified as positive: Recall = T PT P+FN .
The F score is a metric of accuracy that combines precision and recall: F = 2× Precision×RecallPrecision+Recall .
Precision, recall and F scores for a classifier are obtained as the average of these values for
all the classes.
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3.3.2 Visualisation methodology
Visualising the data involves presenting it in a meaningful way to the user. Knight [87] claims
that the visualisation is considered effective if users can achieve results using it, without extra
cost. The visualisation should be easy to understand and should serve its purpose without
any external help or information. Experimentation with different visualisation techniques
is needed, as various data requires different representations for easy comprehension. This
research applies a critical comparison of different known visualisations used in sentiment
analysis, for instance bar, line, pie and scatter charts. Additionally, new ways to represent
the data are explored. Multiple visualisations that are familiar to the users (i.e. lecturers)
and which originate from previous visualisations are created. This provides lecturers with
different options, as some favour different visualisation representations over others.
To evaluate the visualisations, a participatory design was chosen, which is a qualitative
research method allowing lecturers to participate in the design by providing feedback and
suggestions for new visualisations and ensuring that the visualisations meet their needs
and are usable. Interviews and questionnaires were used for this study. The interview
process started with the purpose of the study and the lecturers were presented with several
visualisations. The lecturers then filled out a questionnaire and were asked if there were any
suggestions for changes in the current visualisations or any new ideas for visualisations that
may have been overlooked. Data was collected from lecturers from different countries. The
lecturers that were not present locally were not interviewed. Instead they were provided
with the same information given in each interview in writing along with the questionnaire.
Garrote et al. [58] also used questionnaires in interviews in a similar context to find lecturers’
opinions about the use of learning management systems. Interviews allow lecturers to
elaborate more about their answers and the evaluation is not limited to the questionnaire
questions. Questionnaires allows us to quantify the results and to find the majority opinions
about the visualisation designs.
To ensure the robustness of the results, lecturers from different countries and disciplines
were selected. The visualisation methodology is explained in more detail in chapter 7.
3.3.3 System Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate the full system, combining the sentiment analysis models with the visualisation of
results, real-life settings were used. The inputs of the system include the students’ feedback
and the output of the system are visualisations of the polarity and emotion detection results.
To evaluate the system, usability, usefulness and adaptability of the system are assessed.
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The usability of the system is tested to assess how users perceive and use it. This includes
the interaction of the lecturers with the system, and if they are able to use and integrate it in
their lectures. It also includes exploring how many students provide feedback in the lecture.
Usefulness is assessed to measure how useful the tool will be to lecturers. This includes
how useful they find the polarity and emotion prediction models and the visualisations in
general.
The adaptability testing is used to investigate if the lecturers/students adapt to the system.
This is to explore if lecturers can integrate this system in their everyday lectures, and if
they will use the system again. This is also to examine students’ opinions about providing
feedback and their willingness to do so in future lectures.
Questionnaires were used to assess all the aspects mentioned above, due to it being easy to
quantify results and can be distributed among a larger number of people. Questionnaires are a
quantitative method and have previously been used to assess educational systems. Liaw [98]
used questionnaires to test students’ satisfaction in blackboards. Likewise, Harrington et
al. [74] used questionnaires to see students’ opinions in a Web-Based Course Management
system. Garrote et al. [58] used questionnaires in interviews to judge lecturers’ attitudes
about the use of learning management systems.
The questionnaires were created by observing previous system evaluation questionnaires,
for instance “Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease of use” questionnaire created by Lund [103]
and “Computer System Usability” questionnaire from Lewis [96]. A Likert scale was used in
the majority of the questions, similar to most of the previous questionnaires [96, 98, 103].
In Likert scale questions, respondents specify their level of agreement or disagreement on a
scale capturing the intensity of their opinion.
Two questionnaires were distributed, one for the lecturers (the users of the system) which
is an in-depth questionnaire. The second was for students, which is a short questionnaire
exploring whether they participated in providing feedback and if they adapted to the new
teaching style (i.e. providing feedback and immediate action/changes to the lecture). More
about the evaluation of the system will be presented in chapter 8.
3.4 Confidentiality and Ethical considerations
Due to the research involving student feedback, there needs to be confidentiality and ethical
considerations. First the students feedback stays confidential and is not shared with anyone or
published. The data is not accessible to any person other than the researcher. The reason for
collecting feedback is explained to the students beforehand and the participation is voluntary.
The students remain anonymous as a Twitter account is set for all of them, therefore they do
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not use their personal accounts unless they choose to. Either way, when storing the data, the
name is discarded and only the feedback is taken. The researcher received ethical approval
for this research through the University of Portsmouth procedure - please see the ethical
certificate in Appendix A.
3.5 Summary
This chapter reviews research methodology for this thesis. The overall methodological
approach was presented with other methodological details that were specific to the different
research objectives. Moreover, the confidentiality and ethical considerations are outlined.
Chapter 4
Detecting polarity from students’
feedback
This chapter presents two studies for polarity detection from students’ feedback. Previous
literature related to the sentiment analysis steps in polarity detection are reviewed. This
chapter presents two experiments: the investigation of n-gram and POS-tagging and the
investigation of other features. This chapter is concluded with the best model found to
detect polarity from students’ real-time feedback. Finally, a summary of the chapter and
contribution are presented.
4.1 Polarity detection
The aim of this research is to identify a sentiment analysis model that is tailored for the
educational domain, particularly for students in-class real-time feedback. There are four main
steps to identify sentiment analysis models using the machine learning approach for polarity
detection: preprocessing the data, selecting the features, applying the machine learning
techniques and evaluating the results. Previous research related to these are discussed in the
following subsections.
4.1.1 Preprocessing
Preprocessing is an important step to prepare the data for analysis. There are many general
preprocessing techniques in polarity detection, of which the most common are: tokenization,
converting text to lower or upper case, removing punctuation, removing numbers, removing
repeated letters, removing stop words, stemming, and negation [27, 32, 115, 126, 136]. Some
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of these preprocessing techniques are found in previous sentiment analysis research, as
outlined below:
1. Tokenization: Breaking a sentence into words, phrases, and characters. Tokenization
was used in Mouthami et al. [115]; Pak and Paroubek [126]; and Chamlertwat et
al. [27].
2. Covert text to lower or upper case: Converting the letters into upper or lower case to
match them with other occurrences in the training data. A word in capitals sometimes
suggests strong emotion [136, 190]. One example illustrating this is “I FAILED the
exam”; the word ‘failed’ may indicate strong negative or frustration emotion.
3. Remove punctuation: Removal of punctuation, such as question and exclamation
marks, has been applied by many researchers, e.g. [92, 136, 190]. Punctuation does not
usually hold any sentiment, however, there are situations when it can convey sentiment
strength; for example, in “I passed!!!”, the exclamation mark may mean strong positive
or joy emotion. In addition, question marks may represent confusion. Zhao et al. [190]
and Wang et al. [181] did not remove punctuation due to them believing it held
sentiment. On the other hand, most researchers removed all punctuation [92, 136].
4. Remove numbers: Removal of numbers is common in previous research, as usually
they have no meaning; however, in chat applications, numbers can be used to represent
words. For example, ‘to’ or ‘too’ can be written as ‘2’ and ‘for’ can be written as the
number ‘4’. One example for numbers that may represent sentiment is the word ‘great’
that can be written in chat language as ‘gr8’. Despite the fact that some numbers may
represent sentiment, in most cases they are eliminated.
5. Removing repeated letters: Spelling mistakes can be corrected by removing extra
letters [64, 92, 123, 136, 181]. Some researchers kept two letters and removed the
extra repeated letters [64, 166, 181]. Other researchers, such as Agarwal et al. [1], kept
three letters and removed any extra ones.
6. Remove stop words: There is no agreed set of stop words that should be removed. Stop
words can be words such as ‘a’, ‘the’ and ‘there’. Removal of stop words will help
reduce the index space and improve response time [3]. Examples of researchers that
removed stop words are Zhao et al. [190], Mouthami et al. [115], Claster et al. [32]
and Prasad [136].
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7. Stemming: Returning the word to the basic form; for instance the word ‘learning’
becomes ‘learn’. Examples of researchers that used stemming are Claster et al. [32],
Gamon et al. [57] and Kechaou et al. [83].
8. Spelling check: Checking the misspelled words in also an important preprocessing
technique due to the incorrect classification or overlooking misspelled words. Smart
phones and social media websites nowadays offer spelling correction making spelling
mistakes less common.
9. Negation: Negation changes the polarity of a word i.e. positive into negative or negative
to positive. Negators can affect the sentence and make it the opposite meaning. Some
examples of negators are ‘not’, ‘none’, ‘nobody’, ‘never’ and ‘nothing’ [159]. In Song
et al. [156] a rule-based algorithm was created to identify the negation sentences. Pang
and Lee [131] also detected negation in the sentence by adding NOT_ to all the words
between the negator and the following punctuation sign. Some examples of negators
are shown in Table 4.1. There are some difficulties with detecting negation such as:
• The location of the negation can affect the sentence; for instance including the
word ‘not’ at the end of the sentence [111]; and
• Negating the sentence when the negation appears before words; such as the word
‘wonder’: “No wonder everyone loves it” [111].
Table 4.1 Negators Examples
Negation Example
Nobody Nobody understands this lecturer.
None None of the examples are understood.
Nothing Just another lesson, nothing spectacular
In addition to the preprocessing techniques described above, there are different types of
preprocessing techniques used according to the source of the data. For example, if the data
was collected from Twitter or a social media network, it would need different preprocessing
techniques from collecting it by paper, such as replacing hashtags and Twitter special charac-
ters such as emoticons. Some of the common Twitter-specific data preprocessing techniques
are: removing hashtags [92], removing URLs [92, 126, 136, 190], removing retweets [190],
identifying emoticons [1, 92, 136, 190], removing user mentions in tweets [126, 190], re-
moving Twitter special characters [92] and slang/chat language handling [1].
All preprocessing techniques above have been used in most of previous studies in the
educational domain [107, 123, 174]. Spelling check is a common technique used in the
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educational domain and was employed by Ortigosa et al. [123] and Martin et al. [107]. This
technique is usually used with data collected from social media that contains chat language.
Negation is another common preprocessing technique that affects polarity [182]. In the
educational domain, it is found in studies such as Ortigosa et al. [123] and Martin et al. [107].
4.1.2 Features
Features give a more accurate analysis of the sentiments and detailed summarization of the
results [186]. The most common features are n-grams [1, 63, 180] and POS (part-of-speech)
tagging [131, 181]. Additionally, there are less common features related to the data source
(i.e. Twitter-related or domain-based features). These are explained in the subsections below,
which also includes an overview of related research using these features.
N-grams
N-grams are sequences of n-items from some text. Letters, syllables, or words are all n-gram
items. The most frequently used n-gram items are words and the most popular n-grams are
unigrams (one word), bigrams (two sequent words) and trigrams (three sequent words).
Research shows that there is no clear answer on which n-grams lead to the best per-
formance [1, 63, 64, 180]. There are studies where unigrams lead to a better performance
than bigrams and trigrams [1, 12, 27, 56, 123, 136, 180]. One study about Twitter sentiment
analysis argued that bigrams decrease the performance [63]. In contrast, other researchers in
the same field such as Pak and Paroubek [126] found that bigrams lead to a higher accuracy
than unigrams.
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging
Part-of-speech tagging consists of categorising the word into lexical categories, which in the
case of the English language are: 1) Noun, 2) Pronoun, 3) Adjective, 4) Verb, 5) Adverb, 6)
Preposition, 7) Conjunction and 8) Interjection. Different categories and combinations of
parts-of-speech have been used for sentiment analysis. Table 4.2 gives an overview of these
categories and their corresponding research studies.
Khuc et al. [85] found that POS-tagging led to a good performance. In contrast, Go et
al. [64], Pang and Lee [131] and Wang et al. [181] claimed that POS-tagging led to a poor
performance.
In the educational domain, n-grams have been used by Troussas et al. [174], while other
researchers have used POS-tagging, such as Ortigosa et al. [123] and Martin et al. [107].
Both n-grams and POS-tagging features led to a good performance in the educational domain,
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Table 4.2 Part-Of-Speech studies
Part-of-speech used Abbreviation Research
Degree Adverbs Adv Tian et al. [54] and Song et
al. [156]
Verb, Adjectives, Ad-
verbs and Nouns
VAdjAdvN Agarwal et al. [1]; Go et
al. [63]; Khuc [85]; Ortigosa
et al. [123] and Go et al. [64].
Verb, Adjectives and
Adverb
VAdjAdv Kumar and Sebastian [92]
Verb, Adjectives and
Nouns
VAdjN Zhao et al. [190] and Martin et
al. [107]
Verbs and Adjectives VAdj Barbosa and Feng [12]
making it difficult to distinguish which features would be most suitable for our application.
Consequently, there is a need to explore several features and their combinations for our
purpose.
Other features
Other features could be added to increase the models performance. Lexicon-derived features
such as polarity averages or sums have been commonly used [102, 189]. Many researchers
have used lexicon-based approach alone, which is the process of detecting words found in
the lexicon, calculating the averages or sums of the polarities, then labelling the sentence
according to the majority score (i.e. the highest polarity score). Adding lexicon-derived
polarity averages to the machine learning approach has also been found to increase the
models’ performance [189].
There are many general lexicons such as SentiStrength and NRC word-emotion [1].
SentiStrength is a lexicon of 2310 sentiment words and word stems classified into positive
and negative scores from 1 to 5 [165]. NRC word-emotion lexicon consists of 14000
words classified into positive and negative sentiment and eight emotions (i.e. anger, disgust,
fear, happy, sadness, surprise, trust, and anticipation) [112]. In the educational domain,
Munezero et al. [118] used lexicons to extract emotions from students’ learning diaries by
comparing each sentence in the students’ diaries against the NRC word-emotion association
lexicon [112, 113]. However, our main focus is on domain-based lexicon, which in our case
is education. Utilising a domain-based lexicon has the potential to provide more accurate
results due to the different word meanings across domains. There is no lexicon available for
our purpose, therefore we created one, which is explained in more detail in section 4.3.2.
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Other features that could be added to the model are Twitter-related features such as
number of emoticons [67, 71] or number of hashtags [71]. Emoticons have been used in
different ways in sentiment analysis. Some researchers used emoticons to determine the
polarity of the sentence [1, 64], other have used them as features [107, 123]. Hashtags are
another Twitter-related feature that can be a useful as they could be used to express sentiment,
however, they could also be used to mark topics [1]. Hashtags have been used in previous
research as a feature to give extra value or strength to the sentiment [67, 71, 140].
Other less common features which could be used in any domain are the number of
punctuation signs, and specifically, question marks and exclamation marks which could
hold some value to the sentiment. The number of repetitions of the question marks and
exclamation marks does not hold much meaning, however, the repetition itself could indicate
some sort of subjectivity [184].
Guha et al. [71] study about sentiment analysis on general Twitter used unigrams, lexicons,
question and exclamation marks, emoticons and number of hashtags. They found that
unigrams, question and exclamation marks, emoticons and number of hashtags led to an
improved performance in their models, while lexicons led to a decreased performance.
Emotion labels and the time of the lecture have not been used before, but could be useful
in a study related to students’ feedback. Sarcasm is another feature that could be used in
sentiment analysis. Chapter 6 presents the experiments conducted for detection of sarcasm
from students’ tweets. Table 4.3 shows a summary of previous studies with features that they
used.
4.1.3 Machine Learning Techniques
The most popular machine learning techniques for sentiment analysis are Naive Bayes
(NB) [17, 57, 63, 111, 129, 160], Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) [63, 170], Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [17, 44, 63, 111] and Maximum Entropy (ME) [63, 111]. Complement
Naive Bayes (CNB) [170], Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [166] and Random
Forest (RF) [170] are machine learning techniques that have been used in data mining
research before, however, they have not been explored much in the field of sentiment
analysis [166, 170]. Consequently, they may be promising in sentiment analysis for education.
These techniques are reviewed in the following.
Naive Bayes (NB)
Naive Bayes uses a probabilistic model that originates from Bayes theorem. It assumes
independence between events/features. Naive Bayes performs well in sentiment analysis,
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Table 4.3 Summary of studies with features
Research Domain Feature(s)
Munezero et al. [118] Education Lexicon-based
Guha et al. [71] Twitter Unigrams
Lexicon-based
Question marks
Exclamation marks
Emoticons
Number of hashtags
Pang and Lee [131] Movie reviews Unigrams
Barbosa et al. [12] Twitter Hashtags
All Punctuation marks
(i.e. full stops, commas,
question and exclama-
tion marks)
Exclamation marks
Kouloumpis et al. [90] Twitter Unigrams
Lexicon-based
Emoticons
e.g., [131, 136], as it only needs a small amount of training data to estimate parameters. Ad-
ditionally, it can deal with discrete and continuous attributes and is fast and incremental [14].
Datasets sometimes consist of uneven classes, meaning one class has more instances than the
other. Naive Bayes does not work well with uneven class sets and Complement Naive Bayes
addresses this problem [65, 138].
Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)
Multinomial Naive Bayes is a specific case of a Naive Bayes classifier which uses a multino-
mial distribution for each of the features. Multinomial Naive Bayes estimates the conditional
probability of a particular feature (word) given a class as the relative frequency of term t in
documents belonging to class c. Similar to Naive Bayes, it is fast, easy to implement and
relatively effective [138].
Complement Naive Bayes (CNB)
Complement Naive Bayes estimates feature probabilities for each class based on the com-
plement of that class (i.e. based on the instances from all the other classes rather than the
target class). The Complement Naive Bayes classifier improves the weaknesses in the Naive
Bayes classifier (i.e. dealing with uneven classes). Research by Gokulakrishnan et al. [65]
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about general Twitter sentiment analysis shows that Complement Naive Bayes gives a higher
performance than Naive Bayes when the classes are uneven.
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a non-probabilistic classifier. Models that include just
positive and negative classes are classified using a binary classifier, while models with the
neutral class included are classified using a multi-class classifier. SVM finds hyperplanes
that separate the classes [91]. SVM is highly effective at traditional text categorisation and
generally outperforms Naive Bayes [14].
The effectiveness of the SVM partially depends on the kernel [28]. There are different
types of kernels, of which the most popular are linear, polynomial and radial basis functions.
The linear kernel usually works best with larger amounts of data. The linear kernel is
graphed as a straight line. In contrast, non-linear kernels are graphed as curved lines and paths,
and generally give better results [28]. The polynomial and radial basis functions are two types
of non-linear kernels. The polynomial kernel is popular with natural language processing [28,
66] and the radial basis kernel is popular for sentiment analysis applications [28]. For our
experiments, the LibSVM model [28] in Weka [183] was used.
Maximum Entropy
The Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier is similar to the Naive Bayes classifier, except that
instead of the features acting independently, the model finds weights for the features that
maximize the likelihood of the training data using search-based optimization [131].
One advantage of ME is that it does not make assumptions about the relationships
between features [131]. Consequently, in contrast to NB and SVM, it could potentially
perform better when conditional independence assumptions are not met [14]. One drawback
is that it is not very realistic in many practical problems, as real datasets contain random
errors or noise, which create a less clean dataset [44]. Consequently, we expect that higher
levels of preprocessing would lead to better results in the ME classifier.
Sequential minimal optimization (SMO)
Sequential minimal optimization is an algorithm derived from SVM. It addresses the quadratic
programming problem (i.e. the problem of optimizing a quadratic function of several variables
subject to linear constraints on these variables) that arises during the training of support
vector machines.
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SMO utilizes the smallest possible quadratic programming optimization problem, which
are addressed quickly and analytically, improving its scaling and computation time [133].
SMO does not require extra matrix storage and it is less susceptible to numerical precision
problems [133]. Additionally, SMO performs well for linear SVMs because its computation
time is controlled by SVM evaluation which can be expressed as a single dot product, rather
than a sum of linear kernels [133]. Moreover, SMO performs well for SVMs with sparse
inputs and for non-linear SVMs [133]. This is due to the reduced kernel computation time
speeding up SMO.
Random Forest (RF)
Random Forest is based on Random Tree classifier, and uses a number of decision trees to
improve the classification rate. Random forests leave one third of the sample training set out
of the trees set. When each tree is built, the data is run down the tree, and proximities are
computed for each pair of cases. If two cases occupy the same terminal node, their proximity
is increased by one. Eventually, the proximities are normalized by dividing by the number
of trees. Proximities are used in locating outliers, producing low-dimensional views of the
data, and replacing missing data. The advantages of RF are that it does not over-fit due to its
capability of handling a large amount of data, it is also fast and memory efficient [18].
In the education domain, Naive Bayes is found to be the best technique by Troussas et
al. [174]. Contrarily, Song et al. [156] identified Support Vector Machines as the best per-
forming classifier. Thus, machine learning techniques can perform differently within the
same domain. This prompts the need to investigate different techniques.
4.1.4 Neutral Class
The neutral class is useful for real life applications due to the nature of sentiment sometimes
being neutral and excluding it forces instances into other classes (i.e. positive or negative) [1,
63, 180]. Some researchers omitted the neutral class because of the insufficient amount of
neutral training data which leads to poor performance [126, 180].
In the educational domain, the neutral class is needed [107, 123]. Students’ feedback
can be neutral and neglecting the neutral class does not show a complete picture of the class
opinion. It may distort the true proportions of the positive and negative opinions, when the
neutral proportion is not known. Most of the researchers have included the neutral class
when analysing data from the educational domain due to its usefulness [107, 123]. On the
other hand, others have not included it, such as Kechaou et al. [83]. Therefore, the role of
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Fig. 4.1 Undersampling and Oversampling methods
neutral class needs to be investigated further for the purpose of our application. More about
this is described in the results of section 4.2.
4.1.5 Dealing with unbalanced datasets
There are many methods to deal with unbalanced classes in a dataset. The most common
methods are undersampling and oversampling, which are illustrated in Figure 4.1. To clarify
these two methods in a 2-class dataset, unbalanced classes consist of one class with more
samples (i.e. the majority class) and another class with fewer samples (i.e. the minority
class).
The undersampling method reduces the number of majority class members in the training
set. In contrast, the oversampling method aims to increase the number of minority class
members in the training set. More about this is explained in results of section 4.3.
4.1.6 Evaluation metrics
All the models were tested using 10-fold cross-validation; accuracy, precision, recall and
F-score were calculated. These were explained in chapter 3 in section 3.3.1.
The literature review outlined a diversity of preprocessing methods, features and machine
learning techniques used for sentiment analysis. In the following experiments we explore all
these aspects to identify their suitability for sentiment analysis of students’ feedback.
4.2 Exploring N-grams and POS-Tagging features
In this study, we experiment with three of the most popular machine learning techniques,
including Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with three
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different kernels. In addition, we explore the Complement Naive Bayes classifier which
is less common in sentiment analysis. Moreover, we also experiment with 12 different
combinations of features and tested six preprocessing levels, including techniques such as
negation, stemming and removal of stop words. In addition, we look at the effect of using the
neutral class in all the models. For this experiment, we investigate the following aspects:
• what preprocessing techniques are the most effective and which level leads to the best
results?
• which feature(s) are most suitable for this data?
• which machine learning techniques give the highest performance?
• what is the effect of including the neutral class in the models?
• considering the answers to the questions above, which is the optimal model for senti-
ment analysis of students’ classroom feedback?
4.2.1 Data Corpus
Different sources were used for data collection. The first source was real-time feedback from
lectures in the computing department at the University of Portsmouth. This included both
postgraduate and undergraduate students. The students submitted feedback in textual form
expressing their opinions and feelings about the lecture.
We also collected end of unit feedback from a mixture of institutes for various subjects.
The total amount of data was 1036 instances of feedback (one from each student). By
observing our dataset we found that it contains sentences written in formal language. Only
344 misspelled words were found from 24422 words in total, which is 1.41% of the data.
The word errors were mainly missed spaces between words. The distribution of the feedback
according to its source is presented in Table 4.4. The number of instances per class label is
presented in Table 4.5. Examples of feedback from students for each of these classes are
displayed in Table 4.6.
Table 4.4 Data Sources
Data Source Number of instances
End of Unit Other Institutes 768
End of Unit University of Portsmouth 117
Real-time feedback University of Portsmouth 151
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Table 4.5 Distribution of sentiment labels in our corpus
Positive Negative Neutral
Frequency 641 292 103
The labelling of the data was done by three experts from linguistics and sentiment analysis
backgrounds. The experts were asked to categorise each instance into one of the categories:
positive, negative or neutral. The labels were chosen using the majority rule. When each
expert chose a different label, the neutral label was assigned.
The reliability of the labels was verified using inter-rater reliability from which the percent
agreement was 80.6%, the Fleiss kappa [55] was 0.625 and Krippendor’s alpha [75] was
0.626. The percent agreement is considered over-optimistic, while the other two measures
are known to be more conservative [101].
4.2.2 Sentiment Analysis Model for Students’ Feedback: N-gram and
POS-tagging features
Our dataset is fairly clean because the feedback was written in standard English language,
hence no chat language was used. Table 4.7 shows a description of all the preprocessing
methods used. We experimented with six different level of preprocessing to ensure that the
data was not over preprocessed, i.e. eliminating information that holds sentiment. These
levels included different techniques that were chosen due to their popularity in previous
studies:
1. Preprocessing P1: This is to test how well the model performs without any preprocess-
ing apart from tokenization and converting the letters into lowercase. We included this
to explore the role of different degrees of preprocessing, in which this one (P1) is the
baseline;
2. Preprocessing P2: This is to remove numbers, punctuation, spaces and blanks and
special characters. In most cases, these do not hold value or sentiment; therefore, they
are noise to the data;
3. Preprocessing P3: This includes all of preprocessing P2 with an additional two tech-
niques which are replacing ‘n’t’ with not (e.g. replacing ‘don’t’ with ‘do not’) and
removing repeated letters. These two are fairly important steps to preprocess the data
as it increases the probability of matching words to their right sentiment;
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Table 4.6 Polarity Examples from Data Corpus
Polarity Examples
Negative
• Maths is confusing.
• Sometimes communication with lecturers is difficult as some people
have a language barrier that leads to confusion.
• Some units can be dull. Some marking not consistent.
• Some lecturers are not very good, they seem to just read off slides
and are not helpful. Some of these lecturers when marking work seem
inconsistent.
Positive
• Lectures well organised and clear readings easy to find.
• (Very!!) enthusiastic lecturer obviously knows the field very well is
passionate about his subject which makes it interesting.
• I wouldn’t change anything in the lecture. I like the way our lecturer
engages everybody in the class, he makes sure everybody is listening
and keeps everyone on their toes.
• Very informative and probably will be helpful in the coursework.
Neutral
• Somewhat difficult but interesting course.
• The lecturer was enthusiastic but at times seems intimidating to ap-
proach and ask questions.
• The sections about organ donation and copyright were really interesting
but I found the externalities and cost-benefit lectures harder to follow.
• I understand the content. It was a lot to take in however, I knew a lot
of this from other education.
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Table 4.7 Preprocessing levels and techniques
Preprocessing Level
Techniques P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
Tokenization Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Convert to lower case Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Remove numbers - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Remove Punctuation - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Remove spaces and blanks - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Remove special characters - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Replace ’nt with not - - Yes Yes Yes Yes
Replace repeated letters with two - - Yes Yes Yes Yes
Remove stopwords - - - Yes Yes Yes
Stemming - - - - Yes Yes
Negation - - - - - Yes
4. Preprocessing P4: This includes all of preprocessing P3, plus the removal of stop
word for instance ‘the’ and ‘a’. This step removes all words that are irrelevant to the
analysis [144];
5. Preprocessing P5: This includes all the preprocessing techniques in P4 plus stemming;
6. Preprocessing P6: This is the highest level of preprocessing. It includes all the previous
preprocessing levels plus negation. The method we used to implement negation was
the same approach as Pang and Lee [131], which consists of adding NOT_ to each of
the words between the negator and the following punctuation sign.
We chose these combinations according to the popularity and complexity of the prepro-
cessing techniques. The inclusion in the different levels was done in order of complexity,
starting from basic techniques such as tokenization, up to advanced techniques such as
negation. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first systematic experimentation with
different levels of preprocessing aiming to identify what level is the most appropriate for our
data, i.e. students’ feedback, in combination with particular machine learning techniques.
In this experiment, we explore different n-gram combinations from unigrams, bigrams
and trigrams. We also experiment with the most common POS-tagging features which are
presented in Table 4.2.
The machine learning techniques used in our experiments are Naive Bayes (NB), Com-
plement Naive Bayes (CNB), Maximum Entropy (ME) and Support Vector Machines (SVM)
with different kernels (i.e. Radial Basis (RB), Polynomial (POL) and Linear (LIN)). CNB is
rarely used in sentiment analysis; however, we use it to further test its potential in solving the
uneven class problem for our application.
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Table 4.8 Abbreviations and number of features
Term # of Features
Unigrams (UNI) 3469
Bigrams (BI) 15944
Trigrams (TRI) 22338
Unigrams combined with bigrams (UNI+BI) 19413
Unigrams combined with trigrams (UNI+TRI) 25807
Bigrams combined with trigrams (BI+TRI) 38282
Unigrams combined with bigrams and trigrams (UNI+BI+TRI) 41751
Adverbs alone (Adv) 343
Verbs, Adjectives, verbs and Noun (VAdjAdvN) 3775
Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs (VAdjAdv) 1594
Verbs, Adjectives and Nouns (VAdjN) 2881
Verbs and Adjectives (VAdj) 406
Neutral (Neu) . . . . . .
Without Neutral (W/O) . . . . . .
The number of features in our datasets for each feature combination are displayed in
Table 4.8. The results obtained in these experiments are presented and discussed in the
following section.
4.2.3 Results
The best machine learning results for each machine learning technique – with the corre-
sponding preprocessing levels, features and presence of the neutral class – are displayed in
Table 4.9.
Table 4.9 Machine learning techniques results
NB CNB RB POL LIN ME
Neutral or
Without
W/O W/O W/O W/O W/O W/O
Feature Uni+Bi Uni+Bi Bi Uni Uni Uni+Bi
Preprocessing P4 P1 P4 P1 P1 P4
Accuracy 0.94 0.93 0.77 0.69 0.94 0.92
Precision 0.94 0.94 0.81 0.47 0.95 0.93
Recall 0.94 0.93 0.77 0.69 0.94 0.92
F-score 0.94 0.93 0.73 0.56 0.94 0.92
While these results are discussed in more detail in the following subsections, they also
convey several high level observations as in the following:
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• The best performance was obtained when higher levels of preprocessing were used,
with the majority of the models performing best from level P3 to level P6 (the highest
preprocessing level);
• Different classifiers performed best with different features; among the features that led
to high classification performance are unigrams and unigrams combined with bigrams;
• From the machine learning techniques, SVM linear achieved the best performance
with an accuracy of 94%. NB came in second place giving an accuracy of 94% and
a slightly lower precision. SVM polynomial resulted in the lowest accuracy score at
69% with a precision of 47%;
• As can be seen from Table 4.9, the best performing models are without the neutral
class; however, NB, CNB, LIN and ME still achieved a good performance when the
neutral class is considered, with accuracies of 90%, 89%, 93% and 85%, respectively
(see Table 4.20 further in this section 4.2.3).
Preprocessing results
We looked at the performance difference between the models for all the levels of preprocess-
ing for both n-grams and POS-tagging features to identify the best level for both features.
For the experiments, we took an average of the accuracies for each of the n-gram models and
the POS-tagging models for each level of preprocessing.
We observed from the results of the n-gram features, illustrated in Table 4.10 that the
performance of most models increased at the highest level of preprocessing. However, CNB
(with neutral) had its best performance at level P5, indicating that negation is not a good
preprocessing technique for this machine learning technique. In contrast, most of the models
showed a decrease in performance at level P5, suggesting that stemming does not perform
well with n-grams. ME without the neutral class performed best without preprocessing. This
is surprising as we originally anticipated that ME would perform best with a higher level
of preprocessing. The differences between some of the levels are 0, indicating that in these
cases, preprocessing makes no difference. Level P3 made no difference or decreased the
performance in most of the models. This implies that with n-grams, removing repeated letters
and changing ‘n’t ’ to ‘not’ is not useful.
As for the preprocessing difference in relation to the POS-tagging, illustrated in Ta-
ble 4.11, the models performance varied. CNB-W/O, RB, POL-W/O and ME-W/O models
showed their best performance with the highest preprocessing level. Other models such
as NB and POL-Neu highest performances were at level P5. This suggests that negation
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Table 4.10 Performance differences between preprocessing levels for n-grams (average across
all n-gram models)
Level
differ-
ence
NB-
Neu
NB-
W/O
CNB-
Neu
CNB-
W/O
RB-
Neu
RB-
W/O
POL-
Neu
POL-
W/O
LIN-
Neu
LIN-
W/O
ME-
Neu
ME-
W/O
P2-P1 -0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.002 -0.001 0.000 -0.001
P3-P2 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.002 0.000 -0.002
P4-P3 0.015 0.009 -0.032 -0.053 0.011 0.013 0.000 0.000 -0.020 -0.018 -0.012 -0.016
P5-P4 -0.127 -0.097 0.025 -0.040 -0.022 -0.048 0.003 -0.009 -0.088 -0.084 -0.023 -0.040
P6-P5 0.012 0.005 -0.179 0.051 0.018 0.034 0.000 0.010 -0.038 0.003 -0.053 -0.039
does not perform well with POS-tagging in these models. In CNB-Neu and ME-Neu, the
highest preprocessing was obtained at level P3, indicating that negation, stemming and stop
words do not perform well with POS-tagging in these models. The LIN-W/O models highest
performance was at preprocessing level P2. Similar to the n-grams, in many models, the
differences between some of the levels are 0. As outlined earlier, this could infer that the
preprocessing techniques in those levels make no difference to the models. We notice that
preprocessing level P4 decreased the performance of most of the models when the POS-
tagging features were used, implying that removing stop words with POS-tagging removes
valuable information.
Table 4.11 Performance differences between preprocessing levels for POS-tagging (average
across all POS-tagging models)
NB-
Neu
NB-
W/O
CNB-
Neu
CNB-
W/O
RB-
Neu
RB-
W/O
POL-
Neu
POL-
W/O
LIN-
Neu
LIN-
W/O
ME-
Neu
ME-
W/O
P2-P1 -0.001 0.007 0.019 0.016 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.005 0.013
P3-P2 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.002 -0.001 0.002 0.000
P4-P3 -0.002 -0.003 -0.013 -0.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.007 -0.008 -0.007 -0.009
P5-P4 0.011 0.002 -0.054 -0.012 0.003 0.004 0.001 0.000 -0.049 -0.038 -0.005 -0.013
P6-P5 -0.010 -0.013 -0.014 0.021 0.016 0.045 0.000 0.016 -0.015 -0.006 -0.010 0.011
To get a complete picture of the preprocessing levels, we calculated the performance
difference for all the models between the preprocessing levels. The average of all the models
accuracies across each level were taken; these are presented in Table 4.12. We found that
the best preprocessing level is P6, except for NB-W/O, CNB-Neu, LIN and ME models. As
for the NB-W/O and CNB-Neu models, the highest performance was obtained in level P4,
indicating that stemming and negation decrease the performance of these models. Similar
to the n-grams preprocessing difference results, the LIN-Neu showed its best performance
with the lowest level of preprocessing. Moreover, similar to the POS-tagging preprocessing
difference results, the LIN-W/O showed its best performance at P2. Likewise, the ME-W/O
model showed its higest performance at level P2, while ME-Neu model showed its best
performance at level P3.
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Table 4.12 Performance differences between preprocessing levels for all features (average
across all models)
NB-
Neu
NB-
W/O
CNB-
Neu
CNB-
W/O
RB-
Neu
RB-
W/O
POL-
Neu
POL-
W/O
LIN-
Neu
LIN-
W/O
ME-
Neu
ME-
W/O
P2-P1 -0.001 0.004 0.010 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.001 0.005 0.003 0.006
P3-P2 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.000 0.000 -0.001 -0.002 0.001 -0.001
P4-P3 0.007 0.003 -0.022 -0.047 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.014 -0.013 -0.010 -0.013
P5-P4 -0.058 -0.048 -0.015 -0.026 -0.009 -0.022 0.002 -0.004 -0.069 -0.061 -0.014 -0.026
P6-P5 0.001 -0.004 -0.096 0.036 0.017 0.040 0.005 0.013 -0.026 -0.001 -0.031 -0.014
Some of the preprocessing levels improved the performance noticeably. Examples of
these are presented in Table 4.13. For instance ‘P4-P5’ means that the performance of model
using level P4 preprocessing is higher than the same model with level P5 preprocessing. One
example is CNB-Neu with Adv, P6 increased the accuracy by 15% in comparison with P4,
indicating that stemming and negation are good features with this model.
On the other hand, in some models, the lower levels of preprocessing led to a higher
accuracy. For example, in the LIN-Neu model with trigrams, the highest accuracy was found
in P4, and when applying level P5, the performance decreases by 46%. Likewise, in the ME-
Neu model with unigrams, the best performance was with P1. When applying preprocessing
P3, the models performance lowers by 27%. As mentioned earlier, this contradicts what
we originally believed regarding the ME classifier performing best with a higher level of
preprocessing.
We noticed more significant differences between preprocessing levels with the n-gram
features than POS-tagging ones. This could be due to the reduced number of features that
are selected with POS-tagging.
Features results
The models with the n-gram features performed slightly better than POS-tagging. The
following subsections outline the results of our experiments with n-grams and POS-tagging
features.
• N-gram results
The n-grams feature led to the best performance, which is similar to some previous re-
search [1, 12, 27, 56, 123, 136, 180], but also in contradiction with other research [64],
where POS-tagging models led to a better performance than n-grams models. The
highest accuracy for each of combination of the n-gram features are presented in
Table 4.14.
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Table 4.13 Noticeable preprocessing level differences
Model Feature Preprocessing levels Difference
NB-W/O Uni P4-P5 14%
Uni+Bi P4-P5 15%
Uni+Bi+Tri P4-P5 15%
NB-Neu Uni P4-P5 21%
Uni+Bi P4-P5 22%
Uni+Bi+Tri P4-P5 21%
CNB-Neu Uni P4-P5 14%
Adv P1-P5 19%
CNB-W/O Adv P1-P5 21%
VAdjAdvN P6-P4 15%
LIN-W/O Uni P4-P5 18%
Uni+Bi P4-P5 15%
Uni+Tri P4-P5 21%
LIN-Neu Tri P5-P4 46%
ME-Neu Uni P1-P3 27%
Uni P4-P5 19%
ME-W/O Uni P4-P5 15%
Tri P4-P5 18%
Uni+Bi P4-P5 15%
Uni+Tri P4-P5 13%
Bi+Tri P3-P5 24%
Adv P1-P5 16%
Examples of frequent unigrams commonly found in our dataset are illustrated in Ta-
ble 4.15. Some of the interesting unigrams are: ‘technology’, ‘blackboard’, ‘examples’,
‘helpful’, ‘learning’, ‘questions’, ‘knowledge’, ‘topics’, ‘notes’, ‘lecturer’ and ‘subject’.
We found that bigrams and trigrams led to a good performance with the CNB model,
implying that some 2-word and 3-word combinations have a high informative value
for our particular application. One example that illustrates the usefulness of bigrams
in our application is the bigram “more examples”. This can indicate that students are
confused, and therefore the sentiment is negative. On the other hand, when the word
‘less’ is replaced with ‘more’, it may mean that the students are satisfied; thus the
sentiment is positive. Bigrams usually have stronger sentiment when using words such
as ‘too’, ‘very’ and ‘really’ before other words. Some examples for these are: “really
interesting”, “very engaging”, “too early”. Table 4.16 shows the ten most frequent
bigrams.
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Table 4.14 N-gram results
Uni Bi Tri Uni+Bi Uni+Tri Bi+Tri Uni+Bi+Tri
Neutral or without W/O W/O W/O W/O W/O W/O W/O
MLT LIN RB ME LIN NB CNB NB
Preprocessing P1 P4 P1 P1 P4 P1 P4
Accuracy 0.94 0.77 0.71 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.93
Precision 0.95 0.81 0.76 0.95 0.94 0.91 0.94
Recall 0.94 0.77 0.71 0.94 0.93 0.9 0.93
F-score 0.94 0.73 0.62 0.94 0.93 0.9 0.93
Table 4.15 Frequent unigram words
Unigram Frequency
lecture 182
use 151
class 140
maths 131
time 108
course 98
like 92
interesting 82
students’ 73
Our research is similar to Wang and Wu [180] study about general Twitter sentiment
analysis, where trigrams led to a poor performance. However, certain 3-word combina-
tions have a high informative value for our particular application. Examples of three
word combinations that commonly appeared in our dataset are shown in Table 4.17.
The best performance when using the unigrams combined with bigrams was obtained
by the SVM linear model. This is similar to the research of Go et al. [63] about general
Twitter sentiment analysis. Furthermore, Pang and Lee [131] research showed that
unigrams combined with bigrams led to a good performance with the SVM classifier.
Unigrams combined with trigrams led to a good performance in the Naive Bayes model
giving an accuracy of 93%.
Bigrams combined with trigrams are rarely used in sentiment analysis. This could be
due to the complication of these two features combined. We found that this feature led
to a good performance in the CNB model. Similarly, unigrams combined with bigrams
and trigrams are rarely used as it is also complicated and takes a long time to run. Our
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Table 4.16 Frequent bigrams
Bigram Frequency
the lecture 78
the course 46
the lecturer 43
the subject 38
the board 34
have learnt 32
the student 32
very good 31
very interesting 23
to learn 19
Table 4.17 Frequent trigrams
Trigram Frequency
learned a lot 18
on the board 17
of the lecture 17
maths can be 16
understand the content 9
learnt lots of 8
the best faculty 8
in the course 8
in the classroom 7
would be good 7
results show that the best performance when using this feature was obtained by the NB
classifier.
• POS-tagging results
POS-tagging features led to a good performance in several of the models; these are
presented in Table 4.18. The Adverbs alone led to the highest accuracy at 88% with the
CNB classifier. This is in contrast to the research by Tian et al. [54] in the e-learning
domain, where using Adverbs led to the lowest performance.
The best performance when using the Verbs, Adjectives and Adverbs (VAdjAdv)
features was obtained by the CNB classifier. Kumar and Sebastian [92] proposed
sentiment analysis models including the VAdjAdv features, however, their study was
only a case study and they did not validate their results or evaluate the performance.
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Table 4.18 POS-tagging results
Adv VAdjAdvN VAdjAdv VAdjN VAdj
Neutral or Without W/O W/O W/O W/O W/O
Highest Technique CNB ME CNB LIN LIN
Highest Preprocessing P1 P6 P2 P4 P2
Accuracy 0.88 0.82 0.80 0.83 0.78
Precision 0.80 0.88 0.88 0.85 0.80
Recall 0.76 0.86 0.81 0.90 0.91
F-Score 0.78 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.85
Table 4.19 Best classifiers-features combinations
Classifier SVM linear CNB
Features Uni Bi+Tri
Uni+Bi Adv
VAdjN VAdjAdv
VAdj -
The ME classifier led to the best performance when the VAdjAdvN features were used.
This is similar to Go et al. [64] research where they obtained a good performance when
using the VAdjAdvN features with the ME classifier.
The best performance for all the other POS-tagging features was obtained by the SVM
linear classifier.
Machine learning results
Our results presented in Table 4.9 (at the beginning of this section) illustrate that all the
classifiers performed well with a minimum of 77% accuracy, a maximum of 94% accuracy
and an average of 86% accuracy from all the classifiers. The SVM linear and NB classifiers
performed the best with accuracies of 94%.
CNB also gave a good accuracy at 93%. We found that SVM linear was the best classifier
for 4 of the features, and CNB was the best for another 3 features – these are illustrated
in Table 4.19. A more detailed discussion of the machine learning techniques results are
presented below.
• Naive Bayes results
The Naive Bayes classifier performed well when using the n-grams with preprocessing
levels P1 to P4. However, we found that negation and stemming decreased the results
of NB noticeably in some instances by up to 22%. Moreover, Naive Bayes highest
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performance was using unigrams combined with bigrams with the level P4 giving an
accuracy of 94%.
Our results indicated that using the POS-tagging features with NB leads to a decreased
performance compared with using the n-grams features. This is similar to many
researchers where they found that NB performs poorly with POS-tagging [54, 123].
• Complement Naive Bayes results
We found that Complement Naive Bayes addresses the problem of uneven training sets
in Naive Bayes on our dataset. Our experiments show that Complement Naive Bayes
performs much better than Naive Bayes in some of the models. Similarly, research by
Gokulakrishnan [65] about analysing tweets had similar results. Our results indicate
that CNB is a useful technique when there is only little training data for the neutral
class which led to poor performance in previous research [63, 180]. We found that
CNB performed best with the bigrams combined with trigrams, Adv and VAdjAdv
features.
• Support Vector Machine results
The SVM linear and radial basis models perform better with the n-grams than with
the POS-tagging features. This is different from Song et al. [156] research about
e-learning, where the SVM classifier with the POS-tagging features performed well
with an 87% accuracy.
SVM polynomial had the highest accuracy using adverbs and with preprocessing level
P6. It had the highest recall of all the models (97%), indicating a high sensitivity.
On the other hand, SVM polynomial gave the lowest accuracy out of all the machine
learning techniques, despite the fact that it is known to work well with natural language
processing models. Similarly, research by Jain and Nayak [79] on movie reviews from
IMDB found that the polynomial kernel performed the worse out of all classifiers; at
the same time, they found the linear kernel to work best. We notice that using n-gram
or POS-tagging makes nearly no difference to the SVM polynomial results.
In applications and domains such as customer feedback and movie reviews, SVM is
known to perform fairly well [56, 83, 131]. In the educational domain, researchers
such as Ortigosa [123] and Tian et al. [54] found that SVM performs poorly. On the
other hand, research by Song et al. [156] about e-learning shows that SVM performs
well. Our results show that SVM is the best classifier, indicating that when working
with the educational domain, the context of learning and type of data has a significant
bearing on the best performing models.
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• Maximum Entropy results
For Maximum Entropy, the best performance found is with the unigrams combined
with bigram features. ME was also the best classifier for the VAdjAdvN features. Our
results indicate that ME performs better with n-gram features than with POS-tagging
features. Our results are similar to the research by Pang and Lee [131], who found that
ME with n-gram features performed better than with the POS-tagging features. We
also noticed that ME gave a lower accuracy when using stemming and negation in the
preprocessing.
Neutral class results
Most of the models performed best without the neutral class, however, we notice that three
classifiers, LIN, NB and CNB, still had high results when the neutral class was considered.
The highest results for each classifier when the neutral class was included are presented in
Table 4.20. SVM showed the best performance when using the neutral class with an accuracy
loss of only 1% compared with the model without the neutral class.
Table 4.20 Highest performance for each classifier when the neutral class is included
NB CNB LIN POL RB ME
Feature Uni+Bi Uni+Bi Bi Uni Uni+Bi Uni+Bi
Preprocessing P4 P4 P4 P1 P2 P4
Accuracy 0.90 0.89 0.72 0.62 0.93 0.85
Precision 0.92 0.90 0.66 0.38 0.93 0.84
Recall 0.90 0.89 0.72 0.62 0.93 0.85
F-score 0.91 0.89 0.65 0.47 0.93 0.82
By observing all the results, we found that the best models were obtained with the SVM
classifier with different features. We found that the highest models were with unigrams,
unigrams combined with bigrams and unigrams combined with bigrams and trigrams with
preprocessing levels P1-P4 without the neutral class.
To distinguish how well these models performed against other classifiers, we used 6
paired t-tests (i.e. 36 experiments) with a significance level of 0.05 using Weka. We used
t-test due to its capability of comparing different classifiers and finding if one classifier is
more significant than the others. The annotation v or * indicates that a specific result is
statistically better (v) or worse (*) than the baseline scheme, which in our case in the LIN
classifier. As observed from the t-test results presented in Table 4.21, we found that LIN is
statistically better than most of the classifiers in some of the models, however, in some cases
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Table 4.21 T-tests for best models
LIN RB POL NB CNB ME
Features Unigrams-W/O
P1 93.78 68.7* 70.42* 87.99* 91.63 88.1*
P4 93.78 68.7* 75.78* 90.24 93.03 87.13*
Features UNI+BI-W/O
P1 94.42 68.7* 72.99* 90.45 91.53* 92.71
P4 94 68.7* 70.42* 92.28 93.56 91.1*
Features UNI+BI+TRI-W/O
P1 94.21 68.7* 71.06* 89.6* 91.53* 90.67
P4 92.92 68.7* 71.16* 92.07 93.35 91.21
it is equal to the accuracy of other classifiers such as in NB, CNB and ME, which give high
accuracies.
As outlined above, the best overall performing model was the SVM linear model without
the neutral class, using unigrams combined with bigrams and level P4 of preprocessing. The
accuracy for this model is the highest out of all models at 94.42%, however, using other
features with LIN also gives a 94% accuracy.
To reduce the complexity of the model and the time it takes for it to give an output, it is
best to use as few features as possible; consequently, the optimal model would be using only
unigrams. Despite the fact that this is the optimal model in terms of overall performance
(accuracy, precision and recall), this model does not include the neutral class, which is
essential for our application, as outlined in section 4.1.4. We found that the best performing
model including the neutral class was also using the SVM linear classifier. The accuracy
of this model is 93%, which is only 1% less than the model without the neutral class. This
model also had a high precision and recall score: 93% and 93%, respectively.
Fig. 4.2 Optimal combination of preprocessing, features and modelling technique for our
application
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To summarise, the best model found is using the SVM linear classifier with unigrams
as features, using level P4 of preprocessing and including the neutral class. The Figure 4.2
shows the process of the model from the input to the output.
4.2.4 Discussion
The results from the previous section indicated that preprocessing improves the performance
of the different algorithms, with different levels working best for different algorithms, and
that good results can be obtained with a variety of feature combinations. All algorithms
performed better for the 2-class (positive/negative) problem compared with the 3-class
(positive/negative/neutral) problem. This is not surprising, as the neutral class had the lowest
number of instances, which makes it more difficult to predict. On the other hand, four of the
six classifiers (NB, CNB, LIN and ME) performed well when the neutral class was included.
One limitation to this experiment is that the dataset could be considered to be relatively
small, especially when comparing with domain-independent sentiment analysis studies. In
domain-related studies, data may be more difficult to collect – in education, in particular,
data collection in real settings is known to be difficult [77]. Another difficulty is the labelling
of the data in a reliable way by human annotators, which is a time-consuming task; most
research using large datasets have an automatic approach to labelling, mostly based on
lexicons. Previous research, however, has been published where human annotated datasets
were similar in size to or less than our dataset. Some examples of such studies covering both
domain-dependent and domain-independent areas using human-labelled data are given in
Table 4.22.
4.3 Exploring Other Features
In this experiment, we explore different features that are less common or have not been used
before. Some of these features may be difficult to obtain in real-life systems such as the
emotion feature, however they provide future researchers with the effect of different features
on students’ feedback polarity detection. The purpose of this study is to find the effect of
these features on polarity detection to direct future researchers into exploring other features
in other domains. We also experiment with less common machine learning techniques which
are MNB, SMO and RF. Additionally, we investigate oversampling and undersampling to
see their impact in dealing with unbalanced datasets.
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Table 4.22 Examples of studies with relatively small datasets in both domain-independent
(general) and domain-dependent areas.
Reference Domain Number of instances by class
Tan et al. [160] Education reviews Positive: 1,012; Negative:
254
Stock reviews Positive: 364; Negative: 683
Computer Reviews Positive: 544; Negative: 390
Pak and Paroubek [126] General Tweets Positive: 108; Negative: 75;
Neutral: 33
Go et al. [63] General Tweets Positive: 182; Negative: 177
Thet et al. [167] Film Reviews Positive: 185; Negative: 185
Paltoglou et al. [128] Cyberspace Dataset1 – Positive: 41, Neg-
ative: 457, Neutral: 96
Dataset 2 – Positive: 107,
Negative: 221, Neutral: 144
4.3.1 Data Corpus
The data collected was students’ feedback expressing opinions and feelings about the lecture.
They were from lectures taught in English in Jordanian universities on different topics: Cal-
culus, English communication skills, Databases, Engineering, Molecular biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Science, Contemporary history of the world and Architecture.
Twitter was used to collect the data. Students were asked to provide a polarity label (posi-
tive/ negative/ neutral) and choose one emotion from a set of 19 learning-related emotions
provided, e.g. amused, bored, confused, frustrated for each tweet. More details about these
19 emotions and why they were chosen are presented in chapter 5. The total number of
tweets collected were 1522 tweets with their corresponding emotion and polarity labels. The
distribution of the polarity labels is found in Table 4.23. We found by observing the tweets,
although the students were using Twitter they wrote in a formal manner.
Table 4.23 Distribution of sentiment labels in our corpus
Positive Negative Neutral
Frequency 526 754 238
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4.3.2 Sentiment Analysis Models for Students’ Feedback: Other fea-
tures
Three preprocessing levels using different techniques were tested to find the optimal level of
preprocessing for the data. This includes a low level preprocessing, a medium level consisting
of common general preprocessing techniques and a high level preprocessing consisting of
Twitter preprocessing techniques as well. These were also chosen due to their popularity in
previous studies [92, 126, 136, 190] and based on the findings from our first experiment in
section 4.2:
1. Preprocessing P1: This is to test how well the model works without any preprocessing
apart from converting the letters into lowercase. We included this to explore the role of
different degrees of preprocessing, in which this one (P1) is the baseline;
2. Preprocessing P2: This is to remove numbers, punctuation, spaces and blanks and
special characters. In most cases these do not hold value or sentiment, therefore they
are noise to the data;
3. Preprocessing P3: In addition to the preprocessing in level P2, this includes the removal
of hashtags, emoticons and Twitter special characters.
Findings from the previous study were used in the setup of this study. We used unigrams
as features due to the results on the first experiment indicating that unigrams lead to the
highest results in several classifiers. We also explored other features in combination with
unigrams:
1. emotion label (i.e. amused, anxiety, appreciation, awkward, bored, confusion, dis-
appointed, embarrassed, engagement, enthusiasm, excitement, frustration, happy,
motivated, proud, relief, satisfaction, shame and uninterested.)
2. number of all punctuation characters (e.g. commas, semicolons, brackets, apostrophes,
etc.)
3. number of question and exclamation marks
4. number of emoticons
5. number of hashtags
6. time of the tweet during the lecture, i.e. beginning, middle, end
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7. sarcasm, i.e. sarcastic and non-sarcastic labels (more details about how we obtained
theses labels are found in chapter 6)
8. lexicon-based features, i.e. Lexicon-Positive, Lexicon-Negative, Lexicon-Neutral.
All combinations of these additional features with unigrams were explored. We converted
the nominal features to numeric (i.e. either 1 or 0) in Weka. For example, the emotion labels
which were originally nominal were converted into several numeric features, where each
feature is equal to 1 if the sentence included the emotion and 0 if it did not. This setup allows
the investigation of the usefulness of each emotion feature.
A lexicon is a dictionary of words with their percentages of polarity. An example
of typical information from the lexicon we built is shown in Table 4.24. We created a
domain-based lexicon using 3310 words found in previous students’ feedback, which was
labelled by three experts to positive, negative and neutral. The feedback was collected from
a mixture of institutes for various subjects, this was described previously in section 4.2.1.
The Positive/Negative/Neutral lexicons were created by counting the number of that word’s
appearance in each class (i.e. positive, negative and neutral) and then dividing it over total
number of that word appearances.
Table 4.24 Lexicon Example
Word Positive-lexicon Negative-lexicon Neutral lexicon
sir 0.500 0.000 0.500
class 0.366 0.208 0.426
maths 0.497 0.000 0.503
good 0.443 0.098 0.459
course 0.256 0.391 0.353
students 0.351 0.243 0.405
lecture 0.303 0.311 0.386
lecturer 0.273 0.424 0.303
teacher 0.368 0.189 0.443
session 0.485 0.015 0.500
subject 0.378 0.220 0.402
technology 0.133 0.300 0.567
blackboard 0.316 0.263 0.421
To illustrate how the lexicon information was built, the word ‘class’ is used as an example.
We find that it appears 79 times in the positive feedback, 45 times in the negative, and 92
times in the neutral. The lexicon for the word ‘class’ becomes 0.3657 for the positive lexicon,
0.2083 for the negative, and 0.42592 for the neutral. These are 79, 45 and 92 divided over
216 (i.e. the total occurrences of the word ‘class’ across the 3 polarity labels).
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Fig. 4.3 Lexicon match example
The method that we used to calculate the lexicon-based features was to take the average of
the Positive-lexicon, Negative-lexicon and Neutral-lexicon for the words found in a sentence
that were detected in the lexicon. An illustration is shown in Figure 4.3. For instance, if we
had a sentence “This was an interesting day”, the lexicon count is illustrated in Table 4.25.
Table 4.25 Lexicon count example
Positive-Lexicon Negative-Lexicon Neutral-Lexicon
Interesting 0.5 0 0.5
day 0.4574 0.0638 0.4787
Lexicon-based features 0.4787 0.03191 0.4893
As for the sarcasm feature, the data was labelled into two classes, sarcastic and non-
sarcastic. This was done by looking for sentences that expressed one emotion but was labelled
another emotion, and by looking for the word ‘sarcasm’ or ‘sarcastic’. More information
about how the data was labelled as sarcastic or non-sarcastic is presented in chapter 6.
The machine learning techniques we used were: Naive Bayes (NB), Multinomial Naive
Bayes (MNB), Complement Naive Bayes (CNB), Maximum Entropy (ME), Support Vector
Machines (SVM), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and Random Forest (RF), due to
their popularity and promising results in previous research.
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Feature Usefulness
To find the feature usefulness, we applied 5 tests: Chi Square, Information Gain, Gain
Ratio, Correlation and OneR. These tests were chosen due to their popularity in previous
research [19, 81, 97]. A brief description of the tests is presented in the following:
• Chi square method evaluates features individually by measuring their chi-squared
statistic with respect to the classes.
• Information Gain method evaluates the worth of a feature by measuring the information
gain with respect to the class.
• Gain Ratio evaluates features individually by measuring gain ratio with respect to the
class.
• Correlation evaluates features by measuring the correlation (Pearson’s) between it and
the class. The nominal attributes or features are considered on a value by value basis
and an overall correlation for a nominal attribute is arrived at via a weighted average.
• OneR uses the minimum-error attribute for prediction, discretizing numeric attributes.
The results of the feature usefulness tests are presented in Appendix B. We found that across
all the tests, there is a similarity in feature usefulness. Most of the features were found at the
same level in feature usefulness or just one level place difference. Unlike the other tests, the
OneR test resulted in a different ranking of the features according to usefulness. This could
be due to its functionality in using the minimum-error attribute for prediction. As the results
were relatively similar across tests (with the exception mentioned above), we present here the
results from the Chi Square test. The ranking of the features are presented in Table 4.26 in
the first two columns. We experimented with all the features in combination with unigrams
(Uni+32), the top 15 features (Uni+15), the top 7 features (Uni+7) and the top 2 features
(Uni+2). These were established by approximatively halving the number of features each
time, with the purpose of finding the lowest number of features that still leads to a good
performance. We chose the top 2 features (Bored and Amused emotions) due to them being
the top two features across nearly all tests. We also experimented with lexicons alone, due to
its popularity in previous research [102, 189].
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Table 4.26 Features in each dataset
With Neutral Without Neutral UNI+2 UNI+7 UNI+15 UNI+32
Bored Bored Y Y Y Y
Amused Amused Y Y Y Y
Positive-lexicon Positive-lexicon N Y Y Y
Negative-lexicon Negative-lexicon N Y Y Y
Excitement Neutral-lexicon N Y Y Y
Neutral-lexicon Excitement N Y Y Y
Happy Happy N Y Y Y
# of hashtags Frustation N N Y Y
Frustation # of hashtags N N Y Y
Sarcasm Sarcasm N N Y Y
Engagement Engagement N N Y Y
Enthusiasm Enthusiasm N N Y Y
Embarrassed Confusion N N Y Y
Confusion Anxiety N N Y Y
Anxiety Embarrassed N N Y Y
Shame Appreciation N N N Y
Awkward Awkward N N N Y
Disappointed Motivated N N N Y
Motivated Disappointed N N N Y
Relief Proud N N N Y
Proud Middle-lecture N N N Y
Satisfaction End-lecture N N N Y
Appreciation # of question
and exclamation
marks
N N N Y
# of question
and exclamation
marks
# of emoticons N N N Y
# of emoticons # of punctuation N N N Y
Middle-lecture Relief N N N Y
End-lecture Satisfaction N N N Y
# of punctuation Shame N N N Y
Uninterested Uninterested N N N Y
Beginning-lecture Beginning-lecture N N N Y
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4.3.3 Results
We included models with the neutral class and without. We had 144 models with the neutral
and 144 models without the neutral class (Preprocessing levels (3) x Feature combinations (6)
x Machine learning techniques(8)). We evaluated the models using 10-fold cross-validation
and calculated the accuracy, precision, recall, F-score and error rate. The error rate is a
metrics that is sometimes included in sentiment analysis which represents the percentage of
instances that are not accurate. In addition, as our data was unbalanced, we experimented
with undersampling and oversampling methods.
The best models for each machine learning techniques – with the corresponding prepro-
cessing levels and features with the neutral class are displayed in Table 4.27 and without the
neutral class in Table 4.28.
The baseline feature was unigrams which we compare other models to; we displayed the
unigram results with the same preprocessing level as the best results found in Table 4.27 and
Table 4.28, in Table 4.29 and Table 4.30 respectively. These results are discussed in more
detail in the following.
Table 4.27 Best models with the neutral class
Machine
learning
technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+32 UNI+15 UNI+32 UNI+15 UNI+32 UNI+15
Preprocessing P1 P2 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P1
Accuracy 0.65 0.65 0.67 0.63 0.63 0.66 0.67 0.65
Precision 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.60 0.64 0.67 0.65 0.61
Recall 0.65 0.65 0.67 0.63 0.63 0.65 0.67 0.65
F-score 0.65 0.65 0.67 0.56 0.63 0.66 0.66 0.62
Error rate 0.35 0.35 0.33 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.33 0.35
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Table 4.28 Best models without the neutral class
Machine
learning
technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15
Preprocessing P1 P2 P1 P2 P3 P1 P3 P1
Accuracy 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.76 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.79
Precision 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.79
Recall 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.76 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.79
F-score 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.73 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.79
Error rate 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.22 0.17 0.19 0.21
Table 4.29 Unigram models with the neutral class
Machine
learning
technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI
Preprocessing P1 P2 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P1
Accuracy 0.57 0.62 0.63 0.57 0.59 0.64 0.62 0.58
Precision 0.57 0.64 0.64 0.58 0.59 0.62 0.60 0.57
Recall 0.57 0.62 0.63 0.57 0.59 0.64 0.62 0.58
F-score 0.56 0.63 0.63 0.47 0.59 0.61 0.60 0.57
Error rate 0.43 0.38 0.37 0.43 0.41 0.36 0.38 0.42
Table 4.30 Unigram models without the neutral class
Machine
learning
technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI UNI
Preprocessing P1 P2 P1 P2 P3 P1 P3 P1
Accuracy 0.70 0.77 0.76 0.68 0.71 0.76 0.72 0.70
Precision 0.70 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.70 0.76 0.73 0.70
Recall 0.70 0.77 0.76 0.68 0.71 0.76 0.72 0.70
F-score 0.70 0.77 0.76 0.61 0.70 0.76 0.72 0.70
Error rate 0.30 0.23 0.24 0.32 0.29 0.24 0.28 0.30
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Table 4.31 Performance differences between preprocessing levels models with neutral
Machine learn-
ing technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
P3-P2 -0.005 -0.028 -0.046 0.005 -0.008 -0.021 0.000 -0.010
P2-P1 0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.011 0.005 -0.002 -0.003 -0.001
Preprocessing results
Table 4.27 represents the highest performance in models with the neutral class. We found
the best preprocessing level is P2 which led to the highest performance in 4 models: MNB,
LIN, ME and SMO. On the other hand, P1 led to the best performance in NB, CNB and RF
models. According to Table 4.28 for the highest performance in models without the neutral,
the best level of preprocessing was P1 across 4 models: NB, CNB, ME and RF. As for the
MNB and RB classifiers, the highest preprocessing level was P2. LIN and SMO achieved
their highest performances using preprocessing level P3.
To explore the performance difference between the models for all the levels of prepro-
cessing, we took an average of the accuracies for each of the models (i.e. neutral and without)
for each level.
We observed from the results of the models with the neutral, illustrated in Table 4.31
that the performance of most models was best at the lowest level of preprocessing. NB and
LIN models had their best performance at level P2, indicating that removing numbers and
punctuation is a good method for these models and increases their performances. We noticed
that the RB model had its best performance at the highest level of preprocessing, however
level P2 led to a decreased performance for this model. Most of the models showed decreased
performances at level P3, indicating that hashtags, and emoticons might hold some value to
the sentiment.
We observed from the results of the models without the neutral, as illustrated in Table 4.32,
that the performance of models varied in the level of preprocessing. MNB, RB and LIN
performed their best at level P2 of preprocessing. The difference between preprocessing
level P2 and P1 in CNB and LIN are 0, indicating that in this case, preprocessing makes
no difference. NB, ME and RF showed their best performance at preprocessing level P1,
indicating that any preprocessing affects negatively on the performance, as mentioned earlier,
hashtags, emoticons, numbers and punctuation may hold some value to the sentiment. Most
of the models performance decreased when adding the highest level of preprocessing.
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Table 4.32 Performance differences between preprocessing levels for models without neutral
Machine learn-
ing technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
P3-P2 -0.012 -0.030 -0.041 -0.013 0.000 -0.021 -0.003 -0.011
P2-P1 -0.005 0.001 0.000 0.004 0.003 -0.006 0.000 -0.008
Table 4.33 Difference between best models with the neutral class and unigram models
Machine
learning
technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+32 UNI+15 UNI+32 UNI+15 UNI+32 UNI+15
Preprocessing P1 P2 P1 P3 P2 P2 P2 P1
Accuracy 8% 3% 4% 7% 4% 2% 5% 7%
Precision 9% 3% 3% 4% 5% 5% 5% 4%
Recall 8% 3% 4% 7% 4% 1% 5% 7%
F-score 9% 2% 4% 10% 4% 5% 6% 5%
Error rate -8% -2% -4% -7% -4% -1% -5% -7%
Feature results
In comparison with the performance of the unigrams feature alone, we found using UNI+15
led to the highest results. In Table 4.33, we calculated the differences between the highest
results presented in Table 4.27 and the models with the unigrams feature- at the same level
of preprocessing.
We can observe from the results that the Uni+15 dataset led to an increase in the results
of unigrams by up to 8% in the NB model, and 7% in the RB and RF models. We found that
CNB, LIN and SMO classifiers performed best using all the features (i.e. UNI+32). They
led to a better performance than unigrams alone increasing the accuracy by 5% in the SMO
model and 4% in both the CNB and LIN model.
The Uni+15 dataset included some of the emotion features which were: Bored, Amused,
Excited, Happy, Frustrated, Engaged, Enthused, Embarrassed, Confused and Anxiety. This
could be due to these were the most frequent emotion labels in the data except from Happy,
which is surprisingly the third most useful feature according to the feature usefulness ex-
periment in section 4.3.2. The frequencies of these emotions in our dataset can be found in
chapter 5, section 5.2.1, Table 5.2.
Lexicon-based features do not make any difference in the performance of the models in
comparison with unigrams alone. In contrast, researchers such as Lu et al. [102] and Zhang
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Table 4.34 Difference between best models without the neutral class and unigram models
Machine
learning
technique
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15 UNI+15
Preprocessing P1 P2 P1 P2 P3 P1 P3 P1
Accuracy 11% 3% 4% 8% 7% 7% 8% 9%
Precision 11% 3% 3% 5% 8% 7% 8% 9%
Recall 11% 3% 4% 8% 7% 7% 9% 9%
F-score 11% 3% 4% 12% 8% 7% 9% 9%
Error rate -11% -3% -4% -8% -7% -7% -8% -9%
et al. [189] found that using lexicon-based features led to a higher performance than when
excluding them.
Lu et al. [102] research showed that unigrams combined with lexicons gave a better
performance than unigrams alone, however, their study was based on Chinese data, therefore,
it is difficult to compare with our results. Likewise, Zhang et al. [189] used unigrams
combined with lexicons on Twitter data which led to a high performance.
The number of hashtags was found a useful feature according to the feature usefulness
experiment in section 4.3.2. Guha et al. [71] on the other hand found hashtags not useful
when using them with a lexicon-based sentiment analysis as it led to 57% accuracy which is
relatively low.
Sarcasm was also a useful feature found in the UNI+15 features model. Sarcasm is an
ongoing problem in sentiment analysis, and identifying the sarcastic sentences from the
non-sarcastic can contribute to the polarity classification by making the detection more
accurate.
We found that the least useful features according the experiment in section 4.3.2 were the
least occurring emotion labels such as relief and proud, number of question and exclamation
marks, number of emoticons, the time of the lecture and number of punctuation signs. In
contrast to our study, Guha et al. [71] found the question and exclamation marks useful in
their research on Twitter sentiment analysis.
As for the models without the neutral, using UNI+15 led to the highest performance in all
the models. We can observe from Table 4.34 the difference in performance from the unigram
models.
In general, the Uni+7 dataset led to a high performance than using unigrams alone and in
some models the increase was 6%, however, using 15 features and all the features combined
leads to a higher performance increasing some of the models performance up to 11%.
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Table 4.35 Best classifier for each of the datasets with the neutral class
Feature Uni Uni+32 Uni+15 Uni+7 Uni+2 Uni+Lexicons
Best classifier ME CNB SMO SMO CNB CNB
Preprocessing P1 P1 P1 P1 P1 P1
Accuracy 0.65 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.65 0.63
Precision 0.63 0.67 0.65 0.63 0.66 0.64
Recall 0.65 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.65 0.63
F-score 0.61 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.63
Error rate 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.37
Similar to the Uni+7 dataset, the Uni+2 dataset (i.e. emotion labels of bored and amused)
led to a higher performance than the unigrams alone in some models up to a 5% increase.
Machine learning technique results
The best machine learning technique for the models with the neutral class are presented
in Table 4.35. We found that the best classifier was CNB which resulted in the highest
performance for three of the models (i.e. Uni+32, Uni+2, Uni+Lexicons). This could be due
to the unbalanced classes in the model with the neutral class – according to the results of the
first experiment in section 4.2, CNB addresses the issue of unbalanced classes.
Our findings showed that SMO led to the highest performance in the Uni+15 and Uni+7
datasets. Likewise, Thelwall et al. [166] research showed that SMO led to a highest perfor-
mance compared to the other classifiers, giving an accuracy of 58%, which is still relatively
low.
As for the unigrams alone, we found that the best classifier was ME. This is similar to
the research about movie reviews done by Pang and Lee [131], where the use of unigrams
resulted in approximately 80% accuracy.
We noticed that the SVM classifier with both the RB and LIN performed the lowest.
Similarly, Guha et al. [71] used SVM for sentiment analysis on Twitter, with features similar
to ours (i.e. number of hashtags, presence of question and exclamation marks) and found
relatively low results. Additionally, in the educational domain Ortigosa [123] also found that
SVM gave the lowest results. In contrast many studies used SVM in combination of lexicons,
and found that it performed well [102, 189].
As for the models without the neutral, the best classifiers according to each of the feature
combinations are displayed in Table 4.36. As we can notice from the results, the best classifier
is ME, leading to the highest in 4 feature combinations. The second best classifier was MNB,
similarly to Go at al. [57] who found that MNB performed well when analysing tweets
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Table 4.36 Best classifier for each of the datasets without the neutral class
Feature Uni Uni+32 Uni+15 Uni+7 Uni+2 Uni+Lexicons
Best classifier MNB ME ME ME ME MNB
Preprocessing P1 P1 P1 P1 P1 P1
Accuracy 0.77 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.77
Precision 0.77 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.77
Recall 0.77 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.77
F-score 0.77 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.77
Error rate 0.23 0.17 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.23
Table 4.37 Oversampling the best models with the neutral class
Machine learning technique NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
Preprocessing P1 P2 P1 P2 P3 P1 P3 P1
Accuracy -7% 1% 0% -9% 4% -3% 2% 5%
Precision -7% 0% 0% -5% 4% 1% 4% 9%
Recall -7% 1% 0% -9% 4% -2% 2% 5%
F-score -8% 1% 0% -11% 4% -3% 3% 8%
Error rate 7% -2% 0% 9% -4% 3% -2% -5%
leading to an accuracy of around 81%. However, in contrast to our study, they found that ME
leads to the lowest performance in comparison with other machine learning techniques.
Dealing with unbalanced classes
Due to having an unbalanced dataset we experimented with undersampling and oversampling.
We found that undersampling did not make any difference to the performance of the models
and in some instances decreased the performance i.e. with the NB classifier. This could be
due to undersampling removing information which could be valuable. On the other hand,
oversampling keeps all the information in the training dataset.
To illustrate the performance of oversampling, we take the best models which were
illustrated in Table 4.27 and oversample the data. The result of oversampling are presented
in Table 4.37.
Oversampling had a different effect on different classifiers. The MNB, LIN, SMO and
RF classifiers’ performance improved with oversampling. The highest increase was found in
the RF classifier, increasing models i.e. 5%. Similarly, Gokulakrishnan et al. [65] research
on sentiment analysis of general Twitter claimed that using oversampling increases the
performance of the classifiers (i.e. SMO, SVM and RF).
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Oversampling led to a decrease in performance in the NB, RB and ME classifiers.
The most noticeable decrease was in the RB classifier, decreasing the performance by
9%. Mountassir et al. [114] found that NB is not sensitive to unbalanced datasets, which
probably could explain the decreased performance when oversampling. In the CNB classifier,
oversampling made no difference to performance.
4.3.4 Discussion
The following points summarise the findings of the experiments with other features:
• For the models with the neutral class, the best performance was obtained at preprocess-
ing level P2, and in the models without the neutral class they were obtained with level
P1;
• Unigrams with 15 features led to the best results for most of the models;
• From the machine learning techniques, CNB led to the best results for the datasets
with the neutral, and ME led to the best results with datasets without the neutral;
• Undersampling the data decreased or did not have any effect on the performance of the
models; and
• Oversampling improved some of the models.
In this experiment we investigated different features in the education domain and in
particular for students’ classroom feedback context that could improve the performance of
polarity detection compared with using unigrams alone.
Although our results indicated that using UNI+15 led to the best performance, in reality
this is very difficult to implement due to not having labels from participants for features
such as emotion-based features. One way of capturing emotion labels is to ask the user to
add an emotion label hashtag, however, if this is not supplied, then other methods could
be investigated to detect emotion. We found that the two highest ranking features were the
amused and bored emotion labels according to the usefulness experiment in 4.3.2. This could
be due to high occurrence of these two emotions in the data. Detecting these emotions can
contribute to an increase in accuracy (i.e. 5% in the dataset without the neutral).
The only features that could be calculated in practice from UNI+15 are Positive/ Negative/
Neutral lexicons and the number of hashtags. When experimenting with Positive/ Negative/
Neutral lexicons with unigrams, there was no significant increase or improvement to the
models performance. Hashtags were explored only in combination with other features in the
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UNI+15 dataset, therefore its influence in isolation (i.e. just unigrams with hashtags) is not
known.
Other features that could be calculated are the number of question and exclamation marks,
number of emoticons and number of punctuation marks. However, these features were found
less useful according to the feature usefulness experiment in section 4.3.2.
We found that domain based features which are lexicons and time of lecture have a
different effect in our application. We explored lexicons alone and found that it does not
have any effect on performance, despite that lexicons were in the top 7 features. However, in
combination with other features in the UNI+15 dataset, lexicons increase the performance.
This could be due to the effect of other features in the UNI+15 dataset. As for the time of the
lecture, we found it was not found useful according to the feature usefulness experiment in
section 4.3.2.
Twitter-related features varied in usefulness, some more useful than others. The number
of hashtags were found useful (in combination with other features as outlined above), which
is surprising considering they could be used for other reasons not related to subjectivity. On
the other hand, we found that using the number of emoticons is not useful, contradicting to
many other studies which have found them useful in polarity detection.
Despite the findings in other studies that have shown the repetition of some punctuation
marks could infer subjectivity [184], this experiment found that using punctuation features
are not useful for our application.
Similarly to the first experiment in section 4.2, a limitation of this experiment is that the
dataset is relatively small, in comparison with other sentiment analysis studies. However,
generally data from domain-related studies are be more difficult to collect, particularly in the
education domain and data from real settings [77]. In Table 4.22 in section 4.2.4, we found
that in comparison with other sentiment analysis studies, our dataset is at an average size.
4.4 Optimal model for Polarity detection
Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that preprocessing at a lower level leads to a better performance
than a higher level, as it may remove instances that are valuable to the sentiment.
The results of experiment 1 indicates that using unigrams leads to the highest performance.
In contrast, experiment 2 suggests that using additional features in combination to the
unigrams increases the performance. However in practice, some of these features are difficult
to obtain. Therefore, unigrams may be the best feature in our application.
By observing the results in experiments 1 and 2, we found that SVM led to the best
performing models in the experiment 1, however, in experiment 2, it led to the worst. We
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found that CNB is the best choice for this application, due to its capability of dealing with
unbalanced classes and its high performance with the neutral class.
In conclusion to the results of the experiments 1 and 2, we found that the best combination
of preprocessing, features and machine learning techniques include the following:
• Preprocessing: a lower level preprocessing which includes converting text to small
case and removing numbers and punctuation
• Features: unigrams
• Machine learning technique: CNB
An illustration of the models process is presented in Figure 4.4.
Fig. 4.4 Optimal models process for polarity detection of students’ feedback
4.5 General Discussion
In this section, we present a discussion of our findings of preprocessing, features and machine
learning techniques. We compare between our results and previous findings in the literature
of sentiment analysis in education.
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Detecting polarity usually includes classifying sentiment into positive, negative and
neutral. The results from experiments 1 indicated that preprocessing is important in this
study. There are numerous studies that ignore preprocessing, however, our results showed
that by preprocessing it increases the accuracy by up to 27% in some models, however in
some models the extra preprocessing decreases the accuracy such as in the LIN-Neu model
where by adding just stemming, it decreased the results by 46%. In general most of the
models performed best with the higher levels of preprocessing from P3-P6.
In experiment 2, we explored a different dataset which was collected via Twitter. Col-
lecting data from Twitter, usually requires a high level of preprocessing due to the noise
in the data (i.e. Twitter special characters). We explored 3 different preprocessing levels,
and surprisingly from the results we found that the lowest level of preprocessing led to the
best performance in most of the classifiers. However, we found that some models perform
best by only removing numbers and punctuation. This may indicate that hashtags in the
data are valuable to the analysis and contain sentiment. Hashtags can be used for many
reasons, however, our results indicate that students use them to express sentiment, therefore
they are valuable to polarity detection. Additionally, due to the spelling correction function
provided in most phones, it lowers the risk of students making spelling mistakes which
usually requires extra preprocessing. We originally believed that punctuations could indicate
sentiment, however, our experiments suggest that it does not improve the polarity detection.
We also found that emoticons were not useful in our application according to the feature
usefulness experiment, which contradicts with previous research in sentiment analysis. This
could be due to the students not using it in their feedback (i.e. only 63 instances out of our
whole dataset) as it is educational related.
As a conclusion of experiments 1 and 2, we choose a lower level of preprocessing which
includes: tokenization, converting text to lower case, removing numbers, punctuation and
stop words, which were found to improve the results in both experiments 1 and 2.
As for the features, which are a critical element in sentiment analysis models due to them
being the inputs of the classifiers, we experimented with a variety of features in isolation and
combination. In experiment 1, we explored the most common features which are n-grams and
POS-tagging. The previous literature indicated that both n-grams and POS-tagging features
led to a good performance in the educational domain, making it difficult to distinguish which
features would be most suitable for our application. We experimented with 12 different
combinations of these features. Our results revealed that n-grams features led to a better
performance than POS-tagging. We found that the features that led to the best performance
were unigrams and unigrams combined with bigrams. Due to unigrams leading to the highest
models, we selected it to be experimented with in our second experiment.
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In experiment 1, only part of the data was obtained from Twitter, while in experiment 2
the data corpus was all from Twitter. In experiment 2, the aim was to look at less common
features in sentiment analysis related to the educational domain and Twitter. We experimented
with lexicons, tweet-related, general text-related features and domain-based features. We
found that adding these features increased the performance of the models compared with
the unigrams feature alone increasing the accuracy by up to 11%. We found that the most
valuable and useful features were the lexicons according to the feature usefulness experiment.
Additionally, we found some of the features such as emoticons and number of question
and exclamation marks were not useful. This could be the reason of their small effect in
performance. We found adding 15 features to the unigrams led to the best results. Despite
our findings, using these features in real settings may be difficult, due to it requiring extra
information from the student, such as the emotion labels.
By observing the results of experiments 1 and 2, we found that these experiments
contradict each other. In experiment 1, using unigrams alone and not in combination of other
n-grams performed the best. However, in experiment 2, we found that using the extra features
in UNI+15 improved the performance of the models.
In conclusion, in sentiment analysis, it is better to use the least number of features to
obtain the results due to the less information required. Therefore, by observing the previous
results, we chose to use unigrams only. However, these experiments could be useful for
future researchers to further explore the importance and the role of features in sentiment
analysis models.
The machine learning techniques are the most important element in the sentiment analysis
as they produce the models that analyse the data and classifies it. In experiment 1, we
experimented with the most common machine learning techniques found in sentiment analysis
which are NB, SVM, ME and CNB. We experimented with different kernels in the SVM
technique. We found that the polynomial kernel had the lowest performance. This contradicts
with previous research that had shown that it performed well in the educational domain. We
found that the best kernel was the linear kernel, which led to the highest performing model.
We found that classifiers NB, LIN and CNB were the highest performing classifiers across
models with the neutral class and without it. Additionally, across all models in the neutral,
we found that CNB addresses the problem of the unbalanced datasets.
In experiment 2, we experimented with three additional classifiers that are less common,
which are MNB, SMO and RF. We found that MNB performs well with models without the
neutral class and SMO performs well with models including the neutral class. We also found
in this experiment that CNB is the best classifier for models with the neutral class.
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In conclusion to experiments 1 and 2, we found that CNB is the best option due to its high
performance with datasets with the neutral class and capability of addressing unbalanced
datasets.
Although many studies have excluded the neutral class, we found that including it is
important for this study, as students’ feedback can be neutral. Excluding the neutral class
does not show a complete picture of the class opinion. When the neutral proportion is not
known, it can mislead the true proportions of the positive and negative opinions. Our results
suggest that by including the neutral class, the performance of the models show only a slight
reduction in performance. Moreover, some of the classifiers such as SVM, NB and CNB
performed very well including the neutral class. Furthermore, we found in our experiment
in chapter 7, that most lecturers when given the choice to include or exclude the neutral
class, they preferred to include it. We also found in both experiments that CNB addresses the
problem of unbalanced classes, thus our reason for choosing it in our application.
Due to the unbalanced datasets, we explored oversampling and undersampling. We found
that undersampling does not have any impact on our data. On the other hand, we found that
oversampling increased the performance. However as the CNB addresses the problem of
unbalanced classes without oversampling, we did not use it for our application.
This study has several limitations. First, the datasets was small (as already discussed in
section 4.3.4) and imbalanced. The neutral class was smaller than the positive and negative.
Additionally, in the second experiment, we found that some features occurrences were small
in the dataset such as emoticons and number of question and exclamation mark.
4.6 Summary and Contribution of the Chapter
In this chapter we explored different models to detect polarity from students’ feedback.
We performed 2 experiments to explore different features. The first experiment included
exploring different preprocessing levels with the most common features which are n-grams
and POS-tagging and the most popular machine learning techniques. Additionally in this
experiment the neutral class is also explored. We found from this experiment that preprocess-
ing increased the performance of the models. Moreover, the n-gram features led to a better
performance than POS-tagging. The best classifiers in this experiment were LIN, NB and
CNB. We also discussed the importance of the neutral class in our application and found that
CNB performed well with models with the neutral class.
In the second experiment, additional features were explored which were lexicons, tweet-
related, general text-related features and domain-based features. We explored with 3 addi-
tional classifiers which are MNB, SMO and RF. We also explored with methods to address
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unbalanced data. We found that preprocessing the data lowered the performance of the mod-
els from our new dataset from Twitter. The preprocessing hashtags were used by students to
express sentiment therefore were valuable. The additional features increased the performance
of the models compared to unigrams alone. However, we found that some of the features may
be difficult to obtain in real-life settings such as emotion labels. We found that undersampling
does not have any impact on our data. In contrast, we found that oversampling increased the
performance slightly.
In comparison with other domains, we found that using emoticons for the educational
domain have little value, despite that the previous literature in other domains have suggested
otherwise. In contrast to other studies who eliminated hashtags due to their beliefs that they
are not useful, we found them useful in the educational domain.
The contribution of this chapter was to explore polarity detection in students’ feedback.
One of the main contributions and aims of this chapter was to identify the best performing
model for polarity detection in students’ feedback. This includes finding the best combination
of preprocessing techniques, features and machine learning techniques. The best model
found was to use a lower level preprocessing which includes converting text to small case
and removing numbers and punctuation, unigrams for features and CNB for the classifier.
The other contributions of this chapter include:
• Finding the optimal level of preprocessing. This includes a systematic study of
preprocessing levels in sentiment analysis. In the first experiment we found that
the higher level of preprocessing increases the performance of the models. On the
other hand we found in our second experiment which was from Twitter, that the extra
preprocessing decreases the performance of the models.
• Finding what features lead to the best performance for polarity detection in students’
feedback. The role of less common features on the models and new features related
to our application were explored. We found from the first experiment that n-grams
performed better than POS-tagging for our application. In the second experiment we
found that by adding other features, the performance of the models increases.
• The creation of a new lexicon based on students’ feedback. Lexicon based features
were used in the second experiment and increased the performance of the models.
• The exploration of machine learning techniques, which included techniques that have
not been experimented with much in sentiment analysis before such as CNB, SMO and
RF. We found that the CNB classifier performed well with models with unbalanced
classes (i.e. models with the neutral).
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• The investigation of the neutral class and its importance and performance in sentiment
analysis for students’ feedback. Ignoring the neutral class distorts instances into postive
and negative classes. Across both our experiments models the neutral class performed
well with the CNB classifier.

Chapter 5
Detecting emotions from students’
feedback
In the previous chapter we presented our experiments on polarity detection and in this chapter
we build on the results from these experiments to explore emotion detection. We review
previous literature related to emotion detection and explore learning emotions. In this chapter
we present two experiments: exploring the n-grams in section 5.2 and exploring other features
in section 5.3. This chapter is concluded with the optimal models for emotion detection in
students’ real-time feedback. Lastly, a summary of the chapter and contribution are presented.
5.1 Emotion detection
Emotions are important in the learning process [50, 51, 68]. Positive emotions may in-
crease students’ interest in learning, increase engagement in the classroom and motivate
students [51]. Additionally, students who are happy are generally more motivated to accom-
plish their learning goals [118]. On the other hand, emotions such as anger, anxiety and
sadness have a negative influence on students and can distract their learning [174].
Emotions can be detected from facial expressions by detecting changes in facial muscles.
For instance, Mase [109] detected happiness, anger, disgust and surprise emotions from facial
muscles. Gunes and Piccardi [72] research also suggests emotion can be detected from facial
expressions. They presented some examples of facial expressions such as in fear emotion,
the brows are raised and drawn together and in uncertainty emotion the corners of the lips
are drawn downwards.
Emotions can be detected from body gestures. Gunes and Piccardi [72] presented some
examples of body gestures suggesting emotion; for instance, when a person’s hands are close
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to the table surface this reflects anxiety. Additionally, they found that shoulder shrugs reflect
uncertainty. One limitation in detecting emotions from body gestures is that they could
represent multiple emotions. For example, moving the body backwards suggests both disgust
and fear [72].
Emotion can also be detected through speech. Research by Dellaert et al. [45] aimed to
classify four emotions with pitch-related features using a machine learning approach. Maxi-
mum Likelihood Bayes classifier (MLB), Kernel Regression (KR) and K-nearest Neighbours
(KNN) classifiers were utilised. They found that these classifiers give an error rate of 32%
to 44%. Busso et al. [20] revealed that some words in speech are correlated with specific
emotions, which could also be applied when detecting emotions in text. Their study claimed
anger accuracy was 95%, but all other emotions accuracies were only 0-2%.
In the educational domain, facial expression and body gestures have been used to detect
students’ emotions [8, 164]. Arroyo et al. [8] used cameras and sensors to find how students
feel and behave while solving mathematics problems in a public school setting. Their facial
software helped to predict more than 60% of the students’ emotional states. Terzis et al. [164]
used the FaceReader tool to detect students’ emotions and found it is capable of measuring
emotions with an accuracy of over 87%.
Detecting emotions through facial expressions, body gestures and speech can be expensive
and complicated due to the equipment (i.e. sensors and cameras) required to detect them. An
easier and more efficient method to collect data can be through text. Our research explores
emotion detection from text via sentiment analysis.
As mentioned in chapter 4, section 4.1, sentiment analysis has mostly been focused on
detection of polarity (negative or positive sentiment) rather than specific emotions. Thus,
there is relatively little research on the prediction of specific emotions from text [4, 16, 41,
78, 84, 158, 163, 173, 179, 187]. There are even fewer reports of emotions prediction in
education [118, 170]. Moreover, from these studies (both within the educational field and
outside of it), an even smaller number use machine learning to predict emotion from text,
e.g. [4, 41, 78, 170].
Inkpen [78] classified 234,129 blog posts from Livejournal, a free weblog service used by
millions of people to create weblogs into 132 mood classes. They split their data into 144,129
for training data and 90,000 for testing. Four types of features were used: Frequency Counts
Bag-of-Words, Length-related Features, Sentiment Orientation and Special Symbols (i.e.
emoticons). Chi-square method was used to reduce the number of features in the Frequency
Counts Bag-of-Words. SVM was used as a machine learning technique, and their study
was evaluated using accuracy, precision, recall and F-score. Their results revealed that the
best features were Frequency Counts Bag-of-Words and Sentiment Orientation combined
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together, leading to an accuracy of 97.93% in some emotions (i.e. exhausted, restless and
exanimate (lifeless)).
Likewise, Aman and Szpakowicz [4] detected six emotions (i.e. happiness, sadness, anger,
disgust, surprise and fear) from blog posts. They collected 1466 sentences with emotions
and 2800 sentences without it. Three type of features were used: General Inquirer features,
WordNet-Affect features and Other features. The General Inquirer features consisted of:
Emotion words, Positive words, Negative words, Interjection words, Pleasure words and
Pain words. The WordNet-Affect features consisted of: Happiness words, Sadness words,
Anger words, Disgust words, Surprise words and Fear words. Other features consisted of:
Emoticons Exclamation (“!”) and question (“?”) marks. Naive Bayes and SVM were used
as machine learning techniques. They measured their results using accuracy and obtained
the best accuracy at 74% with SVM using General Inquirer features and WordNet-Affect
features combined.
Dansiman and Alpkocak [41] detected emotions using the International Survey on Emo-
tion Antecedents and Reactions dataset, which consists of 7,666 sentences. They also
collected sentences using Wisconsin Perceptual Attribute Rating Database which was col-
lected from undergraduate students using an online form and the Wordnet-Affect dataset.
Their research aimed to detect seven emotions: joy, fear, anger, sadness, disgust, shame and
guilt. They removed stop words and identified question and exclamation marks. They used
Vector Space Model (VSM), ConceptNet, Naive Bayes and SVM as classification techniques.
They found the VSM classifier gave the highest performance with an overall accuracy of 67%
and F-measure value of 32.22% across all emotions. This data, however, is not representative
for other types of text expressing emotions, as indicated by the low accuracy, i.e. less than
35%, of these models on test sets with other data.
Yuan and Purver [187] investigated the prediction of emotions (i.e. happiness, sadness,
anger, disgust, surprise and fear) from the Chinese microblog service Sina Weibo. Their
database contained 229,062 Weibo statuses with their corresponding emotion labels. To
preprocess the data, they removed URLs, digits and other notations. Different kinds of lexical
features were used: segmented Chinese words, Chinese characters, and n-grams (unigrams,
bigrams and trigrams). SVM was used as a classifier and three emotion accuracies were
reported angry, happiness and sadness giving 70.1%, 78.2% and 69.6%, respectively.
Strapparava and Mihalcea [158] study detected six emotions: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy,
Sadness and Surprise, from 1250 news headlines. They used three methods to detect emotions
SWAT, UA, UPAR7. SWAT is a supervised system that uses unigram features in a model
trained to annotate emotional content. The UA method consisted of using POS-tagging as
features (i.e. nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives) and Pointwise Mutual Information to
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count emotion scores. The UPAR7 method consisted of parsing the headlines through a
Stanford syntactic parser, then emotions were detected using a lexicon-based approach with
SentiWordNet and WordNetAffect lexicons. SentiWordNet is a lexicon consisting of 17,530
terms classified into objective, positive and negative. WordNetAffect is a lexicon containing
1,903 terms directly or indirectly referring to mental (e.g. emotional) states. Strapparava and
Mihalcea [158] found in general that the UPAR7 method led to the best accuracy across most
of the emotions. However, the highest accuracy score was obtained with the UA method for
the disgust emotion at 97%.
Teng et al. [163] collected 1200 Chinese sentences for each emotion (i.e. neutral, happi-
ness, anger and sadness). Their dataset consisted of 960 sentences used as a training set and
240 used as a testing set. Keywords were used as features and the Rough Set Theory was
used to find a minimal subset from the attribute set with SVM. Consequently, by using the
Rough Set Theory the predicted accuracies of their models were improved in comparison to
without using it. The sum of averages from all the emotion classes was 87.5%.
Tromp and Pechenizkiy [173] detected eight emotions derived from Plutchik’s model:
joy, sadness, trust, disgust, fear, anger, surprise and anticipation. They used two datasets:
The Affect dataset which includes 12689 instances of sentences and the Twitter dataset
which includes 1084 sentences from three languages (i.e. English, Dutch and German).
Two thirds of their data were used as a training set and one third as a testing set. They also
experimented the neutral class in both the datasets. The authors initiated a new classification
algorithm ‘RBEM-Emo’ and compared its performance against other classifiers Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), regression and the recursive auto-encoder [155]. They found that
their classifier performed better than other classifiers such as SVM. In addition, the highest
accuracy occurred in the Affect dataset with an accuracy of 88%.
Binali et al. [16] detected 22 emotions from the OCC (Ortony/Clore/Collins) model. Their
dataset consisted of 2340 of training instances and 540 of testing instances. Their model
consisted of two classes: emotion and non-emotion. A hybrid approach was used consisting
of a combination of keyword based implementation and learning based implementation.
Keyword based implementation relies on the presence of keywords in an emotion lexicon.
Learning based implementation uses a trained classifier to categorise input text into emotion
classes by using keywords as features. They used SVM as a classifier which gave a 96%
accuracy.
Keshtkar and Inkpen [84] extracted paraphrases for emotions from texts. Six emotions
were detected: happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise and fear. They collected 24299
sentences from different blog datasets. Bootstrapping Algorithm was used to extract para-
phrases and human judges evaluated the correctness. The authors used precision and recall
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and consequently, their results included an average of 84% precision and 89% recall across
all emotions.
Chaffar and Inkpen [26] used multiple datasets from blogs to detect 6 emotions: anger,
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise. The dataset was collected from newspapers
and the Google News search engine. They used 1,000 annotated sentences for testing and
250 annotated sentences for training. Three types of features were used: Bag of Words,
n-grams and lexicon emotion features (i.e. using WordNetAffect). They used a machine
learning approach using three classifiers: Naive Bayes, J48 and SMO. The authors found
that SMO performed best with an accuracy rate of 81%.
Wang et al. [179] study detected 8 emotions (expect, joy, love, surprise, anxiety, sorrow,
hate and anger) from a Chinese dataset. Their dataset consisted of 1487 Chinese blogs
and 47740 emotional sentences. Four features were used in their experiments: Keyword,
Keywords and POS-tagging, Keywords and Intensity and Keywords, POS-tagging and
Intensity combined. They used ME as a classifier and found that love and surprise emotions
led to the highest accuracy at 90% with all the features combined. This study also explored a
multi-class model with all the emotions combined which resulted in a low accuracy of 35%
with the Keywords and Intensity features.
As for the educational domain, Tian et al. [170] predicted students’ emotions from
text [170]. They proposed a system to recognize Chinese e-learner’s emotions based on
interactive texts. Similarly, Munezero et al. [118] predicted students’ emotions through their
learning diaries.
The process to detect emotions from text is the same as the polarity detection process
mentioned earlier in chapter 4, in section 4.1. An overview of research related to the first
three aspects, i.e. preprocessing, features and machine learning techniques, is given in the
following.
5.1.1 Preprocessing
Preprocessing the text for emotions detection is important as in polarity detection. Similar to
the polarity experiments in chapter 4 in section 4.1.1 both general preprocessing techniques
and Twitter-related preprocessing techniques have been used for emotion detection. For
instance, Danisman and Alpkocak [41] study used several preprocessing techniques such as
removal of stop words, stemming and negation handling. They also replaced exclamation
marks and question marks with “XXEXCLMARK” and “XXQUESMARK”. Keshtkar and
Inkpen [84] used tokenization and removed URLs from their data which was obtained from
blogs. Most of the studies in emotion detection have not used preprocessing or only used low
level preprocessing such as tokenization only [4, 16, 78, 158, 163, 173].
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5.1.2 Features
Similar to polarity detection in chapter 4, n-grams are the most popular features in emotion
detection [158]. The most commonly used n-gram is unigrams, i.e. single words, as found in
many research works in emotion detection, e.g. [158] and [78]. In contrast, there are very few
studies investigating the use of bigrams and trigrams in emotion prediction. Consequently, in
section 5.2, we investigate the influence of these different n-grams and their combination on
emotion detection.
Other features that can be used in emotion detection include lexicon-derived features,
number of hashtags and emoticons, number of punctuation signs and question and exclama-
tion marks. In section 5.2, we experiment with these features.
Qadir and Riloff [137] used lexicons in combination with machine learning techniques.
They used the NRC Emotional Tweets Lexicon to label four emotions from tweets; anger, fear,
joy and sadness. The NRC lexicon contains 14,182 unigrams and emotion labels (i.e. anger,
anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise and trust). Qadir and Riloff [137] added a
hashtag to words to match other hashtags and their emotion in the lexicon. They found that
hashtags such as ‘#anger’ holds sentiment. Hashtags are one of Twitter related features, which
can be used to mark topics [1]. They can also be used to express emotion [137], therefore
they may be a valuable feature in the detection of emotion. Similarly, Wang et al. [181] found
hashtags useful when labelling tweets. They also used lexicons LIWC Lexicon, MPQA
Lexicon and WordNetAffect to detect 8 emotions (i.e. love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness,
fear, surprise and thankfulness). The LIWC lexicon contains over 4000 English words and
stems and labels data into positive and negative emotions (contains subdictionaries for Anger,
Anxiety and Sadness) [7]. The MPQA affect lexicon contains 11021 instances of words with
emotion and without [30].
Emoticons is another feature that may be valuable in emotion detection. Emoticons are
widely used in social networks like Twitter [47]. They can be used to determine the polarity
or emotion label for a sentence. For instance, smiley emoticons can reflect happy polarity or
emotion [1]. Emoticons are popular in sentiment analysis studies [1, 47, 78, 92, 136, 190].
Agarwal et al. [1] used emoticons to determine the polarity of the sentence. Dhawan et
al. [47] used the number of emoticons as a feature to detect emotions (i.e. happy, sad, angry,
disgust, fear, surprise) from text.
Number of punctuation signs and number of question and exclamation marks could be an
important feature when detecting emotion in text, as question marks may mean confusion
and exclamation marks may mean strong emotion [190]. Knowing the exact number of
punctuations and question/marks is irrelevant, however, knowing whether the person uses
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few or many punctuation marks might indicate some sort of subjectivity [184]. Dhawan et
al. [47] used the number of punctuation marks as features.
5.1.3 Machine Learning Techniques
Various machine learning techniques have been used to predict emotion from text. The
classifiers that have been previously experimented with for emotion prediction are: Naive
Bayes (NB) [4, 41, 173], Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) [170], Complement Naive
Bayes (CNB) [170], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [4, 41, 163, 173], Maximum Entropy
(ME) [179], Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [26] and Random Forest (RF) [170].
5.1.4 Learning Emotions
Previous research on emotions related to learning indicates a variety of emotions. An
overview of this research is given in Table 5.1. Some studies grouped similar emotions,
which may be beneficial as using too many emotions can be difficult to classify and may
cause conflicts [89, 100]. This, however, could be misleading for the real emotion, such as in
the case of grouping disgust with boredom or frustration with sadness. For example, Tian et
al. [169] study about e-learners emotions grouped “disgust and boredom” and “frustration
and sad”. They also included different levels and strengths for each emotion such as weak
and strong, which may be confusing for e-learners to determine and difficult for the classifier
to determine. Similarly, Kort et al. [89] grouped opposite emotions and their strengths. Some
of the studies missed important emotions; for instance O’Regan [122] missed boredom and
confusion emotions which are important in learning.
We identified 19 common emotions that are associated with learning: amused, anxiety,
appreciated, awkward, bored, confused, disappointed, embarrassed, engaged, enthused,
excited, frustrated, happy, motivated, proud, relief, satisfied, shame and uninterested. These
emotions were chosen due to the frequency in previous studies and relevance to learning.
5.2 Emotion Detection Models for Students’ Feedback: N-
gram features
In this section, we explore emotion detection using different preprocessing levels and n-gram
combinations as features. We present the data corpus and the experiment, then discuss the
results.
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Table 5.1 Summary of studies with emotions
Research Emotions
D’Mello and Graesser [50] Confusion, Interest, Frustration, Excitement, Boredom, In-
sight
Nosu and Kurokawa [120] Easy, Difficult, Boring, Interesting, Confused, Comprehend-
ing, Tired, Concentrating
O’Regan [122] Frustration, Pride, Fear, Anxiety, Apprehension, Shame /
Embarrassment, Enthusiasm / Excitement
Shen et al [153] Interest, Boredom, Engagement, Hopelessness, Evaluation,
Satisfaction, Frustration, Disappointment
Kort et al. [89] (Anxiety-Confidence): Anxiety, Worry, Discomfort, Comfort,
Hopeful, Confident
(Boredom-Fascination): Ennui, Boredom, Indifference, Inter-
est, Curiosity, Intrigue
(Frustration-Euphoria): Frustration, Puzzlement, Confusion,
Insight, Enlightenment, Ephipany
(Dispirited-Encouraged): Dispirited, Disappointed, Dissatis-
fied, Satisfied, Thrilled, Enthusiastic
(Terror-Enchantment): Terror, Dread, Apprehension, Calm,
Anticipatory, Excited
Litman and Forbes [100] Negative: Uncertain, frustration, boredom, confusion
Positive: Confident, Interested, engaged, encouraged
Neutral: No strong expression of the emotion
Tian et al. [169] Appreciation (AP), Anger (AN), Sympathism (SY), Inhospi-
tality (IN), Love/adore (LO), Disgust/boredom (BO), Relief
(RE), Anxiety (AX), Joy (JO), Frustration/sad (SA), Pride
(PR), Shame and guilt (SG), Hope (HO), Hopeless (HL),
Positive surprise (PS)
Tian et al. [168] Love, Joy, Anger, Frustration, Neutral
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5.2.1 Data Corpus
The data is from the same source as the data collected in the previous chapter 4. It was
collected from lectures taught in English in Jordanian universities on different topics: calculus,
English communication skills, database, engineering, molecular biology, chemistry, physics,
science, contemporary history of the world and architecture.
As previously mentioned in chapter 4, Twitter was used to collect students’ feedback
about the lecture. For each tweet, they were asked to choose one emotion from a set of
emotions provided, i.e. the 19 emotions listed in the previous section.
A total number of 1522 tweets were collected with their corresponding emotion label.
Some of the emotions appeared more frequently than others. The most frequent emotions
presented in Table 5.2 were used in our experiments, while the least frequent ones presented
in Table 5.3 were discarded due to insufficient data for training and testing machine learning
models.
Table 5.2 Most Frequent Emotions
Most Frequent No. of feedback
Bored 336
Amused 216
Frustrated 213
Excited 178
Enthused 176
Anxiety 130
Confused 73
Engaged 67
Total used 1389
Table 5.3 Less Frequent Emotions
Less Frequent No. of feedback
Happy 32
Satisfied 31
Appreciation 26
Embarrassed 18
Dissapointed 12
Uninterested 4
Proud 3
Relief 3
Shame 2
Awkward 1
Motivated 1
Discarded 133
5.2.2 Experiments
Due to our findings in the previous literature and our findings from the previous chapter where
the best results were either with a high level or a low level preprocessing, we experimented
with two different preprocessing levels: (a) high preprocessing, which includes: tokenization,
covert text to lower case, remove punctuation, remove numbers, remove stop words, remove
hashtags, remove URLs, remove retweets, remove user mentions in tweets and remove
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Table 5.4 Abbreviations and number of features
Features # of Features
Unigrams (UNI) 2989
Bigrams (BI) 11425
Trigrams (TRI) 14314
Unigrams and Bigrams combined (UNI+BI) 17317
Unigrams and Trigrams combined (UNI+TRI) 19654
Bigrams and Trigrams combined (BI+TRI) 26608
Unigrams, Bigrams and Trigrams combined (UNI+BI+TRI) 28720
Twitter special characters; (b) low processing, which includes: tokenization, covert text to
lower case and remove stop words.
The high preprocessing was only used for one of the models which contained all the
emotions combined. The results showed that for this model, the lower level of preprocessing
performed better than the higher level. Consequently, for the other models, only the low level
of preprocessing was explored.
We experimented with different n-grams, i.e. unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, and every
possibility in combining them to find which n-gram or combination of n-grams leads to the
best performance for the different models. The features that were experimented with are
presented in Table 5.4.
We used Naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) with two common
kernels: radial basis (RB) and linear (LIN) kernels due to their common use in previous
research. Additionally we use less common machine learning techniques due to their
promising results: Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), Maximum Entropy (ME), Complement
Naive Bayes (CNB) Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and Random Forest (RF).
We experimented with all the emotions combined and then subtracted, in turn, the emotion
with the lowest number of data. The total number of models experimented with was 16
models, which are illustrated in Table 5.5.
5.2.3 Results and Discussion
All the models were tested using 10-fold cross-validation; the accuracy and the error rate
were used to assess the overall performance of the classifiers, while the true positive rate (i.e.
recall) and precision were used to assess the ability of the classifiers to correctly identify the
specific emotion(s).
The highest accuracy results for all models are displayed in Table 5.6, while the highest
True Positives (TP) results for all models are given in Table 5.7. In both tables the TP rate (i.e.
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Table 5.5 The classes and preprocessing levels used for the models
Model (Emotions) Pre-processing level No. of classes
All emotions High 8-Classes
All emotions Low 8-Classes
7 emotions (Amused, Anxiety, Bored, Con-
fused, Enthused, Excited, Frustrated) +other
Low 8-Classes
6 emotions (Amused, Anxiety, Bored, En-
thused, Excited, Frustrated) + other
Low 7 classes
5 emotions (Amused, Bored, Enthused, Ex-
cited, Frustrated) + other
Low 6 classes
4 emotions (Amused, Bored, Excited, Frus-
trated) +other
Low 5 classes
3 emotions (Amused, Bored, Frustrated)
+other
Low 4 classes
2 Emotions (Amused, Bored) + other Low 3-Classes
Each emotion + other (8 models) Low 2-Classes
recall) and precision are given for the emotion(s) class(es). For the multi-emotion models the
reported values are the average of the emotion classes (i.e. excluding the ‘other’ class).
The results indicate that the models with a single emotion perform better than the multi-
emotion models in terms of accuracy, although one has to bare in mind that the baseline for
multi-class models is lower than the baseline for 2-Class models.
Table 5.6 shows that two classifiers performed best in terms of accuracy: the Support
Vector Machine with Radial Basis kernel (RB), mainly for the 2-Class models, and Sequential
Minimal Optimization (SMO), mainly for the multi-class models. In term of features,
unigrams and trigrams were found to lead to the best performance for the 2-Class models,
while unigrams combined with bigrams and trigrams led to the best performance for the
multi-class models.
Despite the fact that accuracy can be useful in predicting the model’s performance, it
does not indicate how well a classifier can predict specific emotions. As the true positive rate
(or recall) indicates the percentage of correctly identified instances for a class of interest, it
can be used to assess the ability of the classifiers to predict emotions; in addition, precision
can indicate where the identification problems occur.
For most of the models with the highest accuracy, the true positives rate is extremely low
or even 0% in some cases. In addition, precision is also low (with a few exceptions). This
indicates that the high accuracy is due to the correct identification of the ‘other’ class rather
than the correct identification of emotion(s).
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Table 5.6 Highest accuracy for each model
Dataset Technique N-gram Accuracy Precision Recall F-score Error
rate
ALL Preprocessed CNB UNI+BI+TRI 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.68
ALL W/O Prepro-
cessing
CNB UNI+BI+TRI 0.34 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.66
7 Emotions+ other SMO UNI+BI+TRI 0.28 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.72
6 Emotions+ other SMO UNI+BI 0.29 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.71
5 Emotions+ other SMO UNI+TRI 0.31 0.30 0.24 0.27 0.00
4 Emotions+ other SMO UNI+BI 0.38 0.41 0.13 0.20 0.62
3 Emotions + other ME UNI+TRI 0.51 0.47 0.29 0.36 0.49
2 Emotions+ other RB TRI 0.61 0.35 0.03 0.06 0.39
Amused RB UNI 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16
Anxiety RB UNI 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09
Bored RB TRI 0.76 0.30 0.01 0.02 0.24
Confused RB UNI 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05
Engaged RB UNI 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05
Enthused RB UNI 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13
Excited RB UNI 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13
Frustrated SMO TRI 0.85 0.57 0.09 0.16 0.15
Table 5.7 Highest True Positives for each model
Dataset Technique N-gram Accuracy Precision Recall F-score Error
rate
ALL Preprocessed ME UNI+BI+TRI 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.67
ALL W/O Prepro-
cessing
ME UNI+BI 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.68
7 Emotions+ other NB BI+TRI 0.26 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.75
6 Emotions+ other MNB UNI 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.73
5 Emotions+ other MNB UNI+TRI 0.25 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.68
4 Emotions+ other MNB BI 0.26 0.29 0.38 0.33 0.67
3 Emotions + other ME UNI+BI+TRI 0.51 0.43 0.36 0.39 0.61
2 Emotions+ other ME UNI+BI+TRI 0.57 0.40 0.51 0.45 0.55
Amused CNB TRI 0.49 0.19 0.70 0.30 0.70
Anxiety CNB TRI 0.45 0.12 0.77 0.21 0.79
Bored CNB TRI 0.44 0.28 0.85 0.42 0.58
Confused CNB TRI 0.28 0.06 0.81 0.11 0.89
Engaged CNB TRI 0.24 0.04 0.68 0.08 0.92
Enthused CNB TRI 0.36 0.14 0.76 0.24 0.76
Excited CNB TRI 0.37 0.15 0.86 0.26 0.74
Frustrated CNB TRI 0.40 0.19 0.84 0.31 0.69
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Table 5.8 Best overall models for identification of specific emotions
Dataset Technique N-gram Accuracy Error
rate
Precision Recall F-score
Amused CNB Bi 0.63 0.37 0.24 0.60 0.34
Amused CNB Bi+Tri 0.64 0.36 0.24 0.62 0.35
Bored MNB UNI 0.70 0.30 0.41 0.53 0.46
Bored CNB UNI 0.66 0.34 0.38 0.63 0.47
Bored CNB BI 0.63 0.37 0.36 0.67 0.47
Bored MNB UNI+BI 0.73 0.27 0.44 0.55 0.49
Bored CNB UNI+BI 0.68 0.32 0.39 0.63 0.48
Bored CNB UNI+TRI 0.55 0.45 0.31 0.71 0.43
Bored MNB BI+TRI 0.73 0.27 0.44 0.55 0.49
Bored CNB BI+TRI 0.68 0.32 0.39 0.63 0.48
Bored ME BI+TRI 0.73 0.27 0.45 0.54 0.49
Bored MNB UNI+BI+TRI 0.73 0.27 0.45 0.58 0.51
Bored CNB UNI+BI+TRI 0.71 0.29 0.43 0.63 0.51
Excitement CNB BI 0.63 0.37 0.20 0.61 0.30
Excitement CNB UNI+TRI 0.64 0.36 0.21 0.64 0.32
In contrast to Table 5.6, Table 5.7 displays the best experimental results when focusing
on the true positives rate, i.e. the correct identification of the emotion(s). In terms of machine
learning techniques, Complement Naive Bayes (CNB) performs best for half of the models,
which could be explained by the ability of this technique to compensate for uneven class
sizes. In terms of features, trigrams led to the best performance in the 2-Class models, while
unigrams combined with bigrams and trigrams led to the best performance in the multi-class
models.
The fact that the models with high true positives rates have low accuracy and low precision
values indicates that many instances of the ‘other’ class are wrongly classified as particular
emotions. In other words, although the classifiers have a higher sensitivity for the emotion
classes, they are not precise in distinguishing the ‘other’ class from the emotion class(es).
When looking at the overall picture and the balance of the evaluation metrics considered
(i.e. accuracy, true positive rate, error rate and precision), some of the models stand out –
these are presented in Table 5.8. We found that the best classifiers are Complement Naive
Bayes (CNB) and Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB). When observing at the features, one
can notice that for only 2 out of 15 models, unigrams led to the best performance, while the
other 13 models used other n-grams or combinations of n-grams. This indicates that bigrams
and trigrams, as well as combinations of various n-grams are useful for the prediction of
specific emotions and should be investigated further.
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It is not surprising that the best performing models are for the emotions for which we had
larger number of instances (see Table 5.2 in section 5.2.2), i.e. bored, amused and excited.
Interestingly, the models for excited performed better than the ones for frustration, although
there were more instances for frustration than excited.
From previous research studies focusing on the prediction of emotions using machine
learning techniques, only one study was conducted in an educational context [170]. This
research used part-of-speech (POS) tags as features, and more specifically, they experimented
with the combination of the following part-of-speech tags: verb, adverb, adjective and
noun. Their models were evaluated using precision, recall and F-score and consequently
their results revealed that Random Forest performed better than the other classifiers with a
weighted average F-score at 0.638. Similar to our research, they found that the recall score
was higher than the precision. From the emotions that we identified as relevant for learning
from previous literature, they only looked at anxiety, for which they obtained a precision
value of 0.6 using a LogitBoot classifier. However, this research was conducted on Chinese
text, which has different characteristics and structures compared with English text. Moreover,
the research was based on text from online chats and discussion groups. Furthermore, they
used in their approach an affective words base (i.e. lexicon), where each affective word had a
number associated with its degree of reflection of a particular emotion.
There are several studies outside the domain of education exploring the use of unigrams,
however, very few studies investigating the use of other n-grams. Youn and Purver [187]
found in their research on prediction of emotions from the Chinese microblog that models
with bigrams and trigrams outperformed models using unigrams. Similarly, our results
showed that using all of the n-grams (i.e. unigrams, bigrams and trigrams) combined led to
the best identification of emotions for the multi-emotion models. Additionally, we found that
trigrams led to the best identification of emotions for the 2-class models.
In contrast to our study, Aman [4] did not discuss their results in terms of identifying the
presence of emotion (i.e. recall rate). They presented the accuracies of the models, which is
misleading due to the presence of classes without emotion.
5.3 Emotion Detection Models for Students’ Feedback: Other
features
In this section, we explore emotion detection using less common features including features
related to the educational domain and Twitter. The purpose of this study is to build on to the
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first experiment and explore the role of features. We present the data corpus first and then
discuss the experiment and results.
5.3.1 Data Corpus
The datasets for this experiment were the same as the ones in section 5.2. In the first dataset,
we chose to experiment with all the emotions to investigate if the extra features increase the
results of the previous experiment. The rest of the datasets were chosen due to their high
performance in section 5.2. The datasets are as follows:
• 8-Class dataset which contains labels of all of the emotions listed in 5.2.1;
• 3-Class dataset which contains three classes (i.e. Amused, Bored, Other);
• 2-Class Amused dataset which contains two classes (i.e. Amused and Other);
• 2-Class Bored dataset which contains two classes (i.e. Bored and Other); and
• 2-Class Excited dataset which contains two classes (i.e. Excited and Other).
5.3.2 Experiments
Due to the low results associated with preprocessing in experiment 1 in section 5.2, only
basic preprocessing techniques were used which are tokenization and converting the text to
lower case.
In addition to the unigrams used in the previous experiment, we experimented with
several other features, which were mentioned earlier in section 5.1.2. In addition to these
features, we also explore the time of the lecture and sarcasm labels as features, which have
not been explored before in emotion detection but could be useful in our application. We
classify these emotions in four categories:
1. Domain-based features:
• Lexicon-based features (L), i.e. positive, negative, neutral
• Time of the tweet during the lecture (T), i.e. beginning (B), middle (M), end (E).
2. Sarcasm (S), i.e. sarcastic and non-sarcastic labels
3. Twitter related features
• Number of emoticons (NE)
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• Number of hashtags (H)
4. Punctuation-related features
• Number of all punctuation characters (PC) (e.g. commas, semicolons, brackets,
apostrophes, etc.)
• Number of question and exclamation marks (QE)
All combinations of these additional features with unigrams were experimented with. We
converted the nominal features to numeric in Weka to find each out the importance of each
single feature. For example, the Polarity feature that was originally nominal was converted
into several numeric features (positive, negative and neutral lexicon-based features). Each
lexicon-based feature was assigned a value 1 if the sentence was labelled by that polarity
label and 0 if it did not. The lexicon created in chapter 4 in section 4.3.2 was used in this
experiment.
We used the following machine learning techniques: Naive Bayes (NB), Multinomial
Naive Bayes (MNB), Complement Naive Bayes (CNB), Maximum Entropy (ME), Support
Vector Machines (SVM), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and Random Forest (RF),
due to their popularity and promising results in previous research and in chapter 4.
Feature Usefulness
Feature usefulness was calculated using 5 statistical tests Chi Square, Information Gain, Gain
Ratio, Correlation and OneR which were discussed in chapter 4 in section 4.3.2.
The results of the feature usefulness test is presented in Appendix C. We found that across
all the tests there was a similarity in the order of the features according to their usefulness. In
general, most of the features were at the same level in feature usefulness or just one level
place difference. Similar to the polarity experiment of other features in section 4.3.2, OneR
test was the most different in comparison to other feature usefulness tests. As we previously
mentioned in section 4.3.2, this could be due to its functionality in using the minimum-error
attribute for prediction. We chose Chi Square feature usefulness, as the results were relatively
similar across tests. The features we experimented with according to the Chi square method
are presented in Table 5.9.
We experimented with all the features, then for each dataset we took the top half of
the features (i.e. 6 features) and tested them incrementally to investigate their individual
performances. We also experimented with lexicons as a feature, due to their popularity in
research. Moreover, we explored with the sarcasm label as a feature. The total number of
experiments for each dataset are 8, which are presented in Table 5.10
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Table 5.9 Feature usefulness
8-Class 3-Class 2-Class-
Amused
2-Class-Bored 2-Class-
Excited
Positive lexicon Positive lexicon Positive lexicon Positive lexicon Positive lexicon
Negative lexi-
con
Negative lexi-
con
Negative lexi-
con
Negative lexi-
con
Negative lexi-
con
No. of hashtags No. of hashtags Neutral lexicon No. of hashtags No. of hashtags
No. of punctua-
tion
Sarcasm No. of hashtags Sarcasm Time-End
Neutral lexicon No. of punctua-
tion
No. of punctua-
tion
No. of punctua-
tion
Sarcasm
No. of Emoti-
cons
Neutral lexicon Sarcasm Neutral lexicon Neutral lexicon
No. of Ques-
tion and Excla-
mation marks
No. of Ques-
tion and Excla-
mation marks
No. of Ques-
tion and Excla-
mation marks
No. of Ques-
tion and Excla-
mation marks
Time-Middle
Time-
Beginning
No. of Emoti-
cons
No. of Emoti-
cons
No. of Emoti-
cons
Time-
Beginning
Sarcasm Time-
Beginning
Time-
Beginning
Time-
Beginning
No. of Emoti-
cons
Time-End Time-Middle Time-Middle Time-Middle No. of punctua-
tion
Time-Middle Time-End Time-End Time-End No. of Ques-
tion and Excla-
mation marks
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Table 5.10 Experiments
Setup 8-Class 3-Class 2-Class-
Amused
2-Class-
Bored
2-Class-
Excited
Addit-
ional
Fea-
tures
Setup A Positive and
Negative
Polarity
Positive and
Negative
Polarity
Positive and
Negative
Polarity
Positive and
Negative
Polarity
Positive and
Negative
Polarity
2
Setup B Positive and
Negative
Polarity,No.
of Hashtags
Positive and
Negative
Polarity,No.
of Hashtags
Positive, Neg-
ative and Neu-
tral Polarity
Positive and
Negative
Polarity,
Sarcasm
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hashtags
3
Setup C Positive and
Negative Po-
larity, No. of
Hashtags, No.
of Punctuation
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hashtags,
Sarcasm
Positive,
Negative
and Neutral
Polarity, No.
of Hashtags
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, Sar-
casm, No. of
Hashtags)
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hashtags,
Time-End
4
Setup D Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hash-
tags, No. of
Punctuation,
Neutral
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hashtags,
Sarcasm, No.
of Punctuation
Positive,
Negative and
Neutral Po-
larity, No. of
Hashtags, No.
of Punctuation
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, Sar-
casm, No.
of Hash-
tags, No. of
Punctuation)
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hashtags,
Time-End,
Sarcasm
5
Setup E Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hash-
tags, No. of
Punctuation,
Neutral, No.
of Emotion
Positive and
Negative Po-
larity, No. of
Hashtags, Sar-
casm, No. of
Punctuation,
Neutral
Positive,
Negative
and Neutral
Polarity, No.
of Hash-
tags, No. of
Punctuation,
Sarcasm
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, Sar-
casm, No.
of Hash-
tags, No. of
Punctuation,
Neutral
Positive and
Negative
Polarity, No.
of Hashtags,
Time-End,
Sarcasm,
Neutral
6
Setup F Polarity (All),
Sarcasm, No.
of Hashtags,
No. of Punctu-
ation, No. of
question and
exclamation
marks, No. of
Emoticons,
Time (All)
Polarity (All),
Sarcasm, No.
of Hashtags,
No. of Punctu-
ation, No. of
question and
exclamation
marks, No. of
Emoticons,
Time (All)
Polarity (All),
Sarcasm, No.
of Hashtags,
No. of Punctu-
ation, No. of
question and
exclamation
marks, No. of
Emoticons,
Time (All)
Polarity (All),
Sarcasm, No.
of Hashtags,
No. of Punctu-
ation, No. of
question and
exclamation
marks, No. of
Emoticons,
Time (All)
Polarity (All),
Sarcasm, No.
of Hashtags,
No. of Punctu-
ation, No. of
question and
exclamation
marks, No. of
Emoticons,
Time (All)
11
Setup G Polarity (All) Polarity (All) Polarity (All) Polarity (All) Polarity (All) 3
Setup H Sarcasm Sarcasm Sarcasm Sarcasm Sarcasm 1
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5.3.3 Results and Discussion
All the models were tested using 10-fold cross-validation; accuracy, error rate, precision,
recall, F-score and Area Under Curve (AUC) were calculated. In a Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve, the true positive rate is plotted in a function of the false positive
rate for different cut-off points of a parameter. The points on the ROC curve represent
sensitivity/specificity pairs corresponding to various decision thresholds. The area under the
ROC curve (AUC) is a measure of how well a parameter can distinguish between two groups
(emotion/not emotion).
The best performing models leading to good performance results – with the corresponding
preprocessing levels, features and machine learning techniques are displayed in Table 5.11.
These models were chosen due to the highest identification of emotion (recall). The baseline
feature was unigrams, we displayed the unigram results with the same machine learning
technique as Table 5.11 in Table 5.12. While these results are discussed in more detail in the
subsections below, they also convey several high level observations as in the following:
• The accuracy of the models with unigrams alone (see Table 5.12) increased by 11%
with the new features, however in some models, the accuracy decreased 12%;
• The emotion detection (recall) increased by 20% in some models;
• CNB performed best in 3 out of 5 datasets; and
• The features (Experiments) led to different performance in each model;
Table 5.11 Best models
Model 8-Class 3-Class 2-Class-
Amused
2-Class-
Bored
2-Class-
Excited
Experiment Setup E Setup C Setup B Setup F Setup E
Machine Learning Technique NB ME CNB CNB CNB
Accuracy 0.36 0.51 0.70 0.68 0.55
Error rate 0.64 0.49 0.30 0.32 0.45
Precision 0.37 0.35 0.27 0.39 0.20
Recall 0.36 0.57 0.57 0.72 0.80
F-score 0.36 0.43 0.37 0.46 0.31
AUC 0.64 0.72 0.62 0.58 0.66
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Table 5.12 Best models (unigrams)
Model 8-Class 3-Class 2-Class-
Amused
2-Class-
Bored
2-Class-
Excited
Feature unigrams unigrams unigrams unigrams unigrams
Machine Learning Technique NB ME CNB CNB CNB
Accuracy 0.25 0.57 0.65 0.66 0.67
Error rate 0.75 0.43 0.35 0.34 0.33
Precision 0.27 0.39 0.23 0.38 0.21
Recall 0.18 0.45 0.57 0.63 0.60
F-score 0.21 0.42 0.33 0.47 0.32
AUC 0.59 0.67 0.61 0.65 0.64
Table 5.13 Difference between best models in Setups A-H and unigram models
Model 8-Class 3-Class 2-Class-
Amused
2-Class-
Bored
2-Class-
Excited
Setup Setup E Setup C Setup B Setup F Setup E
Accuracy% 11% -6% 5% 2% -12%
Error rate% -11% 6% -5% -2% 12%
Precision % 10% -4% 4% 1% -1%
Recall% 18% 12% 1% 9% 20%
F-score% 8% 1% 4% -1% -1%
AUC 5% 5% 1% -7% 2%
Feature results
Various experiments from section 5.3.2 led to an increase performance of the unigrams
feature models. The difference between the models with unigrams and the highest models in
Table 5.11 are presented in Table 5.13.
Table 5.14 presents a comparison between the recall for the unigrams and the Setups
with the 8-Class dataset. In the table we have highlighted the best and worst performance
in the Setups. The best feature combination in the 8-Class dataset with all emotions, was
Setup E which were the highest 6 features (i.e. positive-lexicon, negative-lexicon, number of
hashtags, number of punctuation, neutral polarity and number of emoticons). The Setups
all led to an increase in the identification of emotions in comparison with unigrams alone,
except for Setup A for the CNB classifier where there was a decrease in the recall by 2%.
We summed the increase in the accuracy and subtracted the decrease for each of the setups to
find the least effective Setup. Consequently, we found that the lowest increase happened in
Setup H which was just the sarcasm feature alone.
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Table 5.14 Recall for 8-Class datasets
Machine learning technique NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Unigrams 0.22 0.24 0.24 0.14 0.19 0.24 0.21 0.19
Setup A 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.30 0.27 0.27
Setup B 0.30 0.26 0.27 0.24 0.26 0.29 0.32 0.30
Setup C 0.31 0.26 0.27 0.24 0.25 0.30 0.32 0.31
Setup D 0.31 0.26 0.27 0.24 0.24 0.29 0.33 0.32
Setup E 0.36 0.28 0.28 0.34 0.25 0.29 0.28 0.29
Setup F 0.32 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.28 0.31 0.31 0.29
Setup G 0.29 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.28
Setup H 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.27 0.25 0.25
Table 5.15 Recall for 3-Class datasets
Machine learning technique NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Unigrams 0.34 0.45 0.48 0.00 0.29 0.45 0.25 0.29
Setup A 0.48 0.34 0.48 0.00 0.37 0.56 0.37 0.22
Setup B 0.48 0.32 0.47 0.00 0.38 0.56 0.38 0.25
Setup C 0.47 0.32 0.47 0.00 0.38 0.57 0.39 0.24
Setup D 0.24 0.31 0.46 0.00 0.39 0.57 0.45 0.24
Setup E 0.48 0.31 0.46 0.00 0.39 0.57 0.39 0.26
Setup F 0.48 0.31 0.45 0.00 0.39 0.56 0.39 0.21
Setup G 0.47 0.35 0.47 0.00 0.37 0.57 0.38 0.22
Setup H 0.41 0.28 0.42 0.00 0.30 0.48 0.31 0.19
The 3-Class dataset with 2 emotions (i.e. Amused and Boredom) results of recall for the
Setups are presented in Table 5.15. We can notice that the results vary, NB, LIN, ME and
SMO showed an increase in recall in comparison with the unigrams alone, except for Setup
D in the NB classifier, where there was a 10% decrease in recall (Bold in the Table). This
could be due to the addition of the number of punctuation signs which was added in Setup
D. In contrast, Yassine et al. [184] stated that number of punctuation signs are valuable in
emotion detection. We noticed that MNB, CNB and RF showed a decrease in recall, except
in Setup A from the CNB classifier. As for the RB classifier the recall remained 0%, which
suggests that this classifier in not good at identifying emotion even with the extra features.
Similar to the 8-Class dataset, we found the best experiment for the 3-Class dataset was
Setup E, which consists of Positive and Negative Polarity, Number of Hashtags, Sarcasm,
Number of Punctuation signs and Neutral Polarity. This is different from the all emotions
Setup E by including sarcasm instead of number of emoticons. Similar to the 8-class dataset,
Setup H which consists of the sarcasm feature led to the worst performance.
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Table 5.16 Recall for Amused dataset
Machine learning technique NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Unigrams 0.25 0.40 0.57 0.00 0.29 0.28 0.12 0.11
Setup A 0.34 0.40 0.54 0.00 0.25 0.30 0.15 0.15
Setup B 0.34 0.45 0.57 0.00 0.32 0.23 0.16 0.14
Setup C 0.42 0.21 0.46 0.00 0.32 0.45 0.32 0.07
Setup D 0.44 0.20 0.42 0.00 0.34 0.46 0.33 0.09
Setup E 0.44 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.33 0.45 0.33 0.08
Setup F 0.34 0.37 0.47 0.00 0.31 0.37 0.18 0.16
Setup G 0.33 0.40 0.53 0.00 0.25 0.30 0.15 0.20
Setup H 0.33 0.39 0.50 0.00 0.31 0.35 0.18 0.19
The results of recall for the 2-Class Amused emotion dataset Setup results are presented
in Table 5.16. The results varied, NB, LIN, ME, SMO and RF revealed an increase in the
recall results, except from 6 cases which are Setups A and G the LIN classifier, Setup B in
the ME classifier and Setups C, D and E in the RF classifier, where it led to a decrease in
emotion identification. MNB and CNB classifies showed a decrease in recall when adding
features, except in Setup B for the MNB classifier where there was an increase in recall.
Similarly to the 8-Class dataset, there was no increase in RB recall. We found that Setup B
led to the best performance for the 2-Class Amused dataset across all the classifiers except
for the ME classifier. We found the least useful Setup for this dataset was Setup F, which
was all the features included.
As for the 2-Class Bored emotion dataset, the results of recall for the Setup results are
presented in Table 5.17. The results varied, NB, LIN, ME, SMO and RF performances were
increased by the Setups in comparison with the unigram feature alone. There was a decrease
in MNB and CNB classifiers’ recall when adding features, except in Setup F where in contrast
of RF, there was an increase in recall. Similarly to the other datasets, RB showed no increase
in recall. In opposition to the Amused dataset, we found the best results were with Setup F,
except from the RF classifier, where it led to a decrease in emotion identification.
The 2-Class Excited emotion dataset recall results for the Setups are presented in Ta-
ble 5.18. Classifiers NB and MNB alone, led to an increase in recall when adding features.
In contrast classifiers CNB, LIN, ME, SMO and RF all revealed a decrease in recall, except
for a few cases which are Setups C, D and E in CNB, ME and SMO. Similar to the rest of the
datasets, RB showed no increase in recall. Additionally, similar to the 8-Class and 3-Class
datasets, we found that Setup E led to the best performance, which consisted of Positive
and Negative Polarity, Number of Hashtags, Time-End, Sarcasm and Neutral Polarity. In
contrast to other datasets, this dataset consisted of the Time= E feature, which was ranked as
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Table 5.17 Recall for Bored dataset
Machine learning technique NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Unigrams 0.44 0.53 0.63 0.00 0.38 0.41 0.29 0.41
Setup A 0.52 0.50 0.60 0.00 0.41 0.52 0.38 0.42
Setup B 0.54 0.50 0.59 0.00 0.46 0.55 0.41 0.47
Setup C 0.53 0.50 0.59 0.00 0.45 0.56 0.40 0.46
Setup D 0.55 0.50 0.57 0.00 0.46 0.56 0.40 0.43
Setup E 0.55 0.50 0.58 0.00 0.46 0.56 0.41 0.45
Setup F 0.55 0.68 0.72 0.00 0.44 0.65 0.42 0.28
Setup G 0.52 0.50 0.59 0.00 0.42 0.51 0.38 0.43
Setup H 0.46 0.48 0.54 0.00 0.39 0.46 0.33 0.42
Table 5.18 Recall for Excited dataset
Machine learning technique NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Unigrams 0.24 0.42 0.60 0.00 0.25 0.39 0.11 0.20
Setup A 0.35 0.42 0.57 0.00 0.22 0.29 0.10 0.18
Setup B 0.38 0.46 0.58 0.00 0.24 0.35 0.14 0.19
Setup C 0.38 0.78 0.80 0.00 0.17 0.56 0.19 0.05
Setup D 0.37 0.77 0.80 0.00 0.16 0.56 0.19 0.06
Setup E 0.38 0.78 0.80 0.00 0.16 0.56 0.18 0.08
Setup F 0.39 0.48 0.52 0.00 0.24 0.39 0.24 0.17
Setup G 0.38 0.42 0.56 0.00 0.22 0.29 0.10 0.17
Setup H 0.24 0.42 0.54 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.09 0.14
one of the top 6 features. Like the 8-Class and 3-Class datasets, Setup H led to the worst
performance.
Machine learning technique results
To find the best classifiers, we looked at the classifier leading to the highest results across
each of the Setups for each dataset. As for the 8-Class dataset presented in Table 5.19, we
found that the best classifier was SMO leading to the best results in Setups A-D. Similarly,
Chaffar and Inkpen [26] research revealed that SMO led to a high performance. The second
best classifier was NB leading to the best results in Setups E-G. This is similar to research by
Tian et al. [170] and Danisman and Alpkocak [41], where NB led to a good performance.
Danisman and Alpkocak [41] experimented with a multi-class model with 5 emotions and
found that the Naive Bayes performed well, leading to an accuracy of 67%. We also found
that for Setup H, ME led to the best performance (emotion detection). We found the highest
recall was in Setup E, with the NB classifier. The highest AUC occurred in Setups F and G.
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Table 5.19 Best classifier for the 8-Class dataset
Setup Setup A Setup B Setup C Setup D Setup E Setup F Setup G Setup H
Highest
Classifier
SMO SMO SMO SMO NB NB NB ME
Accuracy 0.27 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.36 0.32 0.29 0.27
Error rate 0.73 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.64 0.68 0.71 0.73
Precision 0.24 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.37 0.32 0.28 0.27
Recall 0.27 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.36 0.32 0.29 0.27
F-score 0.25 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.36 0.31 0.28 0.24
AUC 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.67 0.65 0.69 0.69 0.62
Table 5.20 Best classifier for 3-Class dataset
Setup Setup A Setup B Setup C Setup D Setup E Setup F Setup G Setup H
Highest
Classifier
ME ME ME ME ME ME ME ME
Accuracy 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.47 0.49
Error rate 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.53 0.51
Precision 0.35 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.33
Recall 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.57 0.48
F-score 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.39
AUC 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.62 0.64 0.62
The 3-Class dataset results illustrated in Table 5.20 showed that best classifier was ME
which led to the best results in all the Setups. Our results are higher than Wang et al. [179]
study that used a muti-class model with the ME classifier, achieving an accuracy of 35%. On
the other hand, their research explored detecting emotions from Chinese blogs. In addition,
they only presented the accuracy and did not include the recall which is needed to assess the
detection of the emotion class.
The best classifier for the 2-Class Amused dataset presented in Table 5.21 was CNB,
which led to the best performance in all Setups except Setup D and E, where ME led to the
highest performance. Additionally, we found that CNB led to the best model in terms of
recall (i.e. 57%) with Setup B. Our results could suggest that CNB was the best classifier due
to the unbalanced classes in the 2-Class dataset (i.e. most of the data in the ‘other’ class), and
based on our previous findings CNB addresses the uneven data classes’ problem. However,
the models which identified the emotion best have a low accuracy. This suggests that the
model is incorrectly classifying the other class as emotion.
As for the 2-Class Bored and Excited datasets presented in Table 5.22 and Table 5.23,
we found that CNB performed best for all the Setups. We found the highest accuracy for
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Table 5.21 Best classifier for Amused dataset
Setup Setup A Setup B Setup C Setup D Setup E Setup F Setup G Setup H
Highest
Classifier
CNB CNB CNB ME ME CNB CNB CNB
Accuracy 0.69 0.70 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.69 0.68 0.68
Error rate 0.31 0.30 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.31 0.32 0.32
Precision 0.25 0.27 0.31 0.29 0.29 0.24 0.25 0.25
Recall 0.54 0.57 0.46 0.46 0.45 0.47 0.53 0.50
F-score 0.34 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.32 0.34 0.33
AUC 0.62 0.62 0.64 0.71 0.71 0.60 0.62 0.58
Table 5.22 Best classifier for Bored dataset
Setup Setup A Setup B Setup C Setup D Setup E Setup F Setup G Setup H
Highest
Classifier
CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB
Accuracy 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.65
Error rate 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.50 0.33 0.35
Precision 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.35
Recall 0.60 0.59 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.72 0.59 0.54
F-score 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.43
AUC 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.57 0.64 0.61
emotion detection was 60% for the Bored model with Setup A. As for the Excited model, the
highest recall was 80% found in Setups C, D and E. Oppositely in Gilbert and Karahalios [62]
research about estimating emotions (anxiety, worry and fear) from 20 million posts weblogs
found that Complement Naive Bayes algorithm results were rather low, giving an accuracy
of only 32%.
5.3.4 Discussion
This research looked into identifying models for emotion detection, in addition to exploring
the role of features. The results of our experiments indicate that adding extra features
improves the emotion detection compared with using the unigrams alone.
Some of the features required extra input from the student and might not be realistic in
real life settings, for instance the time of lecture features. However, if the information is
supplied and available, the emotion identification for the models are significantly increased.
The number of hashtags were found useful in the feature usefulness experiment. This
may indicate that hashtags in students’ feedback are used for the purpose of expressing
emotion. In contrast, we found that using the number of emoticons is not useful, despite that
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Table 5.23 Best classifier for Excited dataset
Setup Setup A Setup B Setup C Setup D Setup E Setup F Setup G Setup H
Highest
Classifier
CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB CNB
Accuracy 0.71 0.72 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.73 0.72 0.70
Error rate 0.29 0.28 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.27 0.28 0.30
Precision 0.24 0.25 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.24 0.23
Recall 0.57 0.58 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.52 0.56 0.54
F-score 0.34 0.35 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.32
AUC 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.63
previous studies have generally found it useful for emotion detection. As already mentioned
in chapter 4, this could be due to the small number of emoticons appearance in the dataset
(i.e. only 63 instances out of our whole dataset).
We found that the Positive and Negative lexicon-based features are more useful than
the Neutral lexicon-based feature. This was expected due to the Neutral-based features size
being only 16% of the data. As already mentioned in chapter 4, the neutral class is also less
common in previous research.
Munezero et al. [118] aimed to detect emotions from students’ diaries, however their
research was using a lexicon-based approach only. They did not report of any evaluating
metrics for their models, therefore it is difficult to compare our results with theirs.
Another research used machine learning to predict emotions in an educational context is
Tian et al. [170]. They used POS-tagging as features. From the emotions that we identified
as relevant for learning from previous literature, they only looked at anxiety, for which they
obtained a precision value of 0.6 using a LogitBoot classifier. This research, however, was
conducted on Chinese text, which has different characteristics and structures compared with
English text, and was also based on text from online chats and discussion groups.
Other research on emotions using machine learning looked at predicting the presence of
emotion versus the lack of emotion [4]; while the maximum accuracy obtained was around
74%, the authors did not discuss the performance in terms of identifying the presence of
emotion.
In this experiment, we use different features that have not been used in the educational
domain before. Most of the research in emotion prediction has focused on common fea-
tures such as n-grams and POS-tagging. However, our research suggests the possibility of
increasing emotion prediction accuracy by adding extra features.
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5.4 Optimal Model for Detecting Students’ Emotion
Results from experiments 1 and 2 suggested that the single emotion detection models lead to
the highest performance. Consequently, they were chosen four application. Moreover, our
results indicated that three emotions (i.e. Amused, Bored and Excited) could be detected
easier than others. These could be chosen as the only reliable models for our application. As
for the models components, our results indicate that preprocessing decreases the performance
of the models with our kind of data, therefore, we chose to eliminate it and only include
a low level preprocessing with tokenization and removal of numbers and punctuation and
stop words. We chose unigrams as a feature and CNB as a classifier due to their acceptable
performance.
5.5 General Discussion
Emotion detection is important in education as they can have effect on learning. After
reviewing different methods to detect emotion, we found that detecting emotions from text is
a less costly method as it requires no extra equipment. Consequently, we proposed detecting
emotions using sentiment analysis from students’ textual feedback. The literature showed
there are not many studies investigating the detection of emotion via text, hence the purpose
of this study.
In experiment 1, we explored models detecting multiple emotions and single emotions.
By observing other studies in emotion detection we found the majority of them used accuracy
to evaluate their models. This can be misleading due to the existence of the ‘other’ class
in the evaluation. On the other hand, recall indicates the percentage of correctly identified
instances for a class of interest and it can be used to assess the ability of the classifiers to
predict emotions. In addition, precision can refer to where the identification problems occur.
We found that the multiple emotion models were high in accuracy and low in recall. This
implies that the models’ accuracies are affected by the ‘other’ class, as the recall is low or
even 0% in some cases. In addition, precision is also low (with a few exceptions). This
indicates that the high accuracy is due to the correct identification of the ‘other’ class rather
than the correct identification of emotion(s) and that the models are not useful for emotion
detection. In contrast, we found that models detecting a single emotion were low in accuracy
and high in recall. We found that these models are much more suitable for detecting emotion.
We found three emotions could be detected more reliably than others (i.e. Amused, Bored
and Excited). These were chosen for our application (i.e. the system described in chapter 8).
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As for preprocessing the data, we found from experiment 1 that preprocessing led to a
decreased performance. The negative influence of preprocessing on the performance of the
models indicates that information typically discarded for polarity models have value for the
identification of specific emotions.
By observing results from experiment 1, we found unigrams and trigrams led to the best
performance for the 2-Class models, while unigrams combined with bigrams and trigrams
led to the best performance for the multi-class models. In experiment 2, we reviewed other
features that could be used in emotion detection which are domain-related features (i.e.
lexicon-derived and time of the lecture), sarcasm, Twitter-related features (i.e. number of
hashtags and emoticons), punctuation-related features (i.e. number of punctuations signs and
question and exclamation marks) in combination with unigrams. We found that these features
improved the results of the models in comparison with the unigrams alone. However to apply
some of these features (e.g. sarcasm) in real-life settings is unrealistic. For our application,
unigrams were chosen as the best feature due to them leading to a high performance in
single models (i.e. Amused, Bored and Excited). Also, it is best to choose unigrams as it is
preferable to use the least number of features possible to obtain the results due to the lower
complexity of the model which has an implication on the processing time.
The machine learning techniques explored and commonly used for emotion detection are
the same ones found in polarity detection. In experiment 1 and 2, we found that CNB was
the best classifier. This could be due to its nature in handling unbalanced classes, which is
the case in our dataset as it consisted of a small distribution of data for each emotion. Across
both experiments, MNB, ME and SMO classifiers performed well for emotion detection.
In general, our research suggests that emotions could be detected from text in educational
settings. The results of the emotion detection are promising in comparison with other studies
in emotion detection.
In comparison with other studies that detected emotion using other methods such as
facial expressions, speech and body gestures, we found that our results were considerably
lower than Busso et al. [20] and Terzis et al. [164]. Terzis et al. [164] was only successful
at detecting the anger emotion. Our research was on the same level as Arroyo et al. [8]
and Dellaert et al. [45]. To conclude, using other methods may be more accurate, but using
text based method may be more feasible in classroom settings as it does not require extra
expensive equipment.
This study has several limitations. Firstly, the dataset was small, and the data for each
emotion class was imbalanced. As previously mentioned in chapter 4 previous literature has
revealed the difficulty of collecting educational data. In addition, due to the small datasets,
some of the features such as emoticons and number of question and exclamation marks were
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limited, which may have the reason to their small effect in performance. We also found that
although some of the features were beneficial to the models’ performance (i.e. sarcasm), they
would require extra labelling from the students.
5.6 Summary and Contribution of the Chapter
In this chapter, emotion detection was explored. We reviewed the the literature related to
emotion detection and highlighted its importance in education. We presented the benefits
of detecting emotion from text over standard methods such as facial and speech emotion
detection from camera and sensors.
This chapter presents two experiments: n-gram feature exploration and other feature
exploration. By observing the results, we found that preprocessing data leads to a worse
performance due to it removing valuable elements for the detection.
Our results indicate that models which detect a single emotion have a better performance
than multiple emotion models. Additionally, three single emotion models (i.e. Amused,
Bored and Excited) were more reliable at detecting emotion.
Experiment 1 results suggest that unigrams and trigrams led to the best performance for
the 2-Class models, while unigrams combined with bigrams and trigrams led to the best
performance for the multi-class models. As for experiment 2, using 15 additional features
led to the highest performance in the majority of models.
The best classifier across both of the experiments is CNB which could be due to the
imbalanced nature of the data. MNB, ME and SMO, performed well, however, CNB
addresses the imbalanced datasets problem, therefore was selected for the application.
We presented the optimal models to detect emotion, which were models detecting single
emotions. The models consisted of low level preprocessing, unigrams as features and CNB
as the classifier.
In comparison to other studies in emotion detection, our study reveals promising results
that are as effective as emotion detection using other techniques. In contrast to other studies
in emotion detection, we use various machine learning techniques and features that have
not been explored before. This research directs future researchers into looking at the role of
features more, as the features can improve performance of emotion detection.
The main contribution of this chapter was to explore machine learning algorithms to
detect students’ classroom emotions. This contribution is spilt into several contributions:
• The most common learning emotions were extracted from previous literature on
emotions in education. These were 19 emotions of which eight of them were found
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to be the most frequent in students feedback (i.e.Bored, Amused, Frustrated, Excited,
Enthused, Anxiety, Confused and Engaged).
• Our study is the first to explore preprocessing in emotion detection. Experiments
with different preprocessing levels indicate that a lower level of preprocessing is more
useful for emotion detection from text.
• This study explored several features for emotion detection in students’ feedback. This
included exploration of less common features and their combinations that have not
been used before in emotion detection. Using other features in combination with
unigrams increased the performance of the models.
• Several machine learning techniques (i.e. CNB, SMO, RF) that are less common in
emotion detection were experimented with. We found that CNB performed well with
models which detect a single emotion which could be due to the unbalanced classes.
Chapter 6
Detecting sarcasm from students’
feedback
In this chapter we explore methods to detect students’ sarcasm in their feedback. We review
previous research related to sarcasm detection from text and then present our experiments
and results.
6.1 Sarcasm Detection
Sarcasm is a form of irony conveying criticism in an indirect way [150]. It may also be used
as a way of covering up embarrassment in a way that is dramatic or humorous [151]. Unlike
lying, sarcasm is used to highlight reality rather than hide it. It is perceived as being more
polite and less aggressive than direct confrontation [151].
Sarcasm has been extensively studied in linguistics, psychology and cognitive sciences,
e.g. [150, 151, 176, 178]. From neuroscience studies in particular, it has been shown that to
recognise sarcasm, contextual cues are essential. However, when contextual cues are missing,
sarcasm can also be detected from voice prosody and facial expression [151]. Given the lack
of such cues in text, sarcasm detection can only rely on the contextual cues. In addition,
the subtle language used sometimes to convey sarcasm makes it difficult to detect from text
only [130].
In the context of education, sarcasm has been studied from the perspective of the
teacher/lecturer. More specifically, there have been studies investigating the use of sar-
casm in communication or providing feedback to students [21, 143, 171]. These studies
suggest that sarcasm can be negative when used to belittle students and positive when used
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with humour and not targeted at particular students. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
research investigating sarcasm in students’ textual feedback.
As pointed out previously, detection of sarcasm from text is a challenging task and there
are only a few studies exploring this problem [42, 67, 80, 99, 140, 175], which will be
reviewed in the following paragraphs. None of these studies, however, explore sarcasm in
the educational context, which is different from typical social media interaction.
Detection of sarcasm has received increased attention from the research community, with
several works reported for the detection of sarcasm from text only [42, 67, 80, 99, 140, 175].
Davidov et al. [42] investigated the prediction of sarcasm from general Twitter data, as
well as Amazon product reviews. They investigated the use of several features, including
punctuation signs and ‘#sarcasm’ hashtag identification and the use of capital letters. They
collected 5.9 million tweets collected from Twitter, and 66000 Amazon product reviews.
They employed the seed method to automatically extend the small number of manually
labelled instances; 80 seeds (i.e. 80 sentences labelled as sarcastic) were used for both
Twitter and Amazon datasets. For the Amazon data, 471 sarcastic and 5020 non-sarcastic
sentences were obtained as the training set. For the Twitter dataset, the authors did not report
the number of sarcastic and non-sarcastic tweets in the training set. They performed two
experiments i.e. one on Twitter and one on Amazon data; for each experiment they used a
test set of 90 sarcastic sentences and 90 non-sarcastic sentences (sampled from the whole
corpus). An F-score of 83% was achieved using a k-nearest neighbour classifier for the
Amazon dataset and 54% for the Twitter dataset.
González-Ibánez et al. [67] distinguished sarcastic tweets from positive and negative
ones using a lexicon-based method. Their dataset consists of 900 tweets in each of the
three categories, sarcastic, positive and negative. They explored the contribution of different
lexicons on the performance of classifiers in detecting sarcasm; the results for accuracy
varied between 55% and 75%. In addition, they compared the performance of their models
and lexicons against human labelling and found that it led to a similar performance.
Justo et al. [80] focused on the detection of sarcasm and nastiness from online forums
conversation data. This study used the Internet Argument Corpus (IAC) as a dataset which
is a collection of 390704 posts in 11800 discussions extracted from the online debate site
4forums.com. They used a Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier and investigated a variety of
features; a 70% F-score was achieved for sarcasm and 79% for nastiness.
Liebrecht et al. [99] investigated the detection of sarcasm from Dutch tweets. The dataset
of this study consisted of around 78083 sarcastic tweets and over 3 million non-sarcastic
ones. They used Winnow classification as a machine learning technique. Highly imbalanced
classes were used and consequently they found that sarcasm could be detected with true
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positives rates of 75% for balanced data and of 56% for imbalanced data. Their results
showed that the strongest linguistic indicators of sarcasm were broad synonyms of the word
sarcasm, such as irony, cynicism and humour.
Riloff et al. [140] detected sarcasm by looking at the contrast between a positive/negative
sentiment and a situation, such as positive sentiments expressed in relation to a negative
situation. The authors collected 1600 tweets with a sarcasm hashtag (#sarcasm or #sarcastic),
and 1600 tweets without these sarcasm hashtags from Twitter’s random streaming API. They
use part-of-speech (POS) tagging and n-grams as features and Support Vector Machines as a
classifier, which led to 63% precision and 39% recall.
Tsur et al. [175] investigated sarcasm detection from product reviews. Semi-supervised
learning was used to expand an initial set of labelled data. The data collected for this study
was 66000 reviews for 120 products extracted from Amazon.com. Only part of the data was
selected in the experiment due to the labelling process being manual. They used 80 sarcastic
sentences and 505 non-sarcastic sentences (from 80 non-sarcastic reviews) as seeds, which
led to a training set of 471 sarcastic instances and 5020 non-sarcastic instances. For the testing
set, they used 90 sarcastic and 90 non-sarcastic sentences (this is the same as the Amazon data
that was used by Davidov et al. [42]). They performed two experiments according to the level
of sarcasm in the sentence. This study focused on pattern-based features; achieving a F-score
of 83% with k-nearest neighbour. The authors also experimented with punctuation-based
features and found that they could contribute to a better classification performance.
In the research reported above, all used 2-class models, i.e. sarcastic and non-sarcastic,
with the exception of González-Ibánez et al. [67] who experimented with a 3-class models,
i.e. positive, negative and sarcasm. For our experiment, we use a 2-class models.
Unlike previous research, our experiments focus on data from an educational context and
more specifically, from students’ feedback. We also experiment with several classifiers to
investigate the reliability of prediction. In the following paragraphs, we review in more detail
the previous work in relation to prediction models in sarcasm detection.
Most of the research about sarcasm in sentiment analysis has been on tweets. Davidov
et al. [42] replaced Twitter special characters with words; for instance each hashtag was
replaced with the word ‘HASHTAG’. Tsur et al. [175], on the other hand, removes Twitter
special characters. Additionally, both of these studies remove the HTML links [42, 175].
Emoticons were used by González-Ibánez et al. [67] in their study exploring polarity and
sarcasm from tweets. Emoticons and hashtags have been also used as features in detecting
sarcasm [42, 67, 175]; consequently in this study, they are experimented with as well.
In sarcasm, n-grams are commonly used as features [67, 99], although other features
such as part-of-speech (POS) tags have been used [140].
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The use of lexicon-based features is also popular for detecting sarcasm and has been
used in various previous research, e.g. [67, 140]. Other studies looked into other features
such as punctuation-based [42, 175], emoticons [67], quotes [42, 175] and the number of
capitalised/all capital words in the sentence [42, 175].
A variety of machine learning techniques have been used for sentiment analysis in general
and sarcasm detection in particular. Some of the common classifiers that have previously
been used in sarcasm detection are Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) [80] and Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [42, 140]. Other techniques which have previously been used in prediction
models and could be promising for sarcasm detection are: Naive Bayes (NB), Complement
Naive Bayes (CNB), Maximum Entropy (ME), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and
Random Forest (RF).
6.2 Data Corpus
The data used in this experiment is described in chapter 4, in section 4.3.1. To identify and
label sarcastic tweets two techniques were used: (a) the presence of the word or hashtag
‘sarcasm’ (or other variants such as ‘sarcastic’) in the tweet and (b) find if the tweets were
labelled an emotion that was opposite of the tweet meaning by a human annotator, for
example, a tweet about the lecture being boring and the label set as amused. Using these
two methods, 194 sarcastic tweets were found; some examples of sarcastic tweets from both
categories are presented in Table 6.1. For the purpose of classification, all the other tweets
were labelled as non-sarcastic.
6.3 Predicting sarcasm from students’ feedback
Similarly to the previous experiments, different levels of preprocessing were investigated.
We tested three preprocessing levels using different techniques which were chosen due to
their popularity in previous studies and used previously in chapter 4 in experiment 4.3.2:
1. Preprocessing P1: This is to test how well the model works without any preprocessing
apart from converting the letters into lowercase. We included this to explore the role of
different degrees of preprocessing, in which this one (P1) is the baseline;
2. Preprocessing P2: This is to remove numbers, punctuation, spaces and blanks and
special characters. In most cases these do not hold value or sentiment, therefore they
are noise to the data; and
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Table 6.1 Examples of Sarcastic Tweets
Sarcastic tweets from students’ feedback Justification
What if i could not sleep and tweet for the first
time? #english #lecture #sarcasm #goodnight
#sarcasm in the sen-
tence
Nothing great than doing some vectors on sun-
day morning #vectors #lecture #sarcasm #justu-
niversitythings
#sarcasm in the sen-
tence
in need of some inspiration #literature #lecture
#boring #feelingdown
labelled ‘Amused’
the only time i didn’t want the lecture to end
#english101 #coollecturer #hadfun
labelled ‘Bored’
i would love to have some coffee to end this
misery! #english #lecture #boring
labelled ‘Engagement’
finally got my ipod charged, time for some music
#history #lecture #boringlecture
labelled ‘Enthusiasm’
can’t wait for calculus to be over #sad #bored labelled ‘Enthusiasm’
dr. jamal needs to seriously needs to speak up
#chemistrylecture #frustrating #canthear
labelled ‘Excitement’
x=whatagain? #lost #confused labelled ‘Excitement’
3. Preprocessing P3: In addition to the preprocessing in level P2, this includes the removal
of hashtags, emoticons and twitter special characters.
Like most researchers, we focus on n-grams and in particular on unigrams. Unigrams
have been used to detect sarcasm [67, 99]. We also explored other features in combination
with unigrams (U):
1. emotion label (E) (from students- the 19 emotions described in chapter 5, section 5.1.4)
2. polarity label (P) (from students- positive, negative and neutral)
3. number of all punctuation characters (PC) (e.g. commas, semicolons, brackets, apos-
trophes, etc.)
4. number of question and exclamation marks (QE)
5. number of emoticons (NE)
6. number of hashtags (H)
7. time of the tweet during the lecture (T), (i.e. beginning, middle, end)
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All combinations of these additional features with unigrams were experimented with.
As for the machine learning techniques used, we chose popular classifiers that have
been used before in sarcasm detection: Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM). We also use Naive Bayes (NB), Complement Naive Bayes (CNB),
Maximum Entropy (ME), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and Random Forest
(RF), due to their popularity in predicting models in general and due to their promising
performance in your previous experiments (described in chapter 4 and 5).
6.4 Results and Discussion
All the models were tested using 10-fold cross-validation; accuracy, precision, recall, F-score
and error rate are used to evaluate the models. Precision, recall, F-score and Area Under
Curve (AUC) of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for the sarcasm class are also
reported, to assess the performance of the model for this class of interest. AUC of ROC
illustrates the relative trade-off between true positives and false positives.
In relation to preprocessing the text, we first experimented with unigrams as features and
found that most of the models showed higher performance in terms of sarcasm detection
when using the lowest level of preprocessing (P1). The reason that most of the classifiers
perform best at this level could be due to hashtags, numbers and punctuation holding value
to the prediction of sarcasm. In previous work, punctuation signs identification was used by
Tsur et al. [175] and Davidov et al. [42]. Consequently, for the unigrams combinations with
the other features, we only experimented with level P1 of preprocessing.
From the features experimented with, we found that adding the emotion and polarity
labels to the unigrams led to an increase of 1 to 6% in sarcasm detection, i.e. recall, in five
out of the eight classifiers (i.e. NB, MNB, CNB, ME and SMO). We found that overall, the
punctuation features (PC and QE), the emoticons count (NE) and the time of the lecture (T)
made little difference to the performance and in some cases led to a small decrease of 1% to
2%. Using all the features led to an increase for the recall of the sarcasm class for the NB,
LIN and SMO classifiers by 7%, 4% and 9%, respectively.
In terms of machine learning techniques, the best results for sarcasm detection for each
machine learning technique are given in Table 6.2. We found on our data, the best performing
classifiers were Complement Naive Bayes, due to its high recall rate. Multinomial Naive
Bayes and Naive Bayes were considerably lower than CNB. Naive Bayes has not been
explored before to detect sarcasm in sentiment analysis, however, previous research shows
that it is performs well in sentiment analysis [131, 136]. Multimonial Naive Bayes has
been used in sarcasm detection by Justo et al. [80], obtaining a recall of 77%. We notice
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Table 6.2 Best models for each machine learning technique in sarcasm prediction
NB MNB CNB RB LIN ME SMO RF
Features All U+E+P E+P U All E+P All U+H
Accuracy 0.82 0.78 0.72 0.87 0.80 0.85 0.86 0.84
Precision 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.76 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.81
Recall 0.82 0.78 0.72 0.87 0.80 0.85 0.86 0.84
F-score 0.83 0.80 0.76 0.81 0.81 0.85 0.84 0.82
Error rate 0.18 0.22 0.28 0.13 0.20 0.15 0.14 0.16
Precision (Sarcasm) 0.34 0.30 0.26 0.00 0.28 0.42 0.43 0.30
Recall (Sarcasm) 0.47 0.51 0.63 0.00 0.35 0.33 0.25 0.22
F-score (Sarcasm) 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.00 0.31 0.36 0.31 0.25
AUC 0.76 0.71 0.68 0.50 0.61 0.75 0.60 0.68
Table 6.3 Results from previous research
[42] A [42] B [67] [80] [99] A [99] B [140] [175]
Precision 0.91 0.72 - 65.30 - - 0.63 0.91
Recall 0.76 0.44 - 77.40 0.75 0.56 0.42 0.76
F-score 0.83 0.54 - 70.70 - - 0.51 0.83
Accuracy 0.95 0.90 0.71 67.90 - - - 0.95
that interestingly, CNB performs the lowest in terms of accuracy, despite previous research
showing that it performs well with uneven classes [65], which is applicable to our dataset as
the sarcasm class represents only 13% of the data; however, CNB led to the highest sarcasm
recall of 63%.
We found that the lowest performing classifiers to detect sarcasm are RB, SMO and
RF. Despite of the high accuracies in these classifiers, the recall and other measures for the
sarcasm class were low, indicating that the good performance is due to the recognition of
the majority class, i.e. non-sarcasm. Similarly, research by González-Ibánez et al. [67] to
identify sarcasm from tweets showed that SMO led to a high accuracy of 71% using unigrams
as features. They did not, however, report the measures for the sarcasm class; consequently,
we do not know how much of the accuracy performance is due to the recognition of sarcasm.
To compare our results with previous research, we display these results in Table 6.3. For
two of the previous works, we report two sets of results which are relevant: Davidov et
al.[42] A and B represent their results on Amazon and Twitter data, respectively; Liebrecht
et al.[99] A and B represent their results on balanced and unbalanced classes, respectively.
One aspect to consider when looking at these results is the data that was used for analysis.
In fact, the best models were actually developed for data other than Twitter. Both Davidov
et al. [42] (A) and Tsur et al. [175] report results on Amazon reviews - in fact the results
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reported by the two papers are the same. Davidov et al. [42] also report results on Twitter
data, i.e. [42] B, which are much lower. Justo et al. [80] used data from online forum
conversations on social and political topics. This distinction between Twitter data and other
types of data is important because Twitter data has characteristics that are not present in
other types of data; in addition, the research so far indicates that detecting sarcasm from
Twitter data is more difficult than other online data – this is also supported by the summary
results of Table 6.3. This may be due to the shortness of tweets, which does not allow for
rich contextual information, which is essential in the detection of sarcasm [151].
All of the previous research looking at detection of sarcasm from text, with the exception
of Liebrecht et al. [99], report the overall results for the classifiers, without discussing
the performance of those classifiers for the sarcasm class, which is the one of interest.
Consequently, we do not know if the overall performance is due to a classifier being able
to detect the non-sarcasm class, which in many cases is the majority class. In other words,
we do not know if those classifiers are good at detecting sarcasm rather than non-sarcasm.
If we were to judge our results based on the overall performance, five out of the eight the
classifiers we investigated had all the metrics reported in Table 6.3 (i.e. accuracy, precision,
recall and F-score) above 0.80. Compared with previous research, this would indicate a very
good performance, even when comparing with non-Twitter data.
The results for the sarcasm class, however, are the only ones that can clarify a classifier’s
ability to detect sarcasm. From previous research, we can only compare with the results on
Liebrecht et al. [99], which in Table 6.3 are given for the sarcasm class. When using balanced
data, i.e. [99] A, they achieved a very good recall of 0.75; however, on unbalanced data,
i.e. [99] A, the recall is 0.56. They did not report the other indicators in the table. As our
data is unbalanced, a fair comparison should be made only with their results on unbalanced
data. One of our classifiers, i.e. Complement Naive Bayes, achieved a better recall of 0.63.
Our results as well as the findings of previous research confirm that detection of sarcasm
from text is a challenging task that needs further investigation. Although the results we
reported in this study are relatively low for what is considered a good performance for a
classifier, when looking at the previous results on sarcasm detection, we can see that our
results are comparable and on some metrics even better than previous research.
From our data, we found that sarcasm is used in text in educational context. Our results
could direct other researchers in the sentiment analysis community to explore labels in
supervised datasets in other domains as well.
One limitation to this chapter is that our data is small and only 196 sentences were
sarcastic. Most of the studies have explored sarcasm in tweets with larger datasets. However,
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the purpose of this study was focused on students’ feedback and as mentioned earlier in
chapters 4 and 5, the data is difficult to obtain.
6.5 Summary and Contribution of the Chapter
In this chapter, we explored the detection of sarcasm in students’ feedback. We reviewed
previous literature and found that sarcasm is a problem in sentiment analysis and particularly
in the educational domain due to students using it in their feedback.
Two methods were used to label students’ sarcasm: mismatched labels and detecting
‘sarcasm’ and ‘sarcastic’ words and hashtags. We used two classes: sarcastic and non-
sarcastic.
Three preprocessing models were explored. We found that the lowest preprocessing
level (P1) resulted in the highest performance. This indicates that hashtags, numbers and
punctuation are valuable in sarcasm detection.
We explored unigrams alone and with 7 other features. Our results showed that adding
emotion and polarity labels leads to an increase of 1 to 6% in sarcasm detection (i.e. recall).
Using a combination of all the features led to an increase in sarcasm detection in the NB,
LIN and SMO classifiers by 7%, 4% and 9% respectively.
As for the machine learning results, we found the best classifier is CNB, which led to the
best recall of 63%. We found that the lowest performing classifiers were RB, SMO and RF,
due to their low recall which reflects sarcasm detection.
The contribution of this chapter was to explore sarcasm detection in students’ feedback.
The contribution includes an exploration of different features that have not been used before
such as emotion and polarity labels and time of the tweet. We found by other features such as
emotion and polarity labels led to an increase of 1 to 6% in sarcasm detection (i.e. recall). We
also investigated the performance of different classifiers that have not been used in sarcasm
detection before (i.e. NB, CNB, SMO, ME and RF). We found that the best classifier was
CNB and the lowest performing classifiers were RB, SMO and RF.

Chapter 7
Visualisation
This chapter presents the research conducted regarding the lecturers’ preferences about how
the results from the sentiment analysis models should be visualised. Section 7.1 presents
previous research about visualisation in general and particularly in sentiment analysis and
emotion detection. Section 7.2 describes the experiment including information about the
visualisations, participants and the procedure of the experiment. Section 7.3 explains the
results followed by discussion in section 7.4. A summary, the contribution and the conclusion
of this chapter are presented in section 7.5.
7.1 Previous research
Visualisation is used to represent data, making it easier for the user to understand and interpret.
There are many types of visualisation graphs according to the type of data. From the most
well-known visualisations are bar, pie, line, scatter and area charts which are available in
programs such as Microsoft Office and Weka. These basic charts attracted the attention of
researchers and have been studied from different perspectives [37, 106, 145, 147, 148, 172].
They are usually used to represent numerical data. Scatter plots are used to explore the
possible relationship between two variables relating to the same event. They are normally
used to present data in Weka, the data mining tool [73]. There are also visualisations to
represent words; for instance wordle is a tag cloud of words of different sizes reflecting
their importance and frequency [88]. In sentiment analysis, words could highlight the main
reasons of the polarity/emotion results, therefore it is important that the chosen visualisations
include frequent words.
Visualisations have different advantages and disadvantages depending on the application
and audience. One of the problems in complex visualisations is interpreting them incorrectly.
For example, the study by Elting et al. [52] showed that physicians could make wrong
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decisions depending on the visualisation which could have major consequences. Additionally,
presenting the data wrongly can cause confusion [52]. The most common visualisations
advantages and disadvantages from the literature [37, 145, 147, 148, 172] are highlighted in
Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Visualisation advantages and disadvantages
Graph Advantages Disadvantages
Bar Chart Shows the data distribution. It is a
simple chart and easy to interpret
and it can provide frequencies and
it easy to detect the minimum and
maximum values/range/outliers.
It is not suitable for changes over
time or for making predictions.
Box and
Whisker Chart
Summarises large amounts of
data, it shows outliers and the dis-
tribution of data
Individual data instances and re-
lationships between variables are
not shown. Additionally, it cannot
compare categorical data.
Histogram
Chart
It is visually strong and cate-
gories/numbers can be compared
easily
Does not read individual values
because data is grouped into cat-
egories. It is difficult to compare
between two data sets. Addition-
ally, it is only suitable with con-
tinuous data.
Line Chart Can compare multiple continu-
ous data sets easily and data that
changes over time.
It can only be used with continu-
ous data and is not useful for com-
paring categorical data.
Pie Chart Displays percentages and per-
forms well with large numbers.
It cannot be used with a large
number of categories.
Scatter Chart It shows the exact data values and
sample size. It also shows the
minimum/maximum and outliers.
It is not suitable for visualising
large data sets. In addition, the
data on both axes should be con-
tinuous.
Visualisation has been used previously to present sentiment analysis results. For example,
Marcus [106] used pie charts to present sentiment analysis results from Twitter data.
Neri et al. [119] used bubble maps to present sentiment analysis clustering in social media
(See Figure 7.1). They also used pie charts to present polarity and line charts to illustrate
polarity over periods of time.
Visualisation has also been used to present emotional data. One study highlights that
emoticons can be to used describe emotional data [25]. The study was done by Callele
et al. [25] who used emoticons to identify players’ emotional state in a virtual world (i.e.
gaming).
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Fig. 7.1 Neri et al. [119] bubble plot
Gregory et al. [69] created a new visualisation for automatic sentiment analysis. This
visualisation was originally adapted from the box plot which they named rose plot due to the
shape being similar to the rose petals (See Figure 7.2). Their visualisation included detection
of four pairs of affect categories:
1. Positive (n=2236)-Negative (n=2708)
2. Virtue (n=638)-Vice (n=649)
3. Pleasure (n=151)-Pain (n=220)
4. Power Cooperative (n=103)-Power Conflict (n=194)
Fig. 7.2 Gregory et al. [69] rose plot
They used the size of the petals in the rose plot to illustrate the larger class category. One
advantage of their research is providing the user with polarity and emotion integrated in a
single visualisation.
As sentiment analysis is related to word analysis, we also explore methods to visualise
text. As mentioned previously, text can be presented in a word cloud, such as Wordle. Wordle
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scales words according to their frequency and usually in many cases, the more frequently
they appear in the text, the more important the words are [88]. Mcnaught and Lam [110]
highlighted that word clouds could be a useful research tool to aid educational research
such as providing extra support (i.e. visualisation) for learning analytic tools. They also
highlighted that word clouds allowed viewers to quickly visualise general patterns in text.
Knight [87] showed that the domain has an influence on visualisation. Acquiring knowl-
edge about the domain can save time, due to the similarities in visualisation tasks and type of
data [87]. In addition, the visualisations are usually specific to the type of data [87].
Visualisations have been used in many domains including education. Geryk [61] created
an analytical tool to increase education efficiency and quality. They explored different
visualisations which enable better exploratory of interactive analysis. They visualised student
data, including their grades and the unit credits to find students that drop-out or change
course. They used bubble charts which is to represent data as bubbles, where the size of the
bubbles increase according to the data.
Romero et al. [142] created a data mining and visualisation tool for the discovery of
student trails in web-based educational systems for lecturers to use. The visualisation for this
tool was a graph with nodes and edges. Each node represents a web page and the directed
edges (i.e. arrows) indicate how the students have moved between the web pages.
Leong et al [94] used students’ feedback via SMS messages to evaluate teaching. The
messages were classified into positive and negative classes, which were visualised to the
lecturer. They created a complex map of positive and negative terms with links between
them; the lecturer would however, have to estimate the proportions of positive and negative
concepts, which would be time consuming.
The visualisation in our case is specialised in representing students’ polarity and emotion
from students’ feedback to the lecturer. To the best of our knowledge, the extensive review
of the literature did not reveal any suitable visualisation of students’ feedback in the context
of a classroom environment that presents polarity and emotion to the lecturer.
7.2 Experiment
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the best graph(s) to visualise the results of
sentiment analysis (i.e. polarity and emotion detection) on students’ real-time feedback to
the lecturer. The visualisation is an important component that should facilitate the lecturers
understanding of the class opinions through simple displays that highlight meaningful
information. We chose a participatory design for this experiment to allow lecturers to
participate in providing feedback on suggested visualisation designs, as well as allow them
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to suggest other designs. The following subsections include the participants, the materials
which describe the visualisation designs and the procedure.
7.2.1 Participants
The participants were university lecturers from various institutes and disciplines. There were
12 participants in total consisting of 5 females and 7 males. The participant’s ages, disciplines
and locations are displayed in Figures 7.3a, 7.3b and 7.3c.
(a) Age of participants (b) Disciplines of participants
(c) Countries of participants
Fig. 7.3 Demographic information about the participants
7.2.2 Visualisation choices
To find the best visualisations which are suitable for representing students’ feedback, there is
need of several visualisations including different choices. For instance, including visualisa-
tions with and without time. The default times provided were: Beginning (B), Middle (M)
and End (E) of a lecture.
We created six visualisations, which are: Polarity with or without time, Polarity across
different lectures, Emotions without time (2 visualisations) and Emotions with time (2
visualisations). The visualisations are presented in Figure 7.4.
The first visualisation was polarity for a single lecture with time. This visualisation was
inspired by the bubble chart and is presented in Figure 7.4a. The axes were the time of
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(a) Polarity of a single lecture (b) Polarity of multiple lectures
(c) Emotions without time (Bar charts) (d) Emotions without time (Pie charts)
(e) Emotions with time (Bar charts) (f) Emotions with time (Line charts)
Fig. 7.4 All Visualisations
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the lecture and polarity and the bubbles represented the percentage of students’ feedback.
The colours of the bubbles were red for negative feedback, orange for neutral and green for
positive. These colours are generally associated with these polarities [105]. Words may make
graphs more meaningful for the lecturer [110]. Some lecturers may like text appearance in
visualisation, while others may not. Therefore, in the questionnaire, we presented lecturers
with three options to display text (i.e. word list, wordle, no words at all). The words in
the word list were at different sizes and some were in bold to show importance. Previous
research also used word sizes and boldness to show word importance [13, 29, 39, 49].
The second visualisation was polarity across multiple lectures, which is presented in
Figure 7.4b. This visualisation was based on a line chart type. We chose the line chart as it is
easier to compare between multiple instances. Culbertson [37], Shah and Hoeffner [148] and
Neri et al. [119] found that lines were useful to represent time. The axes of this visualisation
were the polarity and its percentage and the lines represent the lectures. For each lecture, the
feedback could be taken at different times in the lecture (i.e. beginning, middle and end).
The average of the positive, negative and neutral from the different times were calculated. In
the questionnaire, we asked lecturers if they would like to view the single distribution of the
polarity for each of the different times.
The third and fourth visualisations were emotion percentages in the lecture without time
of the lecture included. They are presented in Figures 7.4c and 7.4d. For these visualisations,
we included bar and pie charts. A study Cleveland and McGill [33] showed that viewers
might comprehend bar graphs more than pie charts. Similarly, Toth [172] found that pie
charts present data poorly and bar charts were much more beneficial when presenting data.
Lewandowsky and Spence [95] found similar results. In contrast, Schonlau et al. [145]
claimed in their experiment that there was no difference between bar and pie charts in the
viewers’ responses.
We did not include stacked bar charts as Toth [172] claimed that it is difficult for the
viewers to estimate the values presented and to make comparisons. We chose vertical bars
over horizontal, as Culbertson [37] found that users prefer vertical bars, despite the fact that
horizontal bars allow more space for labels.
We included emoticons in the graph to make it more presentable and to facilitate visuali-
sation over time, when lecturers become familiar with the system and associate particular
emoticons with particular emotions. This familiarity would allow the lecturers to identify
particular emotions quicker via the emoticons, without the need to read the text. Additionally,
frequent words were also included in both of the charts. In the questionnaire, different options
were given to lecturers for the emotion charts. The first option was the bar chart order of
bars: according to frequency or according to the negative and positive emotions (i.e. negative
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emotions on the left and positive emotions on the right). The second option was the amount
of emotions to be visualised: all the emotions or the most reliable emotions (according to our
models results).
The fifth and six visualisations were students’ emotions in the lecture with the time.
These are presented in Figures 7.4e and 7.4f. Bar and line charts were used for these
visualisations. A study by Shah and Hoeffner [148] highlighted that bar and line charts
were useful when representing time. Shah and Hoeffner [148] highlighted that sometimes
using lines to represent time is easier for the viewers to comprehend. On the other hand,
Culbertson [37] found that participants preferred bar charts over line charts in his experiment.
Zacks and Tversky [188] found similar results. The charts x-axis illustrated the time of the
lecture and the lines and bars represented the emotion percentages.
7.2.3 Procedure
Two methods were used to collect lecturers’ visualisation preferences depending on their
location. The local lecturers were interviewed for around 15-30 minutes. The interview
process involved presenting the visualisations to the lecturers. At the end of the interviews,
lecturers were provided with a questionnaire. For the lecturers not present locally, the
lecturers were provided with information about each visualisation in writing along with the
same questionnaire.
7.2.4 Measurements
The questionnaire consisted of 20 questions. The first 4 questions were related to the
demographic factors of the participants, including age, gender, disciplines and countries they
are based in. One of the questions asked participants what devices they preferred to use to
view the visualisation. There were some questions related to the options in the visualisations.
They were asked for each of the visualisations to provide on a scale of 5 (strongly dislike to
strongly like), how much they like the visualisation. The questionnaire is presented below.
1. Q1: What is your age?
o 24 or younger
o 25 to 34
o 35 to 44
o 45 to 54
o 55-64
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o 65-74
o 75 or older
2. Q2: What is your gender
o Male
o Female
3. Q3: What department do you work in?
4. Q4: What country do you work in?
5. Q5: Which of the following devices do you most prefer to use to visualise students’
feedback?
o Tablet
o Desktop
o Laptop
o Smart phone
6. Q6: How much do you like slide 1?
o Strongly like
o Like
o Neutral
o Dislike
o Strongly dislike
7. Q7: In slide 1 what do you prefer to show words related to polarity (positive, negative
and neutral)
o Wordle
o List of words
o None
8. Q8: How much do you like slide 2?
o Strongly like
o Like
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o Neutral
o Dislike
o Strongly dislike
9. Q9: In slide 2, would you prefer to see a detailed description of polarity for different
times of the lectures?
o Yes
o No
o Not sure
10. Q10: In slide 1 and 2, would you prefer to see the neutral class, if it less reliable in
accuracy?
o Yes
o No
o Not sure
11. Q11: For the emotion visualisations, how many emotions would you like to see?
o All emotion
o Most frequent 3 emotions
12. Q12: How much do you like slide 3?
o Strongly like
o Like
o Neutral
o Dislike
o Strongly dislike
13. Q13: In slide 3, how would you like the distribution of emotions to be (distribution of
bars)?
o Positive emotions and Negative emotions
o Emotions according to frequency
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14. Q14: How much do you like slide 4?
o Strongly like
o Like
o Neutral
o Dislike
o Strongly dislike
15. Q15: How much do you like slide 5?
o Strongly like
o Like
o Neutral
o Dislike
o Strongly dislike
16. Q16: How much do you like slide 6?
o Strongly like
o Like
o Neutral
o Dislike
o Strongly dislike
17. Q17: In slide 3-6, some of the emotions are not reliable are you still interested in
seeing them in the visualisation or just the reliable ones (Bored, amused, excitement)?
o Yes, I would like to see all emotions
o No, I only want to see the most reliable emotions (bored, amused, excitement)
18. Q18: In slide 6, would you like to see the frequent words for each emotion when
hovered over?
o Yes
o No
o Not sure
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19. Q19: Is there anything that you would have liked to have seen in the slides that are
missing?
20. Q20: Could you suggest a better visualisation, please take your time to draw one!.
7.3 Results
The demographic graphics questions (1-4) were analysed and presented in the participants
section 7.2.1. The participants were asked in question 5, what device they would prefer to
use to interact with the system (i.e. view the visualisations). They were given four choices:
desktop, laptop, tablet or smart phones. We found that the participants preferences were 58%
laptops, 34% desktops, 8% tablets and 0% smart phones. This indicates that the application
may be better being PC-based.
For each of the visualisations (Vis), we asked the participants how much they liked them
on a scale of 1 to 5 (i.e. Strongly Dislike, Dislike, Neutral, Like and Strongly Like). These
were covered in questions 6, 8, 12, 13, 14 and 15. The results are presented in Figure 7.5.
To find the most liked visualisation, the participants scores for each visualisation scale were
summed (See Table 7.2); for instance 3 participants strongly liked visualisation 1. Fisher’s
exact test was implemented to compare the visualisations. Fisher’s exact test is a statistical
test that compares between two nominal variables and finds if one variable values are different
from the other. Fisher’s exact test is suitable for small populations and was used in this study
due to the low number of participants, i.e. 12. All possible combinations of 2 visualisations
were compared to determine whether some visualisations were preferred to others. The
p-value results of Fisher’s exact test are presented in Table 7.3. The results show that none
of the visualisation differences were significant, suggesting that the lecturers had no strong
preference for particular visualisations.
Table 7.2 Visualisation score sums
Rate Vis 1 Vis 2 Vis 3 Vis 4 Vis 5 Vis 6
Strongly Liked 3 2 1 4 4 3
Liked 3 7 8 5 3 7
Neutral 4 0 3 1 3 0
Dislike 1 2 0 2 2 2
Strongly Disliked 1 1 0 0 0 0
Fisher’s exact test was used to compare between gender preferences in the visualisations.
The results of these experiments are presented in Table 7.4. The results revealed that the
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Fig. 7.5 Visualisation likeness
difference between males and females is significant in visualisation 5. Most of the males
disliked the emotion visualisation with time in a bar chart form and preferred the visualisation
with line charts, whereas, females preferred the emotion visualisation with time in a bar chart
form.
As for the individual visualisations, we presented different options for the lecturers. In
visualisation 1, the participants were asked if they preferred to view frequent words as wordle,
word lists or no words at all (Question 7). The results showed that 33% preferred wordle, 42%
word list and 25% no words. Most of the participants chose to view words over no words
at all which confirms the previous literature findings in importance of words in sentiment
analysis visualisation [88, 110].
The participants were also asked for visualisation 2, if they preferred to see detailed
description of the polarity results (positive, negative and neutral percentages from all the
different times in a single lecture), as the lines only visualise the average (Question 9). The
results revealed that 83% liked to see this description while 17% were not sure. Some
literature such as Gershon[60] claims that using too much information in the visualisation is
confusing. However, in this case presenting details is preferred by lecturers to understand the
visualisations components.
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Table 7.3 Visualisation Likeness averages results
Visualisations P-value
Vis 1xVis 2 0.1811
Vis 1xVis 3 0.2079
Vis 1xVis 4 0.5249
Vis 1xVis 5 1
Vis 1xVis 6 0.1192
Vis 2xVis 3 0.2391
Vis 2xVis 4 0.7315
Vis 2xVis 5 0.1794
Vis 2xVis 6 1
Vis 3xVis 4 0.1835
Vis 3xVis 5 0.09865
Vis 3xVis 6 0.1547
Vis 4xVis 5 0.8513
Vis 4xVis 6 0.8565
Vis 5xVis 6 0.234
Table 7.4 Gender Visualisation Likeness Comparison
Visualisations P-value
Vis 1 0.07576
Vis 2 0.2576
Vis 3 1
Vis 4 0.4192
Vis 5 0.005051
Vis 6 1
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For the polarity visualisations (i.e. visualisations 1 and 2), we asked participants if they
preferred to view the neutral class if it was less reliable in accuracy (Question 10). This was
based on our findings in chapters 4 and 5. Consequently, half of the participants preferred
to view the neutral class, while 42% did not prefer to view it and 8% were not sure. It
is interesting that only half of the participants chose to view the neutral class, while the
literature in chapter 4 highlighted the importance of the neutral class in real-life applications.
The preference could be influenced by the fact that the reliability of the models with the
neutral class were lower. As for the emotion visualisations, we asked participants if they
Fig. 7.6 Gender and number of emotions
preferred to view all the emotions or the 3 most reliable emotions (Questions 11 and 17). The
results showed that 42% preferred to see all the emotions, while 58% preferred to see only 3
emotions. Additionally, as illustrated in Figure 7.6, we found that 90% males preferred to
see only 3 emotions, while 80% of the females preferred to see all of the emotions. As for
visualisation 3, which was the emotions without time with bar charts, we asked them which
way they preferred to view the bars organised; according to frequency or the negative and
positive emotions (Question 13). We found that 42% preferred to see all the bars according
to the negative and positive emotions, while 58% preferred to see the bars according to
frequency. The participants were asked if they prefer to view frequent words in the emotion
line graph when hovered over the points (Question 18). The results revealed that 58%
preferred to see frequent words, 33% preferred not to and around 1% were not sure. The
results are similar and parallel to question 7, as participants preferred to view words.
The last two questions from the questionnaire were additional feedback and suggestions
for new visualisations that could be considered (Questions 19 and 20). For the additional
feedback, a few suggestions were given, for instance, one lecturer suggested that visualisation
2 could be used to compare between lectures from different subjects to rate lecturers’
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performances. Another suggestion was to make the graphs automatic and to give lecturers
trends in the students’ feedback. This requires students to use their phones throughout the
lecture, which is disliked in most lecturers’ opinions. None of the lecturers suggested or
drew a new visualisation.
7.4 Discussion
The results revealed that all the visualisation were liked by the lecturers. When comparing
participant’s scores for the visualisations, none were significantly preferred more than
another. This suggests that various lecturers have different preferences; consequently, to
make sure every lecturer would have access to their preferred visualisation, all of the proposed
visualisations were implemented in the system. In contrast, the literature shows that some
visualisations could be more favourable than others. For instance, Cleveland and McGill [33]
found that participants in their study could comprehend bar graphs more than pie charts.
Toth [172] also showed that pie charts present data poorly and are difficult for participants to
understand and compare values and found that bar charts were more beneficial at presenting
data.
We used Fisher’s exact test to compare between gender preferences in the visualisations.
The results of the Fisher’s exact test on gender shows that females prefer visualisation 5 (bar
charts), while male prefer visualisation 6 (line chart). Similarly to the female preference,
Shah and Hoeffner [148] findings showed that line charts are preferred when presenting time.
Likewise, Zacks and Tversky [188] found that viewers preferred bar charts over line charts.
In contrast, Culbertson [37] claimed that participants preferred bar charts over line charts,
which is similar to the male preference.
As for the polarity visualisations, we found that half of the participants preferred to
view the neutral class. This could be due to lower reliability and accuracy of models
within the neutral class. However, as shown in chapter 4, the neutral class is important to
view a complete picture of the polarity and it does not force instances into positive and
negative categories. Therefore, it is essential in the visualisation. Additionally, we found that
participants preferred the word lists over wordle in presenting the word frequencies. This
could be due to the simplicity of reading word lists in a small amount of time in the lecture.
However, it is surprising that 25% of the participants did not prefer to see any words, as
they usually give lecturers an indication of the reason for the polarity decision. In contrast,
Mcnaught and Lam [110] found that word clouds were popular among viewers and useful to
detect patterns in words. Culbertson [37] showed that word labels on graphs and pictorial
symbols did not make any difference in participants’ understanding. A possible reason for
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some lecturers preferring to see no words is the use of these visualisations in real time. They
would need to process the information from the visualisations while lecturing, and thus,
would only be able to use a limited amount of attention for this purpose.
Our results showed that 58% of the participants preferred to view the order of the bars
according to frequency in visualisation 3. This is easier for the lecturers to distinguish
between the most frequent and less frequent emotions. Additionally, participants preferred to
only view the 3 most accurate emotions which were amused, bored and excited. Our findings
showed that 90% of the male participants preferred to only view 3 emotions, while 80% of
the females preferred to see all the emotions. This could indicate that male only prefer simple
visualisations over female who prefer detailed visualisations or that males prioritise accuracy,
while females prioritise the ‘big picture’; however, this needs further investigation.
To conclude, we found that while some people prefer bar graphs, others may prefer line
graphs or pie charts. The results showed that there is no clear preference for visualising
the data and all the visualisations could be used. Thus, the best option is to present all
visualisations.
One limitation of the research is the number of participants evaluating the visualisations.
This was due to the difficulty in finding lecturers willing to participate. An email was sent
out to different departments reaching over 100 lecturers, of which only 12 were willing to
participate. This is a general issue and similar to other studies in the educational domain [6,
43, 108, 124, 149]. It could be due to the busy schedules of the lecturers especially during
term time.
7.5 Summary and Contribution of the Chapter
This chapter reviewed different visualisations from previous research. Previous literature did
not show any suitable visualisations for polarity and emotion results from students’ feedback.
Six visualisations were created to present both polarity and emotions from students to the
lecturer. We included different graphs and different options for the lecturer to choose from.
The methodology of this research included interviews and questionnaires to allow lectur-
ers to participate and suggest different visualisation designs.
The results indicated that lecturers liked all the visualisations. In addition, the results
suggested that all the visualisations were equally preferred as no significant value was found
in Fisher’s exact test experiments.
The gender had an effect on visualisation 5 – we found that males disliked it, while
females liked it. However, as the users of the system are a mix of gender, we can not exclude
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this visualisation. However, this is interesting for future researchers to acknowledge the
differences the gender have in this particular visualisation.
The contribution of this chapter was to create visualisations suitable to present the results
of the polarity and emotion results from students’ real-time feedback to lecturers. Our
findings revealed that while some people prefer bar graphs, others may prefer line graphs or
pie charts. Therefore, we found that the best option is to present all visualisations. Another
contribution was to explore the effect of gender in the visualisations. Our results showed that
there is a relation between gender and types of visualisation, which is interesting to explore
further in future research.
Chapter 8
System integration and evaluation
The sentiment analysis models and the visualisations were integrated into a PC-based system
to be used in real lectures. The system architecture will be described in section 8.1, followed
by the system evaluation in section 8.2. The chapter is ended with a discussion and conclusion
in sections 8.4 and 8.5.
8.1 System Architecture
The system consists of the sentiment analysis models which predict polarity and emotion
from students’ feedback and visualisations that present the results to the lecturer. Figure 8.1
illustrates the components of the system and Figure 8.2 illustrates an example of its process.
The system was built and integrated using R language.
One scenario that illustrates the benefits of the proposed system is described in the
following. John, a lecturer, has just finished presenting an example, and he wants to know
whether to continue to the next part of the lecture. The students are instructed to post tweets
using their own mobiles, tablets, or laptops to express their opinions about the lecture. The
feedback is then analysed using the sentiment analysis models and is visualised to the lecturer.
The visualisation illustrates different proportions of positive, negative and neutral sentiment.
John can see that the percentage of negative feedback is 70 percent, the neutral is 20 percent,
and the positive is 10 percent. The visualisation also presents frequent words with their
polarity; for example, the words ‘confused’, ‘example’, ‘complicated’ and ‘difficult’ appear
with negative polarity. As a result, he can address this in real time and decide to explain the
example in a different way.
The system will be implemented in the classroom as follows: Students will provide
feedback to the lecturer via social networks such as Twitter. Social networks are popular
among students [123, 174]. In 2010, Twitter a social media network, had 106 million users,
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Fig. 8.1 System components
and 180 million visitors every month [15]. Twitter company revealed that 300,000 new
users were signing up every day and that it received 600 million queries daily through its
search engine. Twitter is also free, and around 37% of Twitter’s users use their phone to
send messages [15]. Twitter is also popular in sentiment analysis research as it is rich with
opinions [1, 12, 63, 64, 92, 126, 136, 181]. Therefore, Twitter can be used by students to
provide feedback. Using Twitter allows students to express feedback in their own wording,
which allows the lecturer to view frequent words per polarity/emotion class. This can be an
advantage over clickers that only retrieve limited feedback such as Yes/No.
The students’ feedback can be taken at anytime in the lecture but there will also be time
slots chosen by the lecturer according to stop points, such as changing topics or after complex
examples. For our system we choose 3 time slots which are beginning, middle and end of the
lecture. This distribution is beneficial as the feedback might vary at different times in the
lecture.
The feedback is then passed through the sentiment analysis models. This part consists of
three stages: preprocessing the data, selecting the features, and passing through the model
which is based on a particular machine learning technique. A description of the optimal
models labelling the feedback have previously been mentioned in chapters 4 and 5. Both
of these models include a low preprocessing level including tokenization, converting text to
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Fig. 8.2 System process
lowercase and removing numbers, punctuation and stop-words. They both include unigrams
as features and CNB as the machine learning technique. The polarity models included the
neutral class. The emotion models included three single emotion models (i.e. Amused, Bored
and Excited). The results are associated with frequent words from each class in the polarity
and emotions using the term frequency function in the text mining package in R.
The results from the models are fed into the visualisations in the system. According to
Chapter 7 findings, there were no strong preferences with regard to the 6 visualisations. The
lecturer can view their preferred visualisations from the 6 available ones, then take actions
accordingly.
8.2 System evaluation experiment
In this section, the system evaluation is presented. The purpose of evaluating the system
is to investigate if it is useful and usable. Additionally, to find whether or not students and
lecturers adapt to the system in real lectures. The participants and the details of experiments
procedure are highlighted, followed by the results.
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8.2.1 Participants
The participants consisted of 80 students and 6 lecturers from the computer department at
an U.S. Institute, which cannot be named for ethical and legal purposes (i.e. they requested
to remain anonymous). The number of student participants were 80. Some of the students
in the class did not participate in the experiment, due to their unwillingness to fill in the
questionnaire. Details about the lectures included in this experiment and the number of
students that participated in each class are presented in Table 8.1. Some of lectures were
selected from the same course to observe if there is any difference in the lecturer/students
opinions.
Table 8.1 Lecture Details
Date Topic Year Students in
class
Students partic-
ipated
14-Sep Advanced Object-oriented Pro-
gramming Using C#
Year 2 12 12
22-Sep Introduction to Operating System Year 1 15 15
28-Sep Server-side Scripting Year 2 19 19
28-Sep Computer Information System
(CIS) Project
Year 3 14 13
30-Sep Server-side Scripting Year 2 19 16
30-Sep Computer Information System
Project
Year 3 10 5
8.2.2 Procedure
The purpose of this study was explained to the students by their lecturers. The students were
asked to provide feedback via Twitter at different times of the lecture. They were provided
with a Twitter account to tweet or they could use their own accounts. The lecturers of this
experiment interacted with the system. At the end of each lecture, the students and lecturer
were asked to complete two separate questionnaires.
The students were asked a short questionnaire consisting of 4 questions. It included
questions about if they participated or not and if they liked/adapted the system process in the
lecture.
The lecturer questionnaire was denser, as they were the users of the system. The ques-
tionnaire included questions to find how useful and usable the system was to them. It also
included questions to see if they adapted to the use of the system in their lectures. The
lecturer questionnaire consisted of 15 questions. Some of these questions were based on
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previous popular questionnaires from the literature to evaluate systems [96, 98, 103]. Details
about these questionnaires were previously discussed in chapter 3 in section 3.3.3.
8.2.3 Measurements
The students’ questionnaire consisted of four questions. The first question was a Yes/No
question asking students if they participated in providing feedback. The three remaining
questions were Likert type questions with a scale of 5 options (i.e. Strongly agree to Strongly
disagree):
• Q2: I feel that the lecturer changed in the lecture according to my feedback.
• Q3: I like this new teaching style.
• Q4: I think the system is useful for me (i.e. providing feedback which will be responded
to in real time)
The lecturer questionnaire consisted of 13 Likert questions:
• Q1: Overall, I am satisfied with the use of the system.
• Q2: The system was easy to use.
• Q3: The visualisations provided are easy to understand.
• Q4: I feel that the system gave an accurate and correct judgement about the classes’
opinions.
• Q5: I can integrate the system into my everyday teaching.
• Q6: The system helps you to understand students more.
• Q7: The system in general is a distraction in class.
• Q8: I found the polarity detection useful.
• Q9: I found the system useful.
• Q10: Students using their mobiles are a distraction in class.
• Q11: I found the emotions detection useful.
• Q12: I found the visualisations useful.
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• Q13: I changed my teaching based on the systems results.
We also asked lecturers how often they used the system in one lecture (“beginning, middle
and end”, “only end” or “all throughout the lecture”). Lastly, we asked lecturers if they found
any difficulties using the system.
8.3 Results
The questionnaires were evaluated in different methods according to the number of par-
ticipants. The students’ questionnaires were evaluated using parametric statistical tests.
The single lectures part of the students’ questionnaire and the lecturer questionnaires were
evaluated using nonparametric tests due to the small sample size. Nonparametric tests are cal-
culated by observing the median from a sample, while the the parametric ones are calculated
by observing the mean. In the following subsections the student and lecturer questionnaires
results are presented.
8.3.1 Student Questionnaire Results
The first question explored if students participated in providing feedback or not. The results
show that one student answered ‘No’ to this question and two students left the answer blank.
Cronbach’s alpha test was used to test reliability of the answers of the three questions.
Cronbach’s alpha is a test used to measure scale reliability and internal consistency between
items (i.e. questions). Cronbach’s alpha depends and is correlated with the number of cases
(i.e. participants in the study). The formula of Cronbach’s alpha is: N∗cv+(N−1)∗c , where N is
the number of items, c is the average inter-item covariance among the items and v equals
the average variance. Cronbach’s alpha is a value between 0 and 1. The acceptable ranges
of alpha are from 0.70 to 0.95 [161]. The result of Cronbach’s alpha on our data was 0.918.
This indicates that the results are reliable.
One sample t-tests were also used for each question. One sample t-tests are used to
compare the mean of a sample to a particular value. The average mean value of the three
questions was calculated which we name student question average. The student question
average was used to explore the overall mean across the three questions. To establish if the
students liked or disliked the use of the system, the means of the single questions and the
student question average were compared with the middle value of the Likert scale, i.e. 3,
which indicates a neutral position. The results of the student one sample t-tests are presented
in Table 8.2. The only difference that was not significant was in Q4 (i.e. the lecturer changes
the style of teaching). The student question average mean value was 2.6917 (t(79)=-2276,
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Table 8.2 Lecture Details
Sample Mean Value P-Value
Q2 2.700 0.025
Q3 2.675 0.033
Q4 2.700 0.059
Composite Average 2.6917 0.026
p-value= 0.026), which indicates that the results are significantly lower than the middle value
3. Therefore, this suggests that the students have a relatively negative impression of the
system.
The number of lectures in the experiment were 6. We investigated the individual lectures
to find if students liked/disliked the use of the system in some lectures and not in others. For
this experiment One sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was used, due to the small amount
of data distribution in each lecture. Similar to the previous experiment, the value 3 was
taken for the sample comparison. The results of tests are presented in Table 8.3. We found
that only some of the results differences were significant. Lecture 2 and Q2 from Lecture
4 were the only values that were significantly lower than the set median 3. In general, by
observing the median results, we notice that the lowest results occurred in lectures 2, 4 and 6.
Lecture 2 was introduction to programming. The low results could be due to the nature of the
topic being a theoretical topic and different from other lectures which are more practical. In
addition, they may have not seen any use in the system as lecturers did not make any change
in teaching according to their feedback.
The highest median rate across all lectures was for those including year 2 students
(Lectures 1, 3 and 5). This could suggest that the system is more useful and acceptable in
lectures with students from this range (i.e. year 2).
Lectures 3 and 5 were from the same topic (i.e. Server-side scripting). They both had a
median rate of 3, which is a higher mean rate in comparison with the other lectures. Lectures
4 and 6 were also from the same topic (i.e. CIS projects), both had a median rate of 2. This
could be due to the nature of this course being at an advanced level (i.e. year 3) and there is
less interaction with the lecturer.
To compare between the lectures with the same topic, the means of the question were
calculated (See Table 8.4). As we can notice from the results, the means for lecture 5 were
higher than in lecture 3, suggesting that students liked the use of the system better in the
second class. On the other hand, in lectures 4 and 6, we found that mean value drops in
the second lecture, indicating that students did not like the use of the system as much as in
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Table 8.3 One sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for individual lectures
Lecture Sample Median P-value
Lecture 1 Q2 3 0.276
Q3 3 0.420
Q4 3 0.292
Composite Avg. 3 0.442
Lecture 2 Q2 2 0.015
Q3 2 0.003
Q4 2 0.015
Composite Avg. 2 0.003
Lecture 3 Q2 3 0.902
Q3 3 0.495
Q4 3 0.371
Composite Avg. 3 0.621
Lecture 4 Q2 2 0.023
Q3 2 0.090
Q4 2 0.158
Composite Avg. 2 0.052
Lecture 5 Q2 3 0.713
Q3 3 0.584
Q4 3 0.301
Composite Avg. 3 0.304
Lecture 6 Q2 2 0.129
Q3 2 0.102
Q4 2 0.063
Composite Avg. 2 0.078
the first class. These results are conflicting therefore it is difficult to make a judgement to
whether students will like or dislike it more in time.
8.3.2 Lecturer Questionnaire Results
There were 6 participants in the lecturer study, therefore it is assumed that the data is not
normally distributed. One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was used due to it being an
equivalent to One sample t-test. The One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank procedure assumes
that the sample we have is randomly taken from a population.
There were 13 Likert questions. The median for all the questions ranged from 4 to 5,
indicating that the system was highly liked and that the lecturers were satisfied. The average
median over all questions was 4. The One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was applied
to all the questions with the median value of 3 (the neutral value). The results of the tests
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Table 8.4 Mean for same topic lectures
Lecture Server-side scripting CIS project
Sample/Lecture # Lecture 3 Lecture 5 Lecture 4 Lecture 6
Q2 2.95 3.125 2.154 2
Q3 2.85 3.188 2.308 2
Q4 2.7 3.375 2.462 1.8
are presented in Table 8.5. The results revealed that nearly all questions were significantly
higher than the middle value 3 with a p value <0.05. The only two questions which were not
significant were: the system being a distraction in class and changing the teaching based on
the system results. This is similar to the findings of the students’ questionnaire in Q4 p-value.
The lecturers were also asked if they used the system all throughout the lecture (i.e. allowing
Table 8.5 One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for individual lectures
Sample Median Mean P-value
Overall, I am satisfied with the use of the system. 4 4.17 0.02
The system was easy to use. 5 4.83 0.02
The visualisations provided are easy to understand. 4 4.33 0.023
I feel that the system gave an accurate and correct judgement
about the classes opinions.
4 4.33 0.023
I can integrate the system into my everyday teaching. 4 4.00 0.014
The system helps you to understand students more. 5 4.83 0.02
The system in general is not a distraction in class. 4 3.50 0.18
I found the polarity detection useful. 4 4.33 0.023
I found the system useful. 5 4.83 0.02
Students using their mobiles are not a distraction in class. 4 4.16 0.02
I found the emotions detection useful. 4.5 4.50 0.024
I found the visualisations useful. 4.5 4.50 0.024
I changed my teaching based on the systems results 4 3.67 0.102
students to tweet at any time), at the beginning, middle and end of the lecture, or only at the
end of the lecture. We found that 17% used the system at the beginning, middle and end of
the lecture and 83% chose to use the system all throughout the lecture. This is interesting
as some of the previous research indicated that social media and using mobiles may be a
distraction to the students. Additionally, the lecturers have mostly claimed that the system
for the students was not a distraction. This is a good indicator that the system can be used in
real life. Lastly, the lecturers were asked if any part of system was difficult to use and 50%
answered no, while the rest did not include any answer.
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8.4 Discussion
The results of the students’ questionnaire suggest that the students were willing to participate
in providing feedback (80% of the students participating). This is an important and essential
component in the system as without the students’ willingness to participate, there would
be no feedback to analyse. Similar to other systems used to collect feedback such as
clickers [117, 134], mobiles [146, 154] and social media [121, 139], we found that students
are willing to provide feedback in class. This can suggest that our system allows an increased
interaction between the lecturer and the students. Consequently, according to research by
Poulos et al. [135] the increased interaction could to lead to improvement in teaching.
The students were asked to rate the system in three questions in a score of 1 to 5. The
means of the questions ranged from 2.65 to 2.70, which is between the “disagree” and
“neutral” option, being slightly closer to “neutral”; this indicates that overall, the students
have a slightly negative view of the system. We found from both the questionnaires that
the lecturer did not change their style in teaching according to the feedback. Additionally,
students’ opinions about the system usefulness was close to neutral. This could be due to
them not finding any value or importance in providing feedback due to the lecturers not
changing according to their feedback as both students and lecturer questionnaires indicate
that no change was made to the lecture. On the other hand, students provided feedback which
is a very valuable component of the systems success. Therefore, the possible explanation of
the slightly negative views could be due to the lecturers not applying any changes to their
teaching.
A comparison of lectures (i.e. using the mean value) with the same topics was done to
investigate whether the opinions of students changed over time. The mean values suggest that
there is no clear answer to whether students like the system better or worse due to conflicting
mean values. The results suggest that there is a relation between the mean value in Q2 and Q3
and Q4. When Q2 is lower, Q3 and Q4 are also lower suggesting that students low feedback
could be due to the lecturer not changing their teaching according to students’ feedback.
The lecturers’ evaluation of the system were positive, with the average median value
of the lecturers responses over all the questions resulting 4 out of 5. This suggests that
lecturers were satisfied with the system. Almost all of the questions were significantly higher
than the median average, indicating that the lecturers were satisfied with the system. Only
two questions were non significant: the system being a distraction in class and changing
the teaching based on the system results. This indicates that lecturers welcomed students’
feedback but preferred not to change their teaching according to it.
The system was found useful and usable by lecturers, which is similar to other SRS
studies [117, 134]. Lecturers strongly felt that the system was easy to use and the system was
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useful (Mean=5, p-value=0.02). The results also indicate that the system helped lecturers
understand students better (Mean=5, p-value=0.02). Similarly, previous literature also reveals
that students’ feedback, allows the lectures to understand their students more [24].
In comparison to other studies who have collected students’ feedback in real time via
Twitter such as Novak et al. [121], we found that the lecturers did not find any difficulties
or stress in using the system. Novak et al. [121] mentioned that lecturers had to read tweets
from the beginning in sequential order causing time-loss and stress.
In comparison to other systems used to collect feedback in real time using SRSs, we
found that our system has an advantage over other systems. Our system overcomes certain
challenges found in SRS, for instance, lack of information issue in clickers which was
addressed by including frequent words. Additionally, by using social media, the additional
costs found in the purchase of clickers and SMS to provide feedback are eliminated [86, 134].
Limitations of this chapter include the small number of lecturers evaluating the system.
However, in comparison with other research in education this is a common problem, due to
the busy schedules of lecturers and students. Table 8.6 presents some examples of previous
research indicating that collecting participants in the educational domain is difficult and a
general problem.
Table 8.6 One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for individual lectures
Paper Participants Topic # of participants
Ozkan [124] Students Students’ evaluation of e-
learning systems in the higher
education context
84
Martyn [108] Students Clickers in the classroom 184
Shahriza et al. [149] Students Mobile phone in collecting stu-
dents’ feedback
240
Anderson et al. [6] Students PC Based Lecture Presentation
System
477
Davis et al. [43] Students Massively Open Online
Courses
258
Another limitation to the study was that it was only implemented on lecturers from
the computing department. The results may be distorted for this reason and it would be
interesting to apply this study to lecturers in other departments.
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8.5 Summary and Contribution of the Chapter
In this chapter, we discussed the system evaluation. The system was evaluated in 6 different
lectures. The students and lecturers both participated in providing feedback about the system
using questionnaires.
The results of the students’ questionnaires suggested that students’ opinions of the system
were between neutral and dislike. This could be due to the lack of changes applied to the
lecture after providing feedback. However, students were willing to participate in providing
feedback, which is a prerequisite for the system to provide information to the lecturer.
The results of the lecturers’ questionnaires indicated that the lecturers were satisfied with
the use of the system. Across all the questions the median of the results ranged from 4 to 5
out of 5, which suggests that lecturers found the system useful and easy to use. They also
found that the system allows them to understand their students better. On the other hand, we
found that lecturers did not apply changes in the lecture according to students’ feedback.
The contribution of the chapter was the integration of the system and the evaluation its
use in real-life settings. The system was evaluated in multiple lectures with students from
different levels.
Chapter 9
Summary, Contribution and Future
Work
This thesis explored the use of sentiment analysis in students’ real-time feedback. The
significance of this research is that it addresses several gaps in the sentiment analysis
literature. The research is important in the areas of polarity, emotion and sarcasm detection,
visualisation and technology enhanced learning. This thesis explored polarity, emotion and
sarcasm detection in students’ feedback. In addition, visualisation of the polarity and emotion
detection results was also investigated. The system proposed in this thesis which consisted
of the integration of the models’ results and their visualisations was evaluated, contributing
to the field of technology enhanced learning.
9.1 Summary and Contribution
In chapter 2, the main literature related to this research is reviewed and several gaps were
identified. Previous methods and systems to collect feedback in real time were reviewed.
These systems have certain limitations, such as the fact that the clickers and SMS messages
were expensive for the institute and students. Additionally, clickers provided the lecturers
with limited information due to their restricted capability. The most suitable method found
to collect feedback was from social media websites. Social media websites are free and
eliminated the cost charges from both the clickers and SMSs. In addition, social media
websites were found popular among students. The use of social media, however, poses a
different problem: how to analyse the collected feedback without stress and time pressure for
the lecturers?
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In result to the literature findings, we proposed the creation of a system that analyses
students’ feedback by detecting polarity and emotion and visualises the results to the lecturer
in real time. We identified sentiment analysis as the most suitable method to analyse the
feedback, due to its similarity to previous feedback collection methods such as clicker
application and its ability to extract useful information from the text.
Previous research related to sentiment analysis was reviewed. The literature showed
that sentiment analysis was more effective when applied to specific domains due to the
different word meanings across domains. Previous literature related to sentiment analysis in
different domains including education were reviewed. Most of the research in the educational
domain was on e-learning and only one piece of research was applied to classroom feedback.
The extensive literature review did not reveal any research exploring sentiment analysis for
students’ real-time feedback. In addition, the literature findings showed that there is no model
fit for analysing students’ classroom feedback, which is the main reason for this research.
Research related to emotion detection was also reviewed. The literature showed that
there is little research related to emotion detection via text. Previous research highlighted the
importance of emotion in learning. The literature indicated that there is no research that had
explored emotion detection in students’ classroom feedback. Additionally, to the best of our
knowledge, no research has been done in an educational context on text data using machine
learning, with the exception of one study on Chinese text.
The first contribution of this thesis was to explore polarity detection in students’ feedback.
This contribution was outlined in chapter 4. Two experiments were done: the investigation of
n-gram and POS-tagging and the investigation of other features.
The first experiment included exploring different preprocessing levels with the most
common features which were n-grams and POS-tagging and the most popular machine
learning techniques. Additionally in this experiment the neutral class was also explored.
One contribution to this study was to investigate the effect of preprocessing on polarity.
Consequently, after exploring 6 different preprocessing levels, we found that preprocessing
increased the performance of the models. The second contribution was to explore the common
features in the literature (n-grams and POS-tagging). Our results showed that n-grams led
to a better performance than POS-tagging for our experiment. Another contribution was to
identify the best machine learning algorithms for detecting polarity in students’ feedback. As
a result, we found that LIN, NB and CNB had the highest performances. Additionally, the
neutral class in our application was found important and the CNB classifier performed well
with models with the neutral class.
In the second experiment, additional features were explored which were lexicon-based,
tweet-related, general text-related and domain-based features. Three additional classifiers (i.e.
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MNB, SMO and RF) were investigated. We also explored with methods to address unbalanced
data. In opposition to the first experiment, we found that preprocessing the data lowered
the performance. Based on our results, the additional features increased the performance of
the models compared with unigrams alone. On the other hand, some of the features may be
difficult to obtain in real-life settings. Similar to the first experiment, the CNB performance
was high and it could handle the unbalanced classes. To further investigate addressing
unbalanced classes, undersampling and oversampling were explored. Our results showed
that undersampling did not have any impact on our data, while oversampling increased
the performance slightly. Despite the usefulness of oversampling, CNB achieved a good
performance without it.
One of the main contributions and aims of chapter 4 was to identify the best performing
model for polarity detection in students’ feedback. This included finding the best combination
of preprocessing techniques, features and machine learning techniques. The optimal model
found consisted of a lower level preprocessing (i.e. converting text to small case and removing
numbers, punctuation and stop words), unigrams for features and CNB for the classifier.
The second contribution is to explore emotion detection in students’ textual feedback.
This contribution was presented in chapter 5. Two experiments were presented: exploring
the n-grams and exploring other features.
In the first experiment, we explored preprocessing in emotion detection and found that
it leads to a worse performance due to it removing valuable elements for the detection. We
explored different models which detect multiple emotions or single emotions. We found
that models which detect a single emotion have a better performance than multiple emotion
models. Additionally, the best performing models found were three single emotion models
(i.e. Amused, Bored and Excited). One of the contributions for this study was identifying the
features that lead to the best performance. Our results showed that unigrams and trigrams led
to the best performance for the 2-Class models, while unigrams combined with bigrams and
trigrams led to the best performance for the multi-class models.
In our second experiment, we built on experiment 1 and explored additional features
which were: domain-related features (i.e. lexicon-derived and time of the lecture), sarcasm,
Twitter-related features (i.e. number of hashtags and emoticons), punctuation-related features
(i.e. number of punctuations signs and question and exclamation marks) in combination with
unigrams. We explored different combination of these features according to their ranking in a
feature usefulness experiment. As a result, these features improved the results of the models
in comparison with the unigrams alone. We found that using 15 additional features led to
the highest performance in the majority of models. One limitation to experiment 2 is that
applying some of these features (i.e. sarcasm) in real-life settings is unrealistic due to them
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requiring additional information from the users (i.e. students). Another contribution of this
study was to identify the best machine learning algorithm to detect emotions. Consequently,
similar to the polarity detection, we found the best classifier across both of the experiments
is CNB. MNB, ME and SMO also performed well, however, CNB addresses the imbalanced
dataset therefore was selected for the application.
To summarise, the main contribution of chapter 5 was to identify the best models for
emotion detection in students’ feedback. The optimal model included single emotion detec-
tion models. It included a low level preprocessing method, unigrams as features and CNB
as the classifier. Unigrams without any additional features were chosen as a feature. We
justified this choice as in sentiment analysis, it is better to use the least number of features to
obtain the results due to the lower complexity of the model which has an implication on the
processing time.
One of the main limitations of sentiment analysis is the presence of sarcasm and the
distorting effect it can have on the results. Various studies have explored sarcasm in sentiment
analysis. However, there was no research exploring sarcasm detection in students’ feedback
which was the third contribution of this thesis. The contribution was presented in chapter 6.
The main aim of the study in chapter 6 was to identify the best models to detect sarcasm
from students’ feedback. In this study, two methods were used to label students’ sarcasm:
mismatched labels and detecting ‘sarcasm’ and ‘sarcastic’ words and hashtags. Two classes
were used: sarcastic and non-sarcastic. One contribution was to explore the best preprocessing
level for the detection. Three preprocessing levels were investigated and we found that the
lowest preprocessing level (P1) led to the highest performance. Another contribution was
to identify the features that lead to the best performance. Unigrams combined with 7 other
features were explored. Our results showed that by adding emotion and polarity labels,
sarcasm detection increased by 1 to 6%. Additionally by including all the features with
unigrams, there was an increase in sarcasm detection in the NB, LIN and SMO classifiers
by 7%, 4% and 9% respectively. Similar to our previous experiments, we explored several
classifiers. We found the best classifier was CNB which had a recall of 63%. On the other
hand, RB, SMO and RF classifiers had the lowest recall indicating they were not suitable for
sarcasm detection on our data.
The fourth contribution of this thesis was to explore visualisation of sentiment analysis
models’ results. The main aim was to visualise the results of our models to the lecturers.
In chapter 7, we explored previous research related to visualisation and particularly in
visualising sentiment analysis. We created six visualisations to present both polarity and
emotions from students in the lecturer. Different graphs and options were provided to the
lecturer.
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The results of chapter 7 showed that lecturers did not have a preference in any of the
visualisations. The results indicated that some people prefer bar graphs, others may prefer
line graphs or pie charts. Consequently, we found that the best option was to present all
visualisations. We also explored gender’s impact on the visualisations and found that it
had an effect on visualisation 5 (i.e. males disliked it, while females liked it). This is
interesting for future researchers to acknowledge the differences the gender has in this
particular visualisation.
The last contribution of this thesis was to investigate the systems usefulness and usability
in lectures. In chapter 8, we presented the system integration and evaluation. The system was
evaluated in real-life settings which included 6 different lectures. The evaluation included
students and lecturers providing feedback about the system using questionnaires.
The results of the students’ questionnaires indicated that students’ opinions of the system
were between neutral and dislike. The students were willing to participate in providing
feedback, which is an important component in the success of the system. The results of
the lecturers’ questionnaires indicated that the lecturers were satisfied with the use of the
system. The median of the question results ranged from 4 to 5 out of 5. Moreover, the results
showed that the lecturers found the system useful and easy to use. The lecturers also found
that the system allowed them to understand their students more. However, our results show
that lecturers did not aim to change their teaching according to students’ feedback, which
may have been the main cause for students disliking it.
9.2 Limitations
Like any research, the work presented in this theses has some limitations. One of the
challenges across all the experiments in this thesis was collecting feedback. This is a general
challenge in the educational domain and could be due to the busy schedules of faculty
members and students.
In prediction models, one cannot cover every possibility, however,there are several ways
of compensating for this. Having a limited amount of data only allows us to cover some
of the cases, therefore, in sentiment analysis it is preferable to have a large amount of
data. Limitations to sentiment analysis in general include that we can not know what each
individual means in their textual feedback. Sentiment analysis can predict the possibility that
ones sentence may reflect positive, negative or neutral however there is a chance that the
model predicts incorrectly; however, it is also possible for people to misinterpret the polarity
of a sentence.
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In emotion detection, it is even more difficult to give a correct prediction due to the
numerous emotions one can have and the closeness of emotions. An example for this in the
educational domain is the emotions: Excited and Enthused. To be able to get an accurate
prediction, the model needs a large amount of data for each class. This is probably the reason
why models that detect multiple instances perform worse than models that detect a single
emotion.
Another limitation is not knowing the cultural backgrounds of some people. The univer-
sities is this study have a high a number of international students. We do not know if the
cultural differences have any effect in the way students expressed themselves in the feedback
they provided. Culture differences could also have an effect on the students’ use of sarcasm;
for instance, sarcasm may be more often used in the British culture compared with other
cultures [35].
Although this research is based on English language, English language can vary and
each culture has their own impact on it. There exist many differences between English
vocabularies in the UK and the USA [36]. On the other hand, most of the word differences
are caused from slang (informal language) and based on our findings the language and terms
used in students’ feedback were in standard English (formal language). The terms were
related to education such as the term ‘lecture’ which can be used across different cultures.
Another issue with sentiment analysis is the evolution of language and the addition of
new terms in the vocabulary over time [2]. The reasons for language change are diverse, and
include the introduction of new terms for referring to new technologies [2]. Therefore, the
sentiment analysis models need to be updated over time to be suitable for their purpose.
One limitation from the polarity, emotion and sarcasm experiments with other features is
the implementation of the models in real-life settings due to the difficulty in obtaining some
of the features without the requirement of additional information. Therefore they can not be
applied into the system.
Another limitation was in the evaluation of the system, as it was only evaluated in the
computing department. Additionally, we did not explore gender effect in the evaluation of
the system due to the difficulty in collecting data and the additional challenges for balancing
the data according to gender.
9.3 Reflections
In this thesis, we covered different sentiment analysis models to find the best suitable
model for analysing students’ classroom feedback. Many researchers have overlooked the
preprocessing step in sentiment analysis. However this research has highlighted that the study
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of preprocessing is an important step in any sentiment analysis study as it could increase or
decrease the performance of the models. The study of different levels of preprocessing allows
researchers in the sentiment analysis field to explore the best combination of preprocessing
that is suitable for their application.
Another aspect we covered in this thesis is looking at less common features related
to the domain and data source. While most of the researchers have explored the use of
common features, our research highlighted that the use of additional features could increase
the performance of the models noticeably. Therefore it is essential for researchers to explore
other features in their studies to find their impact on their models.
In sentiment analysis, most of the studies used common machine learning techniques
such as SVM, NB and ME. However our research has highlighted that using other classifiers
could give a better performance. One example is the CNB classifier which has not been
used much in the sentiment analysis research, however has performed extremely well with
models with unbalanced classes such as models with the neutral class. Unbalanced classes
is a general problem in sentiment analysis, therefore researchers could experiment with the
CNB classifier to address this issue.
Our research has highlighted the importance of visualising the results of the analysis to
make it useful to the users of the application. There is very little research about visualising
sentiment analysis results and the focus on most of the studies has been towards the models
themselves. Visualising the data in a format that is not understood by the user makes the
analysis ineffective because the results are not usable. In our research, we identified that
people of different genders could have different preferences for visualisation. This aspect
deserves further investigation due to its potential effect on the usability of results.
Our research highlighted some aspects that we believe would be of interest to other
researchers:
• In education, certain emotions are more relevant and frequent than others;
• Preprocessing has an important effect on classification performance; on our data we
found that for polarity detection, higher preprocessing is useful, while for emotion
detection, lower preprocessing in more appropriate;
• Visualisation preferences may vary by gender.
9.4 Future Work
Much research can be carried out in the future. In the polarity detection experiment, some of
the preprocessing techniques increased the performance of models, while other decreased it.
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Our research has shown the importance of investigating preprocessing further in sentiment
analysis for other domains. In our study, a domain-based lexicon was used as a feature which
increased the performance of the models. The lexicon’s size was small as it was created from
the collected students’ feedback which was limited. Our findings can direct other researchers
in other domains (e.g. tourism, products and movie) into using domain-based lexicons to
increase the performance of their models. Muhammad et al. [116] research about Twitter
sentiment analysis highlighted that using a domain-based lexicon in combination with a
generic one can lead to a better model performance. The generic lexicon has the advantage
of a wider term coverage, while the domain-based lexicon includes sentiment-bearing terms
that may not be available in the generic one. Future work includes exploring the addition of a
generic lexicon to the domain-based one. This could contribute to increasing the performance
of the models.
In relation to the emotion detection, n-grams were the only common features that were
explored. Future work includes exploring other common features such as POS-tagging
which may increase the models’ performance. In the other features experiments in both the
polarity and emotion studies, the hashtag in combination with other features were found
useful, however, its performance alone was not explored. It could be observed from the data,
that students use hashtags to express sentiment. Therefore, hashtags will be explored further
to find if alone they increase the performance of the models. Hashtags may be explored in
other domains to investigate if they are used to express sentiment. Similar to the polarity, the
addition of a generic lexicon in combination with the domain-based one may improve the
performance of the models, therefore will be explored. Additionally, in this study the polarity
and emotion labels were obtained from the students. For future work, an investigation of
the relation between polarity and emotion can be done. This can be useful to acknowledge
which learning emotions are associated with the different polarity classes.
In this study, less common features were explored. Some of these features led to a
good performance with the models, for instance CNB performed well with datasets with
unbalanced classes. This can be explored further in other domains to investigate whether
these classifiers achieve a good performance.
In sarcasm detection, most of the previous studies were based on a large dataset, while we
only used a small dataset due to the limited resources of data. It would be useful to apply this
study to a larger dataset to explore the difference in performance. It would also be interesting
to apply this study to other domains. In this study, human annotators were used to label the
sarcastic sentences. For future work it would be useful to explore different methods to label
them automatically. This can allow the implementation of the other features models to detect
polarity and emotion.
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As identified by this research, visualisation of the data is an important element in senti-
ment analysis. Most of the research in sentiment analysis has been related to the performance
of the models and not on the visualisation of the models. In real-life applications, the visuali-
sation of the data is needed therefore it should be investigated further. Our findings showed
that gender had an effect on certain visualisations. Due to the small amount of participants, it
is difficult to assess if this is a general effect, or just a characteristic of our sample. However,
this could be an interesting area to investigate further. Additionally, exploring a larger dataset
could be allow the investigation of demographic factors (e.g. age, country and department)
further and their relation to the visualisation preferences.
As for the system evaluation, the sample of participants obtained was small, therefore,
our findings were restricted. It would be beneficial to evaluate the system with a larger
sample. Due to the low sample size, the demographic factors such as gender were not
explored. It would be interesting to explore the impact demographic factors on the evaluation.
Additionally, the system was only evaluated in the computing department, therefore, the
results may be considered bias. Consequently it would be interesting to evaluate the system
in other departments to explore the difference in evaluation.
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Emotion Feature Usefulness Experiment
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